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Foreword by Rich Froning

My name is Rich Froning, and I would like to welcome you to the brand-new, revamped Renaissance Diet 2.0. I have been competing in fitness sport for 9 years, and in those years I have won 4 individual CrossFit Games Titles, 3 Affiliate Cup Titles, and a second place in each category as well. Nutrition for performance, recovery, and body composition change has been integral to my success. Whether you are trying to qualify for The Crossfit Games, just shed some body fat or gain some muscle to improve your appearance and health, or anything in between, you are going to want to be aware of the tools available for your fitness journey. As far as such tools go, proper manipulation of diet is one of the most powerful.

Over my many years in sport, I have encountered countless trends, fads, and misconceptions in nutrition. Some pop up for only a short time, others last decades, and some even come and go every few years. Unfortunately, most do not work in the long term—to notably and sustainably change your appearance and performance. I have seen too many well-meaning, motivated people get ripped off and denied their best results because they invested in a fad diet approach.

The RP way is different. First of all, as you will soon read, there really is no such thing as "the RP diet." RP has just synthesized all available scientifically-derived, research-backed principles of nutrition to create a detailed set of instructions that you can apply to your own diet or to the diets of those you help with nutrition. This book is the most up-to-date, comprehensive resource on the science and practice of fat loss, muscle gain, and performance-improvement dieting currently available. For those who want the most detailed descriptions of how and why the dieting principles work, RP's team of professors, PhDs, coaches, medical doctors, athletes, and dietitians have provided just that, with a vast reference library for those that want to expand their understanding even more. Each chapter is summarized with the basics you need to know to understand the process, and several entire chapters are dedicated specifically to helping you step by step to design and execute your own diet based on your goals.

Happy reading,
A Note from the Authors

When we wrote the original Renaissance Diet, it was the first comprehensive description of our diet approach, based on the most up to date nutritional data available and on our experience with hundreds of clients. Our original book was one of the first to synthesize the current literature on nutrition for body composition and performance and present it in an ordered, logical, and understandable manner. This early version of the Renaissance Diet was also the first to identify the most important factors for successful dieting and delineate their practical application.

It has been a few years since the original Renaissance Diet was published, and two major things have changed since then. First, the interim years of scientific research have increased and refined our knowledge of how to lose fat, gain muscle, and improve performance. Second, through a combination of one-on-one coaching and digital products, Renaissance Periodization has now helped several hundred thousand people with their diets. These people range from folks just trying to get in shape for the first time to world champion athletes. This collective coaching experience has refined our strategies and tactics with respect to the application of all of our scientific knowledge. The summation of all of this data and experience are now available to you, right here in this book.

This newest version of the Renaissance Diet is not only updated and refined, but also expanded. Special diet considerations and information on female specific diet issues have been added along with information on gut health and an extensive section debunking some of the current and pervasive diet fads and fallacies. We put a great deal of effort into making this book bigger and better, so that you can use it to become bigger, better, faster, stronger, leaner—whatever your goals call for. We did this because we hate pseudoscience, scams, and quacks. We did it because we want to give you; our readers, our clients, and our friends in science, the best, most up to date information so that you can change your body, your performance, and your health, for the better.

We sincerely hope you enjoy this book and will put the knowledge you gain from it to use in reaching your health and fitness goals,

Dr. Mike Israetel
Dr. Melissa Davis
Dr. Jen Case
Dr. James Hoffmann
Chapter 1 The Diet Priorities

There are countless diet options available these days. If you would like some evidence to back this statement, try googling “fat loss diet”. New diets that promise to help you lose fat, build muscle, and increase performance pop up online nearly every day. Some diets eliminate whole food groups while others focus on consuming those same food groups solely. In reality, the science of dieting has moved beyond the scope of just controlling food groups; you have likely heard of concepts such as macronutrients, total calorie intake, or meal timing. The scientific bases and reasoning behind the various available dietary regimen are not often made wholly clear. With so many opposing options, just deciding how to diet can be a frustrating and seemingly hopeless endeavor.

The good news is that there are five main principles, along with adherence to those principles, that contribute to any diet’s effectiveness. Differences in the implementation of these principles account for all variation between diets and their outcomes. We can get lost in the superficial aspects of the many diet options available: one diet may require you to eliminate carbohydrates from your meals, while another calls for fasting. The intended outcome of each of these is generally weight loss. What might jump out at you is the lack of carbs or the fasting periods, but these are just superficial aspects—both of these diet alterations are meant to achieve one goal: a calorie deficit. It is the calorie deficit that results in the weight loss, not the lack of carbs or meal timing. Calorie balance is the first and most important of the diet principles, and any diet that works well will manipulate calories directly or indirectly. The other four diet principles can also alter superficial aspects of diet. Once you have learned to see past these superficial aspects and identify each of the five underlying diet principles, you will be able to assess their role and predict that diet’s effectiveness.

Diets vary quantitatively across one or more of the following principles:

**Calorie Balance**: How many calories you eat per day relative to how many you burn

**Macronutrient Amounts**: How many grams of protein, carbohydrate, and fat you eat per day

**Nutrient Timing**: When and how you spread your total food intake across daily meals

**Food Composition**: The sources of macronutrients you consume

**Supplement Use and Hydration**: How much and what type (if any) dietary supplements you consume and your level of hydration
All of these factors contribute to rates of weight loss or weight gain, as well as differences in athletic performance. As we will learn, some of these principles are more powerful than others in determining outcome.

Although adherence is not a programmed aspect of a diet, it is critical. If the diet were a racecar, adherence would be the driver; without a driver, the car does not race. A good driver can get the best possible performance with any given machine, but a bad driver can crash even the best car. Simply put, you cannot succeed on a diet you do not follow, regardless of how good the diet is.

When we wrote the first edition of this book some years ago, we took an exhaustive look at the research on dieting for fitness. We assessed effect sizes, which are measurements of how much change in outcome is observed when a specific variable differs between groups. Studies that varied calorie balance alone showed the most significant effects. Studies that manipulated macronutrient intake (without altering calories) showed smaller but still significant differences in body composition changes. Altering nutrient timing (without changes to calories or macronutrients) resulted in very small differences in outcome. The effect of changes in food composition or supplement use on fitness outcomes was undetectable in most cases. As a testament to the fact that adherence to any diet is a prerequisite for its success; metabolic ward studies, in which subjects do not leave the research facility and can only eat the food administered by researchers, are the gold standard in nutrition research because of the near perfect adherence that results from these conditions.

We qualitatively consolidated data from these investigations and came up with estimated relative effect sizes for the five principles of dieting:

- Calorie Balance ≈ 50%
- Macronutrient Amounts ≈ 30%
- Nutrient Timing ≈ 10%
- Food Composition ≈ 5%
- Supplements and Hydration ≈ 5%

Again, these percentages only apply to the extent that an individual adheres to a given diet. A perfectly planned calorie balance for example will not have the desired effect if the dieter is not eating those planned calories.

If you run a diet based only on calorie balance, you might expect to get about 50% of the potential effect of the diet on body composition and performance. On the other hand, if you based your diet on both calorie balance and proper macronutrient intake, you could get about 80% of the diet’s potential results. If you took all the right supplements and ate only healthy food options, but did not worry about macronutrients, timing, or calories, you could not expect more than about 10% of the potential positive outcomes from the diet. We want to make it clear that this analysis is for body composition change and performance outcomes, not health. While
paying attention to food composition (eating healthy foods most of the time) does not have a huge effect on appearance or performance, it does have a significant effect on health, as detailed in our book *Understanding Healthy Eating*.

![Diet Priority Pyramid](image)

**Figure 1.1** The Diet Priority Pyramid depicts the relative importance of the diet priorities for body composition and performance outcomes.

**Avoiding Pitfalls and Using the Diet Principles to Your Advantage**

The differential effects of diet principles provide useful guidelines for programming diets with specific outcomes in mind. Prioritizing the less powerful aspects (such as meal timing and supplements) and taking the powerful principles (such as calorie balance and macronutrient intake) for granted are common mistakes. Someone might eat with exact meal timing and take creatine and whey protein supplements, but if calories and macronutrients vary too much day to day, there simply will not be substantial results. Thousands of people start new fat loss or muscle gain diets every week, and many of them choose diets that are not based on the higher priority diet principles and thus experience minimal results.

Perhaps the most commonly neglected of the dieting principles is calorie balance. Thousands of people restrict various food types to consume only specific foods—unknowingly prioritizing one of the less important diet principles, food composition. Supplements are the most overemphasized principle. People buy countless bottles of pills and powders and take them religiously, expecting big results. While investing so much time and energy into the minor priorities, many of these well-intentioned dieters do not have the willpower left over to invest in...
the big priorities that really matter. On a fat loss phase this can mean eating too much (very
healthy) food to create a calorie deficit. On a muscle gain phase this can mean eating
exclusively healthy food that is high in fiber and not as appetizing, resulting in a failure to create
a calorie surplus for weight gain. Both of these failures often occur despite a diet with
appropriate food composition, well planned meal timing, and supplements.

Unfortunately, these mistakes often involve every bit as much effort as a successful diet. Every
year, people find their dieting efforts largely wasted on unimpressive results, leading many to
assume they are “hard losers”, “hard gainers”, or otherwise personally flawed. The true
underlying problem is simply a misprioritization of dieting principles.

By getting to know the diet principle hierarchy we can ensure that our hard efforts are being
spent where they are most effective. As you read about each of the individual diet principles,
please keep their hierarchical organization in mind so that when it comes time to program your
diet, you can effectively manage the distribution of these factors to meet your goals.

Key Definitions and Concepts

Some key concepts and definitions that will come up throughout the book are listed below. We
will revisit many of these multiple times throughout the coming chapters, so be prepared to
return for a refresher as needed throughout your reading:

**Set Points**
An adult’s set point is the body weight that they are naturally inclined to maintain. Some people
have a high set point and would become obese if they just ate and exercised as they pleased.
Others have trouble maintaining sufficient body weight for best health when left to their own
devices. Set points are genetic predispositions, but your body’s preferred weight can be
changed.

**Settling Points**
A settling point is the weight your body is inclined to maintain, taking into account your current
and historical dietary and activity practices. Your settling point can be very different from your
genetic set point. Enough added fat or added muscle maintained for periods of months to years
can permanently push your settling point above your genetic set point. In contrast, there is no
convincing evidence as of this writing that settling points fall permanently below genetic set
points when weight is lost. The good news is that it is often the case that more overweight
people have actually pushed their settling point far above their genetic set point as opposed to
their having a very high genetic set point.

Muscle mass has its own independent set and settling points—some people are naturally more
or less muscular regardless of diet and training, though these points are not affected as easily
as those for general body weight. Once more muscle has been gained and maintained for a
year or longer, only a fraction of the original effort is needed to rebuild it if it is lost. Also, muscle
takes much less effort to maintain than to build, a fact we can exploit in the construction of
nutritional periodization.

Fat Loss Phase
A period of dieting for the purpose of losing fat. A common secondary goal on such a phase is
to minimize muscle loss to the greatest extent possible.

Muscle Gain Phase
A period of dieting for the purpose of gaining muscle. A common secondary goal on such a
phase is to minimize fat gain to the greatest extent possible.

Post-diet Maintenance Phase
Also known as a “diet recovery phase,” this phase occurs after a fat loss or a muscle gain phase
and its purpose is to maintain the changes made to body composition during the preceding diet.
This period involves easing back into normal eating, slowly moving out of the deficit or surplus
created by the previous phase. The purpose of this phase is also to reset metabolic and
psychological homeostasis at a new body weight and establish new settling points. Post-diet
maintenance begins at the end of a fat loss or muscle gain diet and its duration will depend on
the degree to which body weight and metabolism were changed by the previous phase. At the
conclusion of post-diet maintenance, one can begin another weight changing phase or move
into long term maintenance of the current weight.

Long Term Maintenance / Balance Phase
In this phase of dieting, the individual’s physiology and psychology have adapted to the current
state of the body. This phase typically starts after the post-diet maintenance phase and can last
as long as the individual would like to maintain their results and live a healthy, active, and
balanced life.

High Volume Hypertrophy Training
High volume hypertrophy training is needed to maintain muscle mass on a fat loss diet or
increase muscle mass on a muscle gain diet. It consists of resistance training composed of
multiple sets of exercises (8-20+ sets per bodypart per week), mainly in the 6-30 repetition
range. This resistance training is ideally mainly composed of compound basics like squats,
bench presses, rows, and so on—lifts that engage multiple joints and whole muscle groups. For
more information see *Scientific Principles of Strength Training*.

Low Volume Strength Training
Low volume strength training increases strength and power without changing muscle size. It is
composed of fewer sets (5-15 per bodypart per week), usually in the 1-8 repetition range. This
type of training is conducive to maintaining muscle during isocaloric periods (post-diet or long
term maintenance phases). This type of training has the added benefit of making the muscles
more sensitive to the muscle growth effects of high volume hypertrophy training for another fat loss or muscle gain diet.

**Mesocycle**

Mesocycle is a term used to describe training on a ‘month to month’ basis—periods of dedicated training usually lasting between 4-8 weeks. The mesocycle is comprised of a series of microcycles, or ‘week to week’ training phases. Mesocycles are strung together to form macrocycles of training, which are long term periods dedicated to progressing towards a particular goal. Mesocycles (or several mesocycles with the same goal sequenced together) are also colloquially known as ‘blocks’ or ‘phases’ of training.

**Fractional Synthetic Rate of Muscle Growth (FSR)**

FSR refers generally to the rate at which a certain amount of amino acids from dietary protein are incorporated into skeletal muscle. In other words, this describes how much of the protein you eat is used to grow muscle and how fast.

**Fractional Breakdown Rate of Muscle Growth (FBR)**

FBR refers generally to the rate at which a certain amount skeletal muscle protein is broken down for use in the body. In other words, this describes how much muscle tissue is lost during periods of insufficient training, insufficient energy availability, or insufficient circulating amino acids and how fast.

**Partitioning-Ratio**

The P-Ratio describes the ratio of fat to muscle gained or lost on a diet. A favorable P-Ratio on a muscle gain phase would mean gaining larger amounts of muscle and very little fat. One of the reasons to periodize diet phases for muscle gain is to maximize the P-Ratio of each gaining phase so that more muscle than fat is gained over the long term.

**Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced Lifters**

In this book we will define beginners as having around 0-3 years of structured lifting experience, intermediates as having roughly 3-6 years of experience, and advanced lifters as having 6+ years of experience. These are not precise timelines, but serve as a rough guide to classify lifting experience. In general, beginners gain muscle and lose fat more readily than intermediate and advanced lifters. Advanced lifters need more voluminous training to gain even a small amount of muscle compared to less experienced counterparts. While genetics and other factors play a large role in muscle growth responses, the relative differences between levels of experience are consistent. In other words, there may be outlier individuals who gain more muscle as advanced lifters than less genetically inclined beginners, but on average those early in their lifting career will have better responses to training than their more experienced counterparts.
Chapter Summary

- Diets to improve performance and body composition can be evaluated based on how they address the diet principles of calorie balance, macronutrient amounts, nutrient timing, food composition, and supplement use.

- Individual diet principles do not contribute to success equally, and diets that prioritize the less powerful factors are either less effective or doomed to failure.

- Better adherence increases any diet’s effectiveness. Adherence is imperative for success.
Chapter 2 Calorie Balance

Any means of achieving a caloric deficit will result in weight loss and any means of achieving a caloric surplus will result in weight gain. Whether or not that weight change leads to improved body composition is dependent on other factors, including macronutrient balance, which we will go over in the subsequent chapter. Calorie balance alone can alter weight irrespective of any other diet principles, making it the greatest priority on the diet hierarchy.

Calories

In the simplest terms, a calorie is a unit of measurement for energy. In the strictest sense, a calorie (which actually refers to a kilocalorie) is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one kilogram of water from 14.5 to 15.5 degrees Celsius. Interesting, but not very helpful when sitting down and deciding what to eat.

In nutrition, calories measure how much energy we get from food to either use or store in our bodies. Calories can be used to jump, run, operate your brain, recover from hard training, repair broken structures, or simply support the energy requirements of normal bodily function. An individual might use 2000 calories a day to meet all of their energy needs, including everything from walking over to pick up the telephone to the firing of neurons in the brain to read this very text.

When someone needs 2000 calories per day to function, but only consumes 1700, they do not simply stop breathing or lose the ability to walk or think. The body has a back up plan for when calories are scarce. Our ancestors did not have local grocery stores or refrigeration, so our bodies are adapted to deal with some periods of caloric deficit without extensive damage to health or function. In the example above, the body can acquire the additional 300 calories it needs to sustain itself by breaking down some of its own tissues (most commonly fat) to release stored energy. There is a tremendous amount of stored energy in your adipose tissue. While your body does burn fats for fuel in the absence of sufficient food, it can also break down other structures, such as the proteins that compose your muscles. A variety of factors determine which of the body’s tissues are broken down for energy and in what amount, but the primary factor deciding whether or not the body’s structures will be accessed at all, is calorie balance.
When your body is getting enough food per day to meet all of its energy needs we call this an *isocaloric* or *eucaloric* condition. Isocaloric conditions result in body weight maintenance—stable body weight over time.

When your body is not getting enough calories per day to meet energy needs, it must break down some of its own tissue for the missing energy. This dietary condition is termed *hypocaloric* and results in weight loss. If you take in more energy than you need, your body stores much of it as carbohydrate, protein, and fat molecules, with fat being the most common. We call this a *hypercaloric* condition, and as you may have already guessed, it results in weight gain.

![Figure 2.1](image)

**Figure 2.1** On an isocaloric diet, calorie consumption matches the body's calorie demand. During a hypocaloric diet, fewer calories are being consumed relative to the body's daily demand (designated by bracket A) On a hypercaloric diet, excess calories are being ingested (designated by bracket B).

**Calories and Performance**

Calorie balance is the most important principle for both body composition change and sport performance. Calorie intake affects sport performance by mediating energy availability, facilitating recovery, and influencing body composition (which indirectly affects performance).

At the onset of exercise, the body accesses a variety of fuel sources. Blood glucose from recent food intake is a readily available fuel source, but is tightly regulated (in order to maintain glucose supply to the nervous system and keep you functional). As exertion continues, non-tissue energy sources (carbohydrate stored as glycogen in your muscles) can continue to provide needed fuel at a rate sufficient to maintain athletic performance. Other glycogen stores in your liver act to moderate blood glucose levels as well. When these liver stores become depleted,
blood glucose can drop leading to bouts of hypoglycemia—clearly not great for sport performance. Glycogen stores are built up in the muscles and liver over time as calories are consumed. If an athlete under-eats for intervals of a week or more, their ability to perform at a high level will degrade substantially, even for less energy-intensive activities.

Both blood glucose and glycogen provide energy more quickly and easily than breaking down your body’s tissues. Your fat stores can provide energy for movement as well, but the rate of energy release in this case is much slower and cannot keep up with the energy demands of most sports. To put this in perspective, the breakdown of fat tissue for energy release does not even reach its peak rates until around two hours into an exercise session. Even its peak rates are not as efficient at providing fuel for sport performance as blood glucose and glycogen, making it a much less desirable option. In other words, reducing calories and relying predominantly on fat sources for energy almost always leads to poorer performance.

In addition to providing energy for activity, calories also provide the energy for recovery from training. The process of training for sport is at least in part one of tearing down and rebuilding stronger tissues. Gaining muscle and training for strength both involve induced tissue damage that, under the right conditions leads to recovery and adaptation to a bigger, stronger state. Even in cases where an athlete’s current sport progress needs are entirely technical, fatigue and tissue damage will arise just from extensive practice and repetition. Many sports also involve contact, such as American football, rugby, and combat sports, which also results in tissue damage or minor injuries. All of this damage must be repaired, and this process requires energy. In addition to providing energy for structural repairs, calorie intake can influence how much glycogen stores are refilled. In a hypocaloric state, most available energy is dedicated to basic bodily function. The body will allocate some energy to support repair and recovery processes, but these resources are limited; the process will be slower and recovery will be incomplete (if you are severely hypocaloric, you may not be able to rebuild tissue at all). In a hypercaloric state, repair and recovery will be optimal thanks to a surplus of energy. (For more information about recovery, see Recovering from Training available as an ebook or audible file).

Body size is directly affected by calorie intake and influences performance. Calories therefore also indirectly affect performance via their influence on body size. Depending on your sport, your body needs to be within some margin of sizes for best performance. For example, if you are the best gymnast at 130 lb but you only eat enough calories to support a body weight of 90 lb, your diet will be unable to support your best gymnastic performance. You will not have the energy or raw materials to build muscles big enough to perform at your best. If you are a runner and you eat enough calories to weigh 210 lb but your best power-to-weight ratio is at 160 lb, you are dragging around an extra 50 lb, inevitably slowing your running times.

**Calories and Body Composition**

Body composition describes how much muscle and fat your body is made of. Improving body composition usually refers to getting leaner, more muscular, or both. Conversely, poor body
composition tends to mean low muscle mass, an unfavorable excess of fat, or both. As you might expect, the vast majority of diets attempt to improve body composition. Calorie balance is the single biggest tool for altering body composition.

Your body is primed by millions of years of evolution to prepare itself for impending famine, something that has been a feature of the human (and animal) experience for as far back as biologists can investigate. Millions of years of natural selection have left your body designed to store as much energy as possible to prepare for times of low food availability. When your body is exposed to the hypercaloric condition, it stores most of the excess energy as body fat. This is logical because in ancestral environments, times of plenty were inevitably followed by times of scarcity, and storing excess calories as fat in the former literally saved your life in the latter. If an athlete or dieter is on a hypercaloric diet today, the chances that their body will activate fat-burning pathways over fat-building pathways are quite low. When extra calories are around, fat gain is usually a result.

Muscle growth rates are much smaller than fat gain rates. This is again a side effect of our evolution. Muscle mass is metabolically costly; it requires more energy to build and maintain than fat mass. Thus, the body sees adding extra muscle as a survival disadvantage under most circumstances. Only when there is a pressing need (increasingly difficult weight bearing tasks) and a steady hypercaloric condition, will any significant muscle mass be gained and even then to a lesser extent than fat. It is not uncommon for people to lose 15 lb of fat in 3 months in a hypocaloric condition, but gaining 15 lb of muscle in the same timeframe under hypercaloric conditions is virtually impossible. In fact 15 lb would be an impressive amount of muscle to build even in your first year of training.

In order for muscle to grow, there are two fundamental requirements: the first are the energy and raw material (amino acids from protein—the building blocks for muscle) with which to fuel the building of the muscle. Just like a frugal family will not get a new deck added to their home unless there is more money coming in than is needed for food and to pay bills, the body will not activate muscle growth pathways to any large extent until excess calories and plenty of protein are coming in. The second requirement is the stimulation of muscle growth from proper overload training. In order for the body to be convinced that metabolically costly muscle mass is worth adding, the consistent need for that muscle mass must be presented in the form of increasingly difficult resistance training.

It might seem obvious that results from concurrent body recomposition—simultaneous fat loss and muscle gain—pale in comparison to losing fat and gaining muscle in separate phases. This is because the most powerful methods for fat loss and muscle gain are diametrically opposed. For fat loss to occur at best rates, a hypocaloric condition is needed. When a hypocaloric condition is detected by body systems, it primes and prepares fat burning precisely to make up the impending deficit. In contrast, for best muscle gain rates, a hypercaloric condition and weight gain are needed. When a surplus of energy is coming in the body is less resistant to packing on some metabolically costly muscle along with fat for energy storage. An isocaloric
diet is the midpoint of the two principle calorie balance paradigms, and is not a powerful stimulator of fat loss nor muscle growth. Because our best tools for each are literal opposites, combining them gives us neither of each. To sum up the above simply, if your goal is muscle gain, generate a hypercaloric condition. If your goal is fat loss, generate a hypocaloric condition.

There are specific albeit rare and limited instances when recomposition does occur. As we discuss these cases, keep in mind impressive social media transformation stories you might have seen in the past, and how one or more of these circumstances may have been at play. Also consider that having recomposition as a goal in your own diet design is likely a fool’s errand in most cases, or at the very least not an efficient game plan:

**Case #1: New to Dieting**
If an individual has been eating poorly for years and dives headfirst into controlling their calories, macros, timing, and food composition; the combined power of all of those novel effects can be quite large—in some cases large enough to build a bit of muscle while simultaneously burning fat under isocaloric conditions. In a hypercaloric condition, individuals new to serious dieting can even gain weight while losing fat. Individuals in hypocaloric conditions can gain muscle and get much stronger while undergoing rapid fat loss. Because these impressive transformations are built on the element of novelty to formal dieting, this ability diminishes after several months as the body adjusts to a state where composition changes occur slowly.

**Case #2: New to Training**
In the first several months of training, especially if resistance and cardiovascular styles are programmed in high volumes, the demand for muscle growth nutrients and energy can be so high that fat stores are burned in large quantities to meet the need. Those new to the training process can see results very similar to those new to dieting in terms of radical simultaneous muscle gains and fat losses. If someone starts both training and dieting formally for the first time, concurrent recomposition can be achieved for the first several months, seemingly in contradiction with our understanding of physiology. Such abilities will decrease within several months of training. For continued progress, separate hypocaloric and hypercaloric phases will be needed for efficient fat loss and muscle gain.

**Case #3: Pharmacological Intervention**
Anabolic steroids, growth hormone, and other powerful drugs can facilitate the simultaneous building of muscle and burning of fat. These drugs come with certain health risks and are very often illegal substances, but this does not mean that they do not play a role in many impressive transformations you may see online. When an individual starts using these types of drugs, they generally achieve rapid concurrent recomposition. Just like with novel diet and training, the body eventually establishes a “new normal” and concurrent recomposition via drug use diminishes. Increasingly higher doses of drugs or more powerful (with concomitant health risks) drugs are required at that point to continue concurrent recomposition.
Outside of these scenarios, concurrent recomposition is a relatively impractical goal. While concurrent recomposition is appealing on the surface; separate, dedicated periods of muscle gain and fat loss are much more efficient and dependable ways to alter your body composition. We will get into how to sequence such diets in Chapter 9, but for now if you see radical results in before and after photos, be aware that one or more of the above exceptions to the rule might be at play. Do not assume whatever diet or training the photos are advertising will work for you or anyone else reliably.

**Calorie Demand Factors**

Calorie needs can vary a great deal from one person to the next. A number of factors contribute to individual variation in daily calorie needs. The following is a list of some of these factors:

- **Body Size**: Larger people have more cells and bigger cells, so it takes more energy to power their bodies.

- **NEAT**: Non-Exercise Activity Thermogenesis, or NEAT, is the amount of calories you expend on daily tasks including working, studying, walking to the store, moving your hands while you talk, and even fidgeting. Calorie expenditure by NEAT activities can vary from tiny to enormous, and in most cases account for more daily calorie burning than formal exercise.

- **Exercise/Training**: Any form of working out that you do requires energy, and the more you work out, the more energy you need.

- **Height/Body Proportions**: Taller people usually have more surface area than shorter people of the same weight. It takes quite a few calories to keep body temperature stable with more surface area exposed to the environment. Likewise any other physical features that increase surface area can increase metabolism.

- **Stress**: Contrary to popular belief, stress actually boosts calorie burning via constant low-level activation of fight-or-flight pathways. It is not at all uncommon for people to gain weight when chronically stressed, but this is generally due to stress-induced excess eating or water retention from stress hormones. Stress on its own usually contributes to weight loss.

- **Recovery Demands**: Not only does hard training burn calories directly, it causes damage to muscle tissues (deliberately) and depletes energy stores. What this means in the grand scheme of things is that your body will require extra calories to perform repairs.

- **Genetic Metabolic Factors**: Some people have very efficient metabolisms and convert more of the energy from the food they eat into other usable forms of energy. Though metabolisms do not
vary widely on average, over a long period of time these small variances contribute to the ease or difficulty of weight loss observed across dieters.

**Percent Body Fat:** Fat is a heat insulator and requires a bit less energy to be maintained than muscle. Thus individuals who are leaner will have to burn more calories by a small fraction to stay the same weight than similarly sized people with more body fat and less muscle. On the other hand, carrying extra fat can cause movements to become less economical, thus increasing energy expenditure. A surplus of fat can also make thermoregulation in the heat more difficult, requiring additional energy expenditure.

**Drug Intake:** Stimulants like caffeine boost the metabolic rate to a small extent and burn a tiny amount of extra calories.

**Sex:** Due mostly to body size, muscle mass, and hormonal differences, men burn more calories than women. If body size and muscle mass differences are obviated, the remaining difference is very small, but still exists.
Chapter Summary

- Calories are the single most powerful nutritional variable influencing body weight, body composition, and performance.

- The goals of gaining muscle and losing fat are generally antagonistic and should be pursued separately, in distinct dieting phases.

- The process of gaining muscle is best achieved with a hypercaloric condition, and the process of losing fat is best achieved with a hypocaloric condition.

- Daily calorie needs can vary significantly both between and within individuals day to day.
Chapter 3 Macronutrients

Once calories have been accounted for, macronutrient ratios are the next most important diet principle for adjusting body composition and enhancing performance. Macronutrients are made up of the three nutrients that provide the vast majority of calories in a diet; because they are eaten in relatively large (macro) quantities we refer to them as macronutrients. These macronutrients are protein, carbohydrates, and fats. Alcohol and sugar alcohols also have calories, but for health and performance they should constitute a very small minority of total caloric intake.

In a general sense, the macronutrients provide the calories that bodies need to function. While all macronutrients contain calories, each type has unique properties and effects. In selecting which and what quantities of macronutrients to eat, we must consider both the calorie demand of the dieter and the unique effects of each macronutrient on body composition and performance. The ratio of macronutrients used to fill up a daily calorie total greatly impacts body composition change and athletic performance. Macronutrient ratios can play an important role in the percent of muscle gained during hypercaloric dieting, the amount of muscle retained during hypocaloric dieting, the amount energy available during training and competition, and other factors such as baseline hormonal function and health.

Macronutrient considerations should still come only after calorie balance has been addressed. Perfect macronutrient ratios for muscle loss prevention on a fat loss diet become moot if there is no caloric deficit. In much the same way, although macronutrient ratios can modify the rates of muscle gained, muscle gain is primarily driven by calorie surpluses (as long as the right kind of training is being done).

If your diet programs appropriate calories and macronutrient ratios, you should get about 80% of the total possible diet effects on body composition and performance. In fact, adjusting only calories and macronutrients sums up the “if it fits your macros” (IIFYM) approach. IIFYM instructs that “if your calories and macronutrients are well established, you will get the majority of potential performance and physique benefits possible from diet.” This is a great place to start, especially for those newer to dieting.

Throughout this chapter, all macro recommendations will be given per pound of body weight and made with the assumption of a relatively lean individual (under 30% fat). The calculations
given subsequently in this book are slightly more precise when done per pound of lean body
mass (LBM) rather than pound of body weight. However, obtaining an exact LBM is difficult
even with sophisticated equipment, so body weight can be used as a proxy as long as one is
relatively lean. If a person has greater than 30% fat, using a value between body weight and
estimated LBM might be a bit better.

**Calorie Content of Macronutrients**

Calories and macronutrients are not independent variables in nutrition. Calories, as described in
the last chapter, are units of energy. All of the macronutrients supply energy and therefore
contain calories. The per gram calorie content of each macro is listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macronutrient</th>
<th>Calories per gram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbohydrate</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you can see, while both protein and carbohydrate carry only four calories per gram of
macronutrient, fats have more than double, with nine calories per gram of fat. This information
will play a role in your diet construction and in how you allocate amounts of macronutrients to fit
within your calorie constraints.

**The Caloric Constraint Hypothesis**

Since we cannot consume macronutrients without their inherent caloric content, and since
calorie considerations are first priority in diet design, all three macros must be manipulated in
concert to fit pre-made caloric restrictions or demands. This idea is termed the Caloric
Constraint Hypothesis (CCH). Since your dietary goal will begin with a total calorie count, this
total will dictate how macronutrients can be distributed within your diet. When one macronutrient
amount is raised or lowered, either one or both of the remaining macronutrients must be
adjusted as well to keep calories constant. Since all of the macronutrients have an effect on diet
outcomes, It would be incorrect to simply say “eat more protein to grow muscle” without
considering what the effect will be on carbohydrate and fat intakes. Thus in assigning
macronutrient totals one should determine the total calories needed for the goal, determine
optimal ranges of macronutrient totals, and then adjust those macronutrients to both meet
minimum values and fit within the caloric constraints. There may be a few possibilities within the
constraints and macro ranges where trade-offs can be made for desired outcomes or
preferences. In Chapter 10 we will go into exactly how to make the decisions and calculations
for macronutrient ratios within a caloric constraint.
Protein

Proteins are large molecules made of other, smaller molecules called amino acids. Proteins make up many of the tissues in the human body and comprise enzymes that govern reactions and underlie most bodily functions at some level. Human proteins are comprised of 20 amino acids, of which our bodies can produce 11 endogenously. The other nine amino acids must be ingested via food sources.

There is a balance between protein degradation and protein synthesis in the body termed “protein turnover”. Some of the amino acids that are liberated when protein is degraded are lost in urine, sweat, and other body fluids. Cells full of protein are lost constantly in skin, hair, and intestinal lining. Other amino acids are burned for energy, especially when carbohydrates and fats are not available in sufficient quantities to meet immediate energy demand. In order to address this net loss, amino acids must be consumed regularly via protein consumption.

Proteins are critical to survival and health, but they also play an important role in performance and body composition. Muscle mass is predominantly constructed from protein. Actin, myosin, titin, nebulin, and many other proteins compose the contractile apparatus. Protein from the diet supports replenishment of skeletal muscle as it is broken down to support important bodily functions—this helps keep your muscles from shrinking over time. Thus protein consumption is anti-catabolic as it helps maintain muscle tissue equilibrium. When muscle growth is the mission, there must be a net positive balance of amino acids. Building new tissue is termed anabolism. Constructing new muscle with an amino acid surplus in an example of an anabolic process.
In terms of performance, enzymes (made of proteins), mediate all energy-liberating and movement-producing activity in the human body. Proteins also compose a huge percentage of connective tissues such as tendons, ligaments, and bones. Under-eating protein not only shrinks the muscles that drive performance, it can reduce the amount of hemoglobin (the unit that helps blood carry oxygen to the muscles) that supports endurance, weaken joints and bones, and degrade functions supporting health—the base upon which performance is built.

Because amino acids literally are the building blocks of most of our body’s functional and structural machinery, and because new amino acids are mostly sourced from diet, protein is the most important macronutrient for body composition and health. Research on performance and body composition shows that although variations in fat and carb intake significantly impact outcomes, variation in protein availability does so to a much greater extent.

Figure 4.2 Protein has the largest impact on body composition and performance of the macronutrients, and thus must be prioritized in a structured diet.

Minimum, Maximum, and Recommended Daily Protein Intake

We have two means of establishing maximum protein intake. The first is to ask whether some amount of dietary protein can be toxic. Proteins need to be broken down into the constituent molecules, and many of the byproducts are processed by the kidneys. Though an important consideration, both theoretical supposition (what volumes of protein breakdown would be required to overtax the kidneys) and direct evidence from carefully controlled research, point to the same conclusion: There appears to be no realistic protein amount that is dangerous for human consumption (this of course excludes individuals with kidney disease or other conditions requiring restricted protein intake). Recent research tested outcomes of up to 2.0g per pound of body weight per day and found no ill health effects. This amount is probably more than most people would realistically eat on any diet that accounted for macronutrients anyway, so not the most useful figure in determining protein maxima.

The second means of establishing a top end for protein intake comes from caloric constraint and the need for minimum intake of other macronutrients. It is from the CCH that a more applicable maximum protein amount comes. Very simply, if you eat all of your daily calories in protein, you will not be able to get sufficient fats or carbohydrates and your health, sport performance, and recovery will suffer. Maximum protein intake is as much protein as can be eaten within the caloric constraint while still allowing the minimum amounts of fat and carbohydrate for health.
Somewhere between this and the minimum protein needed lies an optimal range of intakes. It would be great if we could recommend one minimum protein intake amount that would fit all dietary needs. Unfortunately, the minimum protein to support health differs from the minimum amount of protein needed to gain muscle and so on. In order to calculate the appropriate range, assessing protein minima for various purposes (health and various specific sports) is required:

**Protein Needs for General Health**

The minimum amount of daily protein needed for health is about 0.3g of protein per pound of body weight. Note that this minimum is not a recommendation for physique or performance, it is the minimum needed just for health.

Current research cannot agree on a specific value of protein intake for best health. Some studies have suggested that better health comes from a lower protein diet, but these conclusions were probably not the best interpretation of the data. When variables such as saturated fat intake or overly processed food consumption are accounted for in literature reviews, it appears that individuals who eat mostly whole food diets that include high protein are just as healthy as their low protein counterparts (and likely have better physiques). It does seem that the consumption of a minimum of 0.3g of protein per pound of body weight per day can support good health, at least for non-athletes and relatively sedentary individuals.

On the other hand, higher protein intakes support greater muscle masses, which can potentiate higher activity levels, greater resistance to injury, and better long-term health. Eating more protein has also been shown to enhance satiety (the feeling of fullness) for longer than carbs or fats in calorically equivalent amounts. Obesity has negative health effects that can lead to diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and other comorbidities that can be prevented or ameliorated by weight loss. Raising protein intake may therefore make dieting easier and enhance weight loss in obese individuals, indirectly improving health. Increased protein consumption can also increase lean body mass in old age which is positively correlated with longevity, the ability to exercise later in life, and resistance to injury in older age—all relevant to long term health. These indirect benefits are extremely valuable and should be taken into consideration in the big picture of health choices. Even if one can get by acutely on lower protein diets, long term health is likely benefited by the daily consumption of more than 0.3g protein per pound of body weight.

At this time the data suggest a range of between 0.3g and 2.0g of protein per pound of body weight per day as best for health—though we suspect that the low end of this range may not be ideal for long term health and independence in old age. Athletes should likely lean towards a range of 0.8g to 2.0g of protein per pound of body weight per day to support lean body mass maintenance for sport performance.
Protein in Performance and Body Composition Enhancement

As discussed, protein is the building block for muscle itself and the rigors of sport require more muscle mass than the activities of everyday life. The processes of sport training and competition also tear down muscle via exertion and contact damage, so this larger muscle mass requires more maintenance as well. Even for aesthetic-based body composition goals, additional muscle mass and training are required for a firm, athletic look. Most people can survive on the above recommended 0.3g minimum of protein per pound of body weight per day, but this amount is unlikely to support an athletic physique or best sport performance. Below we will discuss the various ranges of protein needs for different types of sports and dietary circumstances.

Protein Needs for Endurance Sport

Optimal protein intakes for endurance athletes is likely around 0.5-1.0g protein per pound of body weight per day, with the lower end approached only during special circumstances. Although endurance sports such as marathon and triathlon do not require large muscle masses, the extremely high volume and heavy energy demands of these sports often exceeds immediate availability of carbohydrate and fat stores. Protein must be burned for some fraction of training energy, and these fractions can add up over time, requiring a larger protein intake to keep muscle mass in equilibrium. Because such voluminous training stresses muscle fibers often and for long durations, protein turnover rates are elevated, which means even more protein must be eaten to compensate. The CCH is a prominent player in protein intake determination for endurance athletes because they rely on relatively high intakes of carbohydrates to enhance their training and recovery.

The minimum protein intake for endurance athletes (around 0.5g per pound of body weight per day) is probably best approached only for short periods of time (weeks) during very high volume training phases when carbohydrate intakes are maxed out. Higher protein intake during other periods of lower training volume and lower carbohydrate intake is likely beneficial for muscle maintenance.

The CCH caps maximum protein intakes for endurance athletes at around 1g per pound of body weight per day to allow for adequate carbohydrate intake to support training. Our best recommendation for endurance athletes is to average around 0.7g protein per pound of body weight per day making occasional, temporary drops to 0.5g per pound per day during periods of heavy training that require increased carbohydrate intake and occasional increases to 1.0g during periods of lower training volume. This provides additional protein to deal with energy needs and wear and tear without taking too much of the daily caloric allotment away from critical carbohydrates.
Protein Needs for Team Sports
The daily protein needs per pound of body weight per day for team sport athletes is likely around 0.8g on average, with 0.6g per pound of body weight per day as a minimum and 1.5g as a maximum. In team sports like soccer, basketball, or rugby high energy use in practice and competition increases need for protein to prevent net muscle loss. In contrast to endurance sports, most team sports require greater muscularity for optimal performance and have a lower total demand for energy. Since the carbohydrate needs of team sport athletes are much lower than endurance sport athletes and the benefit from added protein is higher, their optimal protein range is higher than that of endurance athletes.

Protein Needs for Strength and Power Sports
Strength and power sport athletes need around 1.0g of protein per pound of body weight per day on average. Strength and power sports include weightlifting, powerlifting, fitness sport, American football, short-distance sprinting, jumping events, throwing events, and strongman and have a considerably different set of protein constraints and demands than other sports. Athletes in these sports require substantially more muscle mass for performance and more frequent weight training. Strength and power athlete protein intakes have been well researched, and the minimum recommendation is 0.7g of protein per pound of body weight per day. This minimum is an amount of protein that can nearly guarantee no muscle loss from regular hard training on an isocaloric diet and can provide a reasonable amount of anabolic substrate.
Because strength and power athletes have still-lower average energy demands per day than both endurance and team sport athletes, their carbohydrate needs are lower and their CCH-derived protein maximum is higher. Depending on their training phase, strength-power athletes can consume up to around 2.0g of protein per pound of body weight per day without pushing fats or carbs too low.

A recommendation optimal for strength and power athletes is likely around 0.9g per pound of body weight per day on average. Rounding up to 1g per pound per day can make calculations a bit easier and is well under the maximum protein intake and so probably poses no risk to reducing other macronutrients to minimum levels via the CCH.

**Protein Needs on a Hypocaloric Diet**

The rate of catabolism is higher under hypocaloric conditions, so protein needs are elevated. A minimum of around 0.8g of protein per pound of body weight is needed per day under hypocaloric conditions. On longer and stricter fat loss diets, an argument for a higher minimum protein intake can be made as the propensity for muscle loss increases across longer term, more aggressive hypocaloric phases.

In most cases, 1g of protein per pound of body weight per day is optimal to prevent catabolism on a hypocaloric diet while leaving enough room for carbohydrates. However, because protein is so effective at reducing hunger overall, diet outcomes might be improved with slightly increased protein intake. Research on lean, drug free bodybuilders shows the potential for added anti-catabolic benefits up to around 1.2g per pound of body weight per day—suggesting more extreme diets and leaner individuals might need slightly more than 1g per pound per day for optimal outcomes. Though the effect is likely small, protein is also very filling and can help with adherence, so increases can indirectly benefit fat loss diets. On the other hand, too much protein intake can eat into calories allotted for carbohydrates which have an anti-catabolic effect and fuel high volume, high intensity training which helps prevent muscle loss. To prevent an excessive CCH-derived reduction in carbohydrates, hypocaloric diets should generally cap their protein intakes at a maximum of around 1.5g per pound of body weight per day. Anything higher will start requiring such big carb reductions that training volume and intensity may suffer and risk of muscle loss will increase.

Our recommendation for hypocaloric protein intake is a baseline of 1g per pound of body weight per day, with potential increases up to around 1.5g per pound per day for more extreme dieting or satiety effects.

**Protein Needs on a Hypercaloric Diet**

Hypercaloric diet conditions reduce anti-catabolic based protein needs. This effect is so powerful that the protein minimum for anabolism on a hypercaloric diet is actually a bit lower than the hypocaloric diet minimum, and sits right around 0.7g per pound of body weight per day. While this amount of protein might be sufficient, it is unlikely that optimal gains in muscle mass will be obtained.
Protein is unlikely to offer any special benefits (to added muscle mass) beyond optimal consumption, but because carbohydrates lead to insulin secretion, and because insulin is highly anabolic over time and when paired with resistance training, eating as much carbohydrate as possible within constraints is practical for muscle gain. Carbohydrates are so valuable for muscle gain that the recommendation for maximum protein on a hypercaloric diet should likely be capped at around 1.5g of protein per pound of body weight per day so that a greater caloric value of carbs can be programmed.

Data has consistently shown that consumption above about 0.9g of protein per pound of body weight per day does not enhance muscle gain. Since carbs do not have quite as low a cap for their anabolic effects, any extra protein consumed is going to risk pushing out carbs within the constraint of calories, and thus net anabolism could suffer. Our recommendation for optimal muscle growth is therefore around 1.0g of protein per pound of body weight per day.

Carbohydrates

Carbohydrates are large molecules that come in several main categories:

- **Monosaccharides**
  Single-molecule carbohydrates. These include glucose, fructose, and galactose.

- **Disaccharides**
  Two-molecule combinations of monosaccharides used to form a single large molecule. These include sucrose (a glucose and a fructose bonded), lactose (a glucose and a galactose bonded), and maltose (two glucoses bonded).

- **Polysaccharides**
  Longer strings of monosaccharides chained together. These include starch (a digestible form of many glucoses linked together), cellulose (or fiber which is mostly indigestible by humans and made up of glucose molecules), and glycogen (an irregular matrix of connected glucose molecules which is the most common form for carbohydrate stored in muscle tissue and the liver).
All of the above carbohydrates (aside from fiber) can be converted into glucose and used for the following, usually in this order of priority:

- Transported to cells and broken down for immediate energy use.
- Transported to the blood to circulate and provide glucose to needy cells, such as neuronal cells that do not store much fuel of their own and prefer glucose.
- Transported to the liver to be assembled as glycogen for storage. Liver glycogen can be broken down to release glucose into the blood when blood glucose levels fall too low.
- Transported to skeletal muscles to be assembled as glycogen for storage. When skeletal muscles are working at higher intensities of effort (anything as hard as a jog or harder), they rely heavily on this stored glycogen to provide the energy to power contractions.

Energy-needy cells get first priority for incoming glucose. Not until most cells are energy-satiated will carb consumption result in increased blood glucose. Once blood glucose is at an appropriate level, liver glycogen synthesis becomes priority. Only when all of the above carbohydrate needs are attended to will muscle glycogen start to be synthesized in any meaningful amount.

Originally, “simple” carbs were defined as monosaccharides and disaccharides and “complex” carbs were meant to denote polysaccharides. It was previously thought that simple carbs digested quickly, tasted sweet, were more addicting, and were worse for health while complex carbs were opposite in every respect. Unfortunately, this model for carbohydrates was fundamentally flawed. For example, fructose is a simple carbohydrate, but is incredibly slow digesting. In contrast, starch is a complex carbohydrate that, in its pure form, digests and is absorbed even faster than glucose. Furthermore, simple carbs are no more addicting than starches. When consumed appropriately, simple sugars are no worse for health than starches and can have some distinct timing related benefits for training. There is no reason to assign ‘good’ and ‘bad’ monikers to different carb sources based on their molecular complexity alone.

As you may have already inferred, the primary role of carbs in the human diet is for use as an energy source. Proteins are mainly used as building blocks for tissue and only used for energy on occasion (when carbohydrates and fats are lacking). Carbohydrates are the raw materials for energy metabolism and are used only in limited forms as structural components. In other words, the body’s primary use for carbs is to power cells, and carbs are particularly important in powering the operation and contraction of muscle cells. As energy substrates, carbohydrates have no equal—they easily and rapidly provide energy, especially for high-volume users like nervous system cells and muscle cells.
Carbohydrates have the second largest impact on body composition and performance compared to the other macronutrients, and thus must be prioritized after protein in a structured diet.

Minimum, Maximum, and Recommended Daily Carbohydrate Intake

Glucose can be obtained from other macronutrients, albeit less efficiently. The human body does not actually need any carbohydrates from the diet for basic survival and health. So the minimum carbohydrate intake could be set at zero. The most abundant sources of needed vitamins, minerals, phytochemicals, and fiber, however, are vegetables, fruits, and whole grains, all of which contain carbs. While most of these micronutrients can be supplemented, many are absorbed more efficiently when consumed via whole foods, so eliminating carbs entirely presents some risk to health.

How much plant-based food must be consumed to meet micronutrient needs for health depends on which foods are consumed. If a high diversity of colorful veggies and fruits are eaten regularly, the micronutrients they contain will satisfy health requirements with relatively low carb intakes. On the other hand, if more processed grains are the primary source, a considerably higher amount of carb-rich food must be eaten to ensure adequate micronutrient intake.

The ceiling for carbohydrate intake is best set by using CCH to dictate carb amounts once protein and fat are at their respective minima. Within this constraint, there is no notable downside to very high carb consumption. These recommendations are fairly vague, so we will outline some specifics for carb intake below.

Carbohydrate Needs for Health

In our estimate, if the predominant carb sources in the diet are vegetables and fruit, a minimum of around 0.3g of carbs per pound of body weight per day is sensible for vitamin and micronutrient intake needs. Though currently popular, ketogenic diets are not ideally healthy. Many of the conclusions regarding the benefits of ketogenic diets have been determined in studies using obese subjects, for whom any means of weight loss leads to improved health. Better studies are needed in healthy but sedentary individuals for a full assessment of the benefits and downsides to low-carb eating. For short periods of time (months), ketogenic diets
might be safe, but they are not recommended for health in the long-term (years). This is different for people who eat a ketogenic diet for medical reasons, a topic that is being widely researched. Direct study of the subject and decades of research on individuals who eat vegan or otherwise highly plant-based diets have shown that relatively high carb consumption has no negative health effects on its own. Remember, though, that we are viewing all of these statements through the lens of the CCH. If you are eating so many carbs that you begin to violate your calorie needs and gain excessive fat, negative health effects will almost certainly follow. On the other hand, if you displace too much fat and protein with carb calories, you will also likely suffer negative health effects. Within these CCH-based constraints, even the maximum amount of carbohydrate consumption in no way interferes with health. For example, many vegans regularly consume upwards of 80% of their calories from carbohydrates, and as a group, they tend to be just about as healthy as any group ever studied.

The important exceptions to this rule are of course individuals who have conditions related to blood sugar regulation, such as diabetics, individuals with thyroid issues or Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS), and many people with chronic digestive illnesses and other metabolic disorders. For any diet change they wish to make, a consultation with their medical doctor or clinical nutritionist (registered dietician in the United States) is essential.

Because vegetable, fruit, and whole grain consumption is so supportive of optimal health, we do not recommend carbohydrate intakes of much less than 0.5g per pound of body weight per day for most people in the long term. This minimum can be dropped to 0.3g per pound of body weight per day if carb sources are all whole food fruits and vegetables—to get enough micronutrients for best health. Remember that these relatively low needs for health are not adequately supportive of sport performance or muscle retention and that carb levels must be increased for best fitness outcomes.

**Carbohydrates in Performance and Body Composition Enhancement**

The nervous system relies heavily on glucose; so much so that large rapid drops in blood glucose can cause failures in brain function and even death. The nervous system can use other fuel sources, like the ketones that are produced from fat and protein during times of low carbohydrate intake, but this is your body’s ‘emergency only’ backup.

Normal blood glucose levels sustain mental acuity, force production, and fatigue prevention. Brain cells are well fed and very responsive when glucose is readily available in the blood. This means that reaction times are quicker, decision making is sharper, and motivation is higher. When blood glucose is too low, nervous system operation can falter leading to fewer motor units (parts of a muscle all connected to one nerve) contributing to a muscle contraction. This in turn leads to lower contractile force and less strength, speed, power, and endurance.
Falling blood glucose levels have been shown consistently to correlate with rising levels of fatigue. Tough competitions lead to mental and physical fatigue naturally, but low blood sugar hastens this fatigue. Maintaining blood glucose levels through carbohydrate consumption during sport training or competition can therefore delay the onset of fatigue.

Glucose is also the preferred fuel for high intensity or voluminous physical exertion. Repetitive exertions of over 30% of the muscle's maximum contraction force rely primarily on carbohydrates, particularly muscle glycogen. Nearly all sports require high levels of force exertion. While many sports are characterized in part by lower intensity exertions, it is often the magnitude of the high intensity components determine positive performance. This is particularly true for any style of weight training. There is an argument that singles (sets of 1 repetition) do not require much carbohydrate, and this is true at the acute level. Singles and doubles rely on stored ATP and creatine phosphate for energy. These contractions are still initiated by the nervous system, and thus dietary carbohydrate still benefits them even if high glycogen stores specifically do not. In addition, the recovery of ATP and creatine phosphate stores after each set relies on carbohydrate. In any case, repeated sets and any repetitions over 3 get a significant proportion of their energy needs via glycogen so almost all weight training styles, in addition to almost all sports, rely on carbohydrate for maximum performance.

Consuming carbohydrates is an extremely powerful means of preventing muscle loss. Carbs provide an energy source that prevents the breakdown of tissue for fuel. In addition, anabolism is achieved via both glycogen- and insulin-mediated pathways, both of which are directly affected by carb intake. Elevations in blood glucose resulting from carbohydrate consumption lead to the secretion of insulin, a highly anabolic hormone. Although insulin is anabolic to both muscle and fat tissue, for leaner individuals doing resistance training, the net effect of insulin is biased towards building muscle tissue more than fat tissue. Like many other hormones (be it testosterone, growth hormone, estrogen, etc.), insulin exerts most of its power when its concentration is chronically elevated. If insulin is high post-workout for an hour but very low during the rest of the day, the total exposure of the muscles to insulin is relatively insignificant. If insulin is instead elevated for a large portion of each day, its anabolic and anti-catabolic signaling effects can add up to make substantial differences in muscularity over the long (months) term.

While protein elevates insulin to some extent, fat does not elevate insulin much or at all. Carbohydrate consumption on the other hand has a predictable, consistent effect on blood insulin levels. If elevating insulin for muscle growth is the goal, then eating carbs is the easiest and most effective path.

Glycogen-mediated anabolism is perhaps even more important to muscle gain and retention. Eating carbs allows you to train harder, which grows more muscle and diverts more calories toward muscle repair and upkeep. When this is done on a hypocaloric diet, it has the potential to cancel the catabolism stimulated by insufficient calorie intake. Additionally, it has been repeatedly shown that training under low-glycogen conditions (resulting from low carb eating)
leads to more muscle loss than training under high glycogen conditions. Multiple molecular pathways for these effects have also been elucidated, so both the effect and mechanism have been well studied. In other words, if you chronically under-eat carbs you will almost certainly gain less muscle on hypercaloric diets and lose more during hypocaloric phases.

Carbohydrate Needs for Endurance Sports

High levels of performance in conventional endurance training require carbohydrate intake. Energy production, nervous system demands, and recovery for endurance training is best addressed through carbohydrate consumption. For performance and recovery minimum carbohydrate intake recommendation is around 1.5g per pound of body weight per day. In most cases, 1.5g per pound per day is only appropriate for light or low volume days. This means that low-carb diets are relative non-starters for endurance sport.

Because of the numerous benefits of carbs to endurance training, the lack of downsides of maximal consumption, and the ineffectual result of increasing fat intake past minimum levels, endurance trainers will likely see optimal results by maxing out their carb intake within the CCH. That being said, anything past about 3.0g of carbs per pound of body weight per day is not likely to have any additional benefit for most training days. Targeting that value and eating the remaining calories in extra fat and protein is a good approach for an endurance athlete. On days when training volumes are extremely high, a temporary increase can be beneficial. For example a cyclist doing a 12 hour bike ride or an ultra runner doing a 50 mile race might benefit from 5.0g+ per pound of body weight per day on those days. Because calorie consumption will be so high on days with such extensive output, increasing carbs this much is unlikely to even violate CCH constraints for an isocaloric diet and will allow better performance and recovery.

Carbohydrate Needs for Team Sports

A rough minimum of about 1.5g of carbs per pound of body weight per day is a reasonable dose across team sports. Athletes who train on the lower end of this category and lead very sedentary lifestyles outside of sport can make do with less. Others training on the higher end of the potential range who are otherwise more active might need a slightly higher minimum carb intake.

For most team sports, optimal carbohydrate intakes range between 1.5g - 3.0g of carbs per pound of body weight per day. Similarly to endurance recommendations, if a particularly grueling event or training day occurs, an acute increase in carbohydrates from the upper limit of this range can improve performance and recovery.

When determining the above ranges, we are referencing the competitive pursuit of sport, not merely recreational involvement. If you participate in sports mostly for recreation and not competition, you can have fewer carbs (leaving more room via CCH) in your diet and probably make meal planning easier. Higher carbs for competition come at the cost of fats in diet design.
Carbohydrate Needs for Strength and Power Sports
During periods of high volume hypertrophy or work capacity training, up to 2.5g of carbs per pound of body weight per day might be needed. In contrast, for strength, power, and speed work phases, most athletes can meet their minimum needs with about 1.0g of carbs per pound of body weight per day. In the context of the average sport diet and the average western diet, this is quite a low number, but it makes sense for many strength and power sports.

While heavily dependent on differences in training volumes and daily activity levels, an average intake of 1.5g of carbs per pound of body weight per day is a good rough start for a strength or power athlete. This baseline intake can be modified from between 1.0g to 2.5g per pound per day based on activity levels and training types.

Carbohydrate Needs on a Hypocaloric Diet
Carbs have powerful anti-catabolic properties, so dropping them very low on a fat loss diet can result in muscle loss. Assuming that a dieter is engaging in hypertrophy training and some form of sport training or cardio to help stave off muscle loss; around 1.0g of carbs per pound of body weight per day is our minimum carb recommendation. Anything below this recommendation would lead to glycogen depletion in most major muscles, chronically low blood glucose levels, decreases in the chemical milieu that supports muscle size, and would hamper high volume and intensity training that also contributes to muscle retention. Lower intakes can be handled for shorter periods (for example on rest days). As glycogen becomes severely depleted, it must be refilled in order to prevent muscle loss.

During fat loss diets, the CCH plays a larger and larger role as calories are decreased. With less calories to work with, the options for various macronutrient ratio combinations begin to shrink—all macros might need to be at or near their minima by the end of a hard fat loss diet. Thus the optimal amount of carbohydrates recommended on a fat loss diet becomes the maximum amount of carbohydrates that fit within the CCH constraint when protein and fats are brought to their minimum.

Carbohydrate Needs on a Hypercaloric Diet
A minimum of 1.0g of carbs per pound of body weight per day is recommended to support muscle gain on a hypercaloric diet. Anything much lower would reduce insulin secretion and necessitate such a high fat and protein intake that muscle gain would be much more difficult and much less effective. Gaining muscle on lower carb intakes is possible, but less probable. As we have discussed, the performance and especially glycogen and insulin-mediated potentiation of anabolism that carbs promote lead us to recommend their maximal consumption (within CCH) for optimal muscle growth on a hypercaloric diet.
Fats

There are four main classes of dietary fats:

*Monounsaturated fats*
Fatty acids with only one double bond in their fatty acid chain. These molecules can exist in *cis* or *trans* configurations, the latter of which is described below.

*Polyunsaturated fats*
Fatty acids with multiple carbon-carbon double bonds in their fatty acid chain. These molecules can also exist in *cis* or *trans* configurations.

*Saturated fats*
In saturated fat, no double bonds between carbons exist, allowing maximum hydrogen bonds so that the molecule is “saturated” with hydrogen.

*Trans fats*
Trans describes the configuration of an unsaturated fat. In unsaturated fat, double bonds between carbons exist, preventing hydrogens from bonding and thus preventing “saturation” with hydrogen. Due to this the carbon chain extends from a double bond in only two directions and can either extend from the same side (*cis*) or from opposite sides (*trans*) of the double bond.

Essential fats, much like essential amino acids, are fats that are critical to survival and health, but that cannot be made by the body and so must be consumed. The two types of essential fats in the human diet are Omega-6 and Omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids. Both occur in a wide variety of foods and can also be supplemented. Very low fat diets can risk deficiencies, especially for Omega-3’s. Further, some vitamins cannot be absorbed in the gastrointestinal tract without the presence of fat, so extremely low fat diets also risk vitamin deficiencies. Hormone dysregulation can also occur when fats are under-eaten as fats supply some of the raw materials for hormone production.

**Figure 4.4** Fats have the smallest impact on body composition and performance compared to other macronutrients.
Minimum, Maximum, and Recommended Daily Fat Intake

Fat Needs for Health
Minimum fat requirements are uniform irrespective of activity level and are matched for health and sport outcomes. The minimum recommendation is around 0.3g per pound of body weight per day—this amount makes it very likely that enough essential fats (Omega-3 and Omega-6 fats) will be consumed to meet minimum needs. In addition, this minimum value ensures enough fat intake to support sufficient testosterone, estrogen, and prostaglandin production for best body composition and performance outcomes. As with other nutrients, there is some variance in this value based on the individual; 0.3g per pound of body weight per day figure covers almost all individuals in most circumstances. In terms of maximum fat intake, current science suggests that as long as fats are not so high as to violate the CCH for carbs, proteins, and calories, the amounts eaten within these constraints can be considered healthy. There is some evidence to suggest that keeping calorie contribution from fat under 40% of total daily calories might be better for gut health and body composition, so this is a sensible maximum to consider within caloric constraints. What types of fats and in what ratios they are consumed can alter health and body composition outcomes (to be discussed in detail in Chapter 5).

It must be noted that some individuals will have slightly better bloodwork at lower or higher fat intake levels. If health is your number one priority, trying different ranges and assessing your health with a medical professional via bloodwork is likely a good idea. This means that some people might be able to have a diet that meets minimum carb, protein, and micronutrient needs and is relatively high in fat and still be very healthy. Some prerequisites in quality of food sources would have to be met on such a diet, but it is within the realm of possibility. Unfortunately such a diet is not optimal for performance or body composition changes.

Fats in Performance and Body Composition Enhancement
The production of testosterone and estrogen relies, in part, on fat intake and both of these hormones are critical to muscle gain, muscle retention, and nearly all performance adaptations. In addition, fat intake supplies essential fatty acids for the production of physiologically active lipid compounds that play key roles in the regulation of muscle growth and repair, particularly through their mediation of inflammatory processes.

Some have argued for fats as a primary fuel source for athletic performance, most recently ultra-endurance performance. Proponents of this often argue that such performance benefits are not truly realized until an individual becomes “fat adapted” (by staying away from carbohydrates almost entirely for weeks on end). As of this writing, there is very little evidence that fat is a high performance fuel and a wealth of evidence that carbohydrates are the better performance fuel source. As important as fats are, they are not the best performance fuel and so recommendations for fat consumption ranges for sport are very similar to those for general...
health. CCH based on sport and recommendations for compliance on particular diet phases do alter these recommendations slightly and these are discussed below.

**Fat Needs for Endurance Sports, Team Sports, and Strength and Power Sports**

Due to carbohydrate needs and the CCH constraint, the fat intake recommendation for endurance athletes is very close to the minimum 0.3g per pound of body weight per day. For team sports and strength and power sports, the recommended range of fat intake is anything between minimum fat intake and CCH maximum, assuming that adequate amounts of proteins and carbs are already being consumed. The only difference here is that team sport and strength and power athletes, depending on training phases, may have periods when carbohydrate intakes can be dropped to allow room for more fats without any detriment.

**Fat Needs on a Hypocaloric Diet**

On one hand, keeping fat intake higher on a hypocaloric diet can mean a higher flexibility in food choices. This can result in better adherence and thus success. On the other hand, the lower the calorie ‘ceiling’ in your diet, the more necessary carbohydrates become to prevent catabolism and drive training energy and the more sense it makes to preferentially cut fats for calorie reductions. We recommend that calorie reductions be achieved via reductions in fat up their healthful minimums.

**Fat Needs on a Hypercaloric Diet**

Maximizing carbohydrate intake on a diet geared towards muscle gain is optimal. Keeping fats at or near minimum to allow more room for carbohydrates is beneficial here, however, in practical terms we know that the caloric surplus in a hypercaloric diet is of greater importance than macronutrient amounts for muscle gain. Fats have distinct practical advantages that help a dieter get in the needed calories to maintain a surplus. Fats are tasty and easy to add to food, making eating more food easier and more fun. Additionally, fats occupy less space in the stomach, so that eating more calories from fat can make a hypercaloric diet more comfortable. For beginners and intermediates, we recommend generating a calorie surplus with any of the three macros (proteins, fats, or carbs) as long as protein and carb requirements are being met. For individuals who struggle with eating enough food to gain weight, more fats might make gaining easier. For more advanced trainers and those without problems eating, keeping fats close to their minimum values (0.3g per pound of body weight per day) and achieving the hypercaloric condition with carbohydrate might be best practice.
Figure 4.5 Best recommended ranges of macronutrient intake for body composition or performance under various sport and dietary circumstances.

Keep in mind that running a hypocaloric or hypercaloric diet while training in a specific sport might require trade-offs in performance for diet progress or visa versa and choose the range appropriate to your prioritized goal. Optimal macronutrient amounts might change across training phases in a specific sport. For example, endurance sport will lean towards the higher end of the recommended carbohydrate range during peak training and competition and team and strength/power sport recommendations will lean towards the lower range during more low volume training phases and so on.

Hierarchy of Macronutrients

Protein > Carbohydrates
In most cases, the accrual and maintenance of muscle mass is the most important goal. In this respect, protein is simply more determinative than carbs. While carbs are anti-catabolic and
provide anabolic signaling, protein is literally the building block for muscle—carbs just work as supporters and facilitators, albeit effective ones. After calories, protein should be first priority in most cases. There are some exceptional situations in which carbs are temporarily just as important or more important than protein intake in the diet.

**Instances When Carbohydrates > Protein**
The most clear-cut case in which carb intake outranks protein intake is in endurance athletics. In high-volume endurance training, glycogen and blood glucose are depleted so fully and rapidly that eating enough carbs to counterbalance this is a very uphill battle. If protein is under-consumed, while the effects will be negative, they will mostly manifest over weeks and months as muscle mass declines. If insufficient carbs are consumed, there will be an immediate negative effect on training quality and performance. As an endurance athlete, you should be concerned with protein intakes being above the minimal recommended values on average in the long term, but for hard training periods and races, temporarily prioritizing carbohydrates can be beneficial for optimum performance. Additionally when recovery from intense competitions or training sessions is paramount, such as during a team’s competitive season, carbohydrates may take a priority over protein.

**Carbohydrates > Fats**
Fats are a very poor source of fuel for high intensity athletic performance. Fats can be a fuel for very low intensity movements, such as walking or slow jogging, explaining why ketogenic (low carb) diets have fared better in ultra-endurance sports than they have in most every other sport. Performances even in these extreme endurance races however still greatly rely on endogenous carbohydrate stores, and benefit from high carbohydrate dietary conditions. Since most sport activity is best powered by carbs, consuming them is more determinative of performance (both in training and competition) and is thus a priority over fats. In addition, carbohydrates are a better fuel source for the nervous system, which governs mental aspects of performance in sport. Carbs exert more beneficial effects on the body in abundant quantities than do fats and for that reason are ranked higher in priority within the macros.
Chapter Summary

- Protein, carbohydrates, and fat comprise the macronutrients that contribute to the vast majority of daily calories

- Macronutrients need to be consumed in large amounts (on the order of grams) daily for survival

- Protein is the most important macronutrient for body composition change and performance, followed by carbohydrates, and then fat

- Proteins provide the raw materials for muscle growth and repair, and are essential to virtually all physiological systems

- Recommended protein intake can range between 0.5 - 1.5 grams per pound of body weight per day, with 1.0 gram per pound per day on average covering a large spectrum of athletic scenarios

- Carbohydrates are the primary source of energy for all exercise and sporting endeavors, as well as the preferred source of energy for the nervous system

- Carbohydrates are essential to both enhancing the performance of exercise and stimulating anabolism

- Carbohydrate intake is directly proportional to training workload, and can range from virtually no intake to over 5.0 grams per pound of body weight per day

- Most athletic endeavors will have carbohydrate intakes ranging from 1.0 - 3.0 grams per pound of body weight per day, outside of very low or very high activity days

- Fats are essential to health, but also play a limited role in enhancing body composition and sport performance

- Aside from hitting a minimum of 0.3 grams per pound of body weight per day, fats are very malleable within the CCH and can be increased or decreased to meet individual wants and needs
Chapter 4 Nutrient Timing

Nutrient timing has a small but significant effect on physique and performance outcomes. While 10% might seem inconsequential, consider that differences of much less than 10% in performance separate top athletes in the rankings. A difference of 1% or smaller in performance can determine whether you medal (or not) in the Olympics. Even in amateur sport competition, it is rare to see large differences in performance between athletes on the podium. A 10% difference per diet phase can also add up across years to make a more significant impact on long term outcomes. For competitive athletes and fitness enthusiasts, especially those who are more experienced at training and dieting, meal timing is an important factor for optimizing progress. This chapter will cover the theoretical aspect of this principle. Practical application will be addressed in Chapter 10.

Nutrient timing has six distinct components:

Meal number describes the number of meals an individual consumes per day. A meal is defined as *any amount of food ingested in a single bolus*. If you take a few bites of a sandwich at 1:00 pm and then take a few more at 1:30 pm, by sports nutrition standards you have eaten two meals.
Meal spacing describes the timing of meals relative to each other. Choosing appropriate time lengths between meals can depend on digestion time and hourly bodily needs. That being said, eating six evenly-sized, evenly spaced meals per day is not identical to eating three large and three small evenly spaced meals per day, even though by meal number and spacing they are the same; these differ in the third component, meal size.

Meal size is simply the amount of food eaten per meal and is measured in calories per meal.

Meal macros describe how much of each macronutrient is present in a meal and can differ between meals even when calories are held constant. For example, while two meals might each have 500 calories, one could contain 50g of protein, 25g of carbs and 22g of fat, and the other 25g of protein, 50g of carbs and 22g of fat. The size of each meals is the same in terms of calories, but they differ in macronutrient content.

Meal food composition describes the types of foods comprising the calories and macronutrients in each meal. The type of food within the meal can influence digestion rates, absorption rates, the satiety the meal provides, whether the meal causes gastrointestinal distress, and other factors worth consideration. Even when matched for calories and macronutrients, some food choices may be advantageous at certain times and not others. Thirty grams of protein is the same amount of protein whether it comes from a chicken breast or a whey protein shake, but one can be preferable to the other depending on when it is consumed.

Meal timing around activity is the last of the nutrient timing components, but certainly not the least important. This component refers to structuring meals and macronutrients around training times to best support physique and performance outcomes. Of particular interest are the meals before, during, and immediately following training bouts.

Nutrient Timing Effects

Manipulation of the components of nutrient timing has well-studied effects that dictate the recommended optimal nutrient timing structure within diet design which we will outline below. The various components of nutrient timing are very intertwined, however and manipulation of one often affects the other. We will discuss the components in concert below according to effect, and then summarize the resulting recommendations.

Meal Timing and Sizes for Satiety Levels and Adherence

According to the hierarchy of diet principles, poor nutrient timing schemes can result in 10% loss in performance and body composition results. Poor meal timing can also lead to issues with diet adherence, at further detriment to results. For example, if your muscle gain diet requires 4000+ calories per day and you choose to eat two meals per day, those are 2000 calorie meals. This might sound fun at the tail end of a fat loss phase, but after several weeks of eating at a surplus,
taking in meals of this size will become extremely difficult. Splitting the eating burden into four or five 800-1000 calorie meals is much more sustainable. On the opposite end of the calorie spectrum, hypocaloric diets make people feel hungry. Outside of risking breaks in adherence (cheating on the diet), prolonged hunger can itself add to stress and fatigue levels that impact performance and decrease muscle retention. There are two kinds of timing extremes that needlessly increase hunger on a fat loss diet. First is the very low frequency approach, in which you spend most of your day starving and then indulge in a few large meals. Pulses of food-mediated pleasure can promote food craving and unhealthy relationships with food that last beyond the diet phase. On the other end, very high frequencies of feeding (10+ tiny meals per day) can result in never feeling that you have eaten a real meal and increase likelihood of off-diet eating.

The best recommendation for timing with relation to hunger and fullness is to eat 4-8 evenly spaced meals of similar calorie content per day and avoid extremes outside of those boundaries. Biasing meal size a bit according to intermeal interval can be a good idea if schedules prevent evenly spaced meals (Figure 4.1). Conveniently, these recommendations fit with protein frequency and proportion recommendations, which we will discuss shortly.

![Figure 4.1](image)

**Figure 4.1** Point A marks your first meal of the day. Points B, C, and D mark when you would eat your second meal if B. your first meal were smaller (absorbed in around 3 hours), C. moderately sized (absorbed in around 5 hours) or D. very large (absorbed in around 7 hours). In all of these cases, a steady stream of nutrients is delivered across inter-meal periods thanks to appropriate meal sizing.

**Digestion Rates and Meal Timing**

The GI tract takes longer to digest larger amounts of food, but only to a certain extent. This is one of the reasons that four meals per day is the lowest recommended frequency. Three or
fewer meals per day on a hypocaloric diet might seem logical for fat loss. The trouble is that this meal structure leaves stretches of time between meals when food is fully absorbed, but no new nutrients are coming in. This is a problem for muscle retention. During the time between meals when you have digested and used the previous meal’s protein, your body will begin to break down muscle tissue for amino acids. If you instead ate the same number of calories distributed over six evenly sized meals, fat would still be lost (because of the hypocaloric aspect), but due to the continuous input of amino acids, muscle would be spared.

Meal composition can also alter digestion time, playing an important role in meal timing choices. Different protein and carb sources digest and absorb at different rates. For example, while whey protein digests and absorbs within the hour if taken alone in small doses, a chicken breast of equivalent protein content can take 2-4 hours to absorb. Casein protein can take longer than 7 hours to fully absorb. Similarly, carb sources like dextrose powder (pure glucose) are absorbed in minutes, whole grain breads in several hours, and some fruits take even longer.

Fats slow the digestion of other nutrients and decrease their rate of delivery to muscles. If you consume a large amount of fat but very little protein in a meal, protein delivery to muscles will be delayed. Higher-fat meals are best eaten with additional protein so that per-hour amino acid availability is sufficient during the lengthened digestion and absorption period.

You can choose nutrient sources to fit your schedule. If you eat four times a day, your typical food sources should be moderately or slowly digesting proteins and carbs that will gradually release nutrients into your bloodstream for the entire meal interval (Figure 4.2). Since added fats slow down the digestion of all nutrients they can make these differences moot, but individuals on lower fat diets should pay more careful attention to meal composition.

**Figure 4.2** Graph A. depicts the absorption time of a meal made up of fast digesting carbs and proteins that is digested and absorbed prior to the next meal, a poor timing strategy. Graph B. depicts the absorption time of another meal with the same macro content as graph A, but composed of slower digesting carbs and proteins that provide nutrients for the entire intermeal interval, a better timing strategy.
Protein Timing and Portioning for Anabolism and Anti-catabolism

Protein intake supports homeostasis, as the body constantly breaks down and rebuilds its structural and functional proteins. The protein needed for this turnover can come from the diet or, if the diet is insufficient, muscle tissue. Generally speaking, under hypercaloric conditions, sufficient protein intake supports muscle growth. Under isocaloric or hypocaloric conditions, sufficient intake helps prevent muscle loss.

Interestingly, the human body can only use so much protein at a time to build or maintain muscle. The literature shows roughly four evenly spaced meals, each containing ¼ of your daily protein needs, supplies sufficient protein at a usable rate. A 200 lb athlete who needs around 200 grams of protein per day should therefore consume meals of no more than 50g of protein at a time for maximum protein utilization. Any additional protein per meal will just be burned for energy. Although there are no direct drawbacks to eating extra protein per meal, if one is constrained by calories on a fat loss diet, eating more than ¼ of one’s daily protein per meal will mean protein will be insufficient in later meals. This is often misunderstood to mean that protein will not be digested or used at all after a certain per meal threshold, however this upper limit pertains only to skeletal muscle protein synthesis. If you eat all of your daily protein in one meal the protein will still be digested and used for other various bodily functions, but only about ¼ will go towards skeletal muscle growth or maintenance.

Figure 4.3  A theoretical graph illustrating the concept that meals themselves will cause some fat gain (red areas), and spaces between meals will cause some fat loss (green areas), resulting in no net fat gain if the diet is isocaloric.
There are mechanistic reasons to expect that uneven protein distribution across meals is suboptimal. Research has yet to confirm exact numbers, but approximately \( \frac{1}{8} \) of daily-recommended protein intake per meal is a safe minimum to set for muscle maintenance. For a diet with 200g of protein recommended per day, less than 25g might not be enough protein per meal and more than 50g per meal will leave other meals without protein. Thus, eating between \( \frac{1}{8} \) and \( \frac{1}{4} \) of daily intake per meal is recommended (Figure 4.4). There is some flexibility here; if you under-eat protein a bit at one meal and over eat at the other, some compensation occurs. This is a relatively narrow margin though; when some meals are overly heavy with protein or smaller protein consumptions are followed by long stretches without eating you run the risk of muscle loss.

Figure 4.4 Eight smaller meals (depicted by the smaller, more frequent blue waves) provide a faster initial rise, as well as a more rapid drop in blood nutrients. Four larger meals (depicted by the larger, black waves) provide a slower rise and drop in blood nutrients. The dotted horizontal line depicts average nutrient amounts in the blood.

It is particularly important to supply sufficient protein at timely intervals during hypocaloric diets when much of the ingested protein is burned for energy and only a fraction is used for muscle-specific functions. In fact, because of the general energy surplus on a hypercaloric diet, protein needs are lower (as low as 0.7g per pound per day) than they are during a hypocaloric diet (up to 1.2g per pound per day to prevent muscle loss). Meal timing choices are still relevant on a hypercaloric diet, as amino acids are in constant demand in order to supply FSR curves for muscle growth (Figure 4.5).
When the graphed line of protein intake is above the FSR threshold (dotted line), amino acids are available in the bloodstream for maximal muscle growth. Periods where not enough amino acids are available are indicated by the shaded red areas. **A.** Depicts smaller protein amounts eaten more frequently, supplying amino acids for maximal FSR for most of the time shown. **B.** Depicts a large amount of protein eaten at one time, followed by a long period without protein consumption. Because FSRs are limited, even though the total protein eaten in A. and B. is equivalent, option B. (one large protein meal) facilitates less total muscle growth.

Though it is likely unnecessarily tedious, we can also examine per-hour protein needs. The actual process of muscle growth is measured by the FSR of muscle tissue. Right after weight training, these rates rise for up to 24 hours. Once the FSR peaks, it can take days to fall back to baseline. Therefore the real “post workout anabolic window” is between one to three days post training. Because most people are training multiple times a week, the demand for amino acids to supply FSR is rather stable (as another workout is always pushing them back up before they can fall to baseline again) (Figure 4.6). This means that our bodies need a certain amount of protein hourly, no matter what time of the day we worked out, slept, or whatever else. We can also divide our daily protein dose by the 24 hours in a day to get our per hour protein needs, though this may be best suited for thought experiments and not practical dieting.
For example, an athlete who weighs 240 lb needs 10g protein per hour of the day (240g/24hrs). If our athlete wanted to eat two meals at three hours apart, they would need to eat about 30g of protein at meal one to supply amino acid needs across those three hours between meals. If meals were separated by five hours, the first meal should have around 50g of protein to supply amino acids across that five hour time period. This becomes problematic when we factor sleep into the equation. If this 240 lb athlete is awake for 16 hours and eats according to hourly protein needs, they will consume just 160g protein during their waking day. That leaves 80g to consume before bed, which is more than ¼ of their daily protein and therefore more than their body can use for muscle production when consumed at one meal. In reality, the ¼ - ⅛ daily protein total per meal across 4-8 meals is sufficiently precise and more practical a recommendation. Hourly calculations might come in handy for those working 24 hour shifts or dealing with other odd schedules in which prolonged periods without sleep occur.

For anti-catabolism, splitting up protein feedings evenly is sufficient. The situation with anabolism might be a bit more complicated, but the consensus in the literature is not quite established on this topic yet. From molecular research, it seems possible that leucine, an amino acid component of most food proteins, is one of the central regulators and activators of muscle growth. If the leucine content of a meal is below some value, the musculature may engage only in anti-catabolism. This hypothetical threshold for anabolism is termed the “leucine threshold” or “anabolic threshold”. What this means is that consuming more protein per meal, even over fewer
meals (less than six) might be more effective for muscle gain. There has, as of yet, been no evidence from long-term human studies confirming the effect of this threshold, but the molecular evidence is notable. To be on the safe side, consider eating no less than \( \frac{1}{6} \) daily protein per meal when trying to gain muscle (Figure 4.7).

![Figure 4.7](image)

**Figure 4.7** The lower blue curves represent amino acid availability from smaller protein boluses that do not reach the anabolic threshold, represented by the upper blue wave.

**Carbohydrate Timing and Portioning**

Carbohydrates support immediate energy needs and glycogen synthesis up to its maximum rate. (Once you exceed immediate energy needs and glycogen synthesis rates, remaining carbs are converted to fat tissue). Although laboratory glycogen synthesis studies have reported rates up to around 0.8 grams per pound per hour (g/lb/h), these are unlikely outside of laboratory conditions. Intakes over 0.4g/lb/h have been shown to exceed intestinal absorption rates. In reality, the glycogen-replenishment upper limit in individuals is probably around 0.3g/lb/h. This means that a 150 lb individual should not exceed \(~50g\) of carbohydrate per hour, even when doing their hardest training. If this person eats every 4 hours, 200g of carbs per meal should be their absolute maximum. Not the most relevant limit, as that is much more carbohydrate than most people need or would eat per meal, but pertinent for timing extremes. For example, in some intermittent fasting diets, people might eat all of their daily carbohydrates in one meal. Maximum glycogen synthesis rate becomes relevant here because if you weigh 150 lb and your daily carb allotment is 500g of carbs and you only eat one meal, as many as 300g of those carbs may go toward fat storage.

Because carbs are significantly anti-catabolic, their consumption in most meals is recommended in order to prevent muscle loss (Figure 4.8). This is especially true on a hypocaloric diet; if smaller meals are composed of only protein, most of that will be burned for energy, with little left...
to go toward muscle retention. Carbs are ideal as a fuel source to spare protein, and in fact your body will tend to use them preferentially for that purpose if they are co-ingested with protein. The benefit of increasing carbohydrate intake for anti-catabolism is non-linear however and probably loses potency above values of 0.1g/lb/h. This means that our 150 lb athlete does not likely need more than 60g of carbs per meal for this purpose when eating every 4 hours. In contrast to protein intake, lower carbs in one meal make the musculature more sensitive to absorbing higher amounts of carbs in the next meal, so under-eating carbs in one meal can be compensated with overeating carbs in the next to a greater extent. Maximum carbohydrate intake recommendations are therefore in the range of 0.1-0.2g/lb/h, which translates to around 3.0-5.0g per pound of body weight per day. This is the maximum amount of carbohydrates that most individuals would be able to absorb under heavy training conditions. General daily recommendations for normal training and for non-training days will be substantially lower. Details for appropriately assigning carbs will be discussed in depth in Chapter 10.

**Figure 4.8 A.** Eating only your needed protein at a given meal can prevent catabolism (reaches the threshold to prevent FBR; fractional breakdown rate of muscle tissue), but leaves no protein to support anabolism (reach the threshold to support FSR; fractional synthetic rate of muscle tissue). Adding carbs allows the meal to reach the needed protein and total calories to reach the FSR threshold. **B.** Different ratios of macronutrients in addition to protein can be consumed to reach the FSR threshold.
Structuring Meals Around Physical Activity

Carbohydrates also play a very important role in meal timing around activity—an important component of nutrient timing. Your body has different nutritional needs depending on recent, present, or upcoming physical activity. We can outline six general periods, each with unique nutritional needs:

- Pre-Training Window
- Intra-Training Window
- Post-Training Window
- High-Activity Non-Training Periods
- Low Activity Periods
- Bedtime

Pre-Training Window
The pre-training window refers to the 30 minutes to 4 hours before training begins. During this window, carbohydrates are needed to top off muscle glycogen stores and help regulate blood glucose levels in preparation for the high-energy demands of training. A state where muscle glycogen stores are full has two interesting benefits. The better known of these is to energetically support high intensity muscular activity. A lesser-known benefit is that full muscle glycogen stores directly signal the muscle to become more anabolic, which enhances muscle retention or growth (depending on calorie intake).

Pre-Training window meal restrictions include limiting meal size and avoiding slow digesting foods when the meal is eaten closer to training. Most blood will leave the GI tract during high physical exertion in order to circulate between the working muscles, heart, and lungs. Without blood to pull nutrients out of the intestines, undigested food in the GI tract can lead to discomfort, nausea, or even vomiting. If an individual is too full to perform well after a large meal, training will be impaired ultimately defeating the purpose of the pre-training meal. Likewise, having insufficient energy for training from fasting all morning can have equivalently detrimental effects.

The size of the pre-training meal and digestion time of its contents should be scaled to the time between this meal and training (Figure 4.9). Larger, slower digesting meals can be an option if the pre-training meal comes three to four hours before training. In contrast, a very small amount of quickly digesting protein and carbs (with minimal fat and fiber) should be consumed if one is eating around 30 minutes before training. In the latter case, some intra-workout carbohydrate ingestion may be advisable to prevent sudden changes in blood sugar due to the fast absorbing carbs and their rapid use during training. Maintaining stable blood sugar is preferable for best performances.
A. Smaller meals can be eaten closer to training time and still provide sufficient nutrient availability to support training. B. Larger meals should be eaten if the pre-training meal will occur earlier, so that there is still sufficient nutrient availability by the time training occurs.

**Intra-Training Window**
Most workouts, especially those that last less than an hour, rely almost exclusively on stored glycogen and pre-workout nutrients. Intra-workout nutrition becomes more useful for longer workouts (>60 minutes). Fast-digesting carbohydrates can be combined with small doses of fast-digesting proteins to supply the working muscles with an anti-catabolic mix. In addition, fast-digesting carbs can help maintain blood glucose levels through the workout, which is both anti-catabolic and supports performance. The top end recommendation for intra-training nutrition is about 5-10% of daily protein per hour up to the maximum carbohydrate depending on the workout. This protein amount is reasonable for most, but the carb amount should be decreased from the maximum for all but super-high volume workouts like endurance cycling.

**Post-Training Window**
Training engages a catabolic hormonal and intracellular condition that persists for some time post-training unless a more anabolic state is attained by the introduction of nutrients. Recently trained muscles are also very sensitive to carbohydrate intake and primed to replenish glycogen during the post-training window. This effect decreases slowly over the subsequent three to six hours following training. Thus carbohydrate intake during the six hours post training will have the greatest anabolic effects. Because uptake of carbs into the muscle for glycogen storage is so high during this time, conversion to fat is much lower, a twofold benefit. It has also been found that fat cells are less sensitive to nutrients in the post-training window, which magnifies the post-workout nutrient consumption benefit even more. Studies suggest significant muscle glycogen resynthesis at consumption rates of 30-60g per hour post-exercise for the average 150 lb person. Maximal resynthesis was seen at intakes of around 84g per hour, but this level of intake is likely unnecessary for most individuals under most training circumstances.

If you happen to be training twice or more in one day, replenishing glycogen in the post-workout window is critical to being able to maintain glycogen levels for all training sessions that day.
There is no special role for protein in the post-workout window, aside from maintaining adequate hourly protein consumption. Fats should be kept to a minimum in the first post-workout meal as they delay digestion of carbohydrates (Figure 4.10). The post-training meal should be consumed as soon as the athlete feels comfortable taking in food. Consuming mainly fast digesting proteins and carbs in the post-workout meal supplies carbohydrates for glycogen storage and anabolism the fastest and keeps the risk of gastrointestinal distress low.

**Figure 4.10** Macronutrient recommendations change across the post-training window. **Upper graph:** In the hours after a workout, carb needs decline while fat allowances go up. Protein needs, mostly due to the smooth and stable nature of FSR curves, are relatively unchanged. **Lower bar graph:** Bars indicate best qualitative ratios of macros for post-training meals across time.

**High-Activity Non-Training Periods**
Examples of high-activity non-training periods include hiking for leisure, running around shopping with your children all day, or physically intensive jobs like construction or professional dancing. These activities require more energy than sitting at a desk or relaxing on the couch on your day off. Carbohydrate intakes should be increased to reflect energy expenditure rates compared to low activity periods.
Low Activity Periods

Being sedentary does not require any special nutrition other than the consistent intake of protein. Because the immediate energy demand of such times is low, the amount of carbs and fats needed to offset potential protein burning is also lower.

Bedtime

Bedtime meals have very similar constraints to meals that precede other low activity periods, but there are some unique considerations for this meal. Ideally the pre-bedtime meal should be right before bed for maximum amino acid titration overnight. Eating too close to bed can, however, cause gastrointestinal distress or interfere with sleep quality for some. Similarly, fat slows protein absorption, so it offers us the ability to extend an anabolic and anti-catabolic environment longer into the night, but some research has indicated that eating large amounts of fat in the pre-bedtime meal may interfere with sleep as well. Thus, although eating closer to bedtime and adding fats to the bedtime meal is advantageous, some individuals may have to experiment with bedtime meal timing and fat content and make trade-offs of maximum results for quality sleep.

There have been proponents of waking during the night to eat a meal in order to minimize muscle loss risk further. The detrimental effects to sleep quality which impact recovery and muscle growth however, likely make any benefits of this practice moot. There is also some evidence that for best intestinal health, periods without nutrient ingestion might be needed. It is possible that nutrient sensitivity is improved by the lack of nutrient intake during sleep (but also unlikely that this means that we should fast for any duration longer than the sleeping period).

Figure 4.11 A sample diet across a training day for a 240 lb athlete. Daily macros are split into 5 meals, with protein held steady meal to meal, carbs heavier around the workout, and fats kept lower near the workout.
A Note on Practical Application
There is a range of recommended number of meals (around 4-8 per day) and meal interval (around 3-6 hours between meals). There is also some flexibility for how long before training (30 minutes to 4 hours) and how soon after training (immediately to about an hour after) it is best to eat. Some degree of undereating in one meal and overeating in another can make up for each other. This is all to say that overly religious dedication to the tenants of good meal timing is not necessary. Tedious meal scheduling can deter diet adherence and make your life overly stressful. Take advantage of the flexibility and range of options in order to improve your diet with nutrient timing, but avoid over-emphasizing this principle. Chapter 10 will cover more precise practical details for applying this principle in the design of your own diet.
Chapter Summary

● Nutrient timing describes how calories and macronutrients are assigned relative to time throughout the day. Factors of nutrient timing include meal number, meal spacing, meal size, meal macro content, meal food composition, and timing around physical activity.

● Nutrient timing manipulations may not be nearly as powerful as calorie or macronutrient manipulations, but they still provide a tangible and practical benefit to enhancing body composition and performance.

● Daily protein intake should be divided into 4-8 meals across the day, each containing ⅛-¼ total daily protein.

● Meals should be larger and more slowly digesting the longer the following intermeal interval will be, but extremely large or small meals should be avoided.

● Daily carbohydrate intake should be biased towards activity periods, with the largest doses generally occurring in the pre, intra, and post training time periods.

● Daily fat intake should be biased away from activity periods, and biased toward longer periods without regular meals such as sleep or while at work.

● Slow-digesting protein should be the core of your bedtime meal.

● Extreme timing manipulations that sacrifice your daily calories, macros, or sleep quality are not recommended. The latter variables are more impactful to your physique and performance.
Chapter 5 Food Composition

Food composition refers to a food’s quality. It describes what other nutrition is obtained along with the desired macronutrient and how the food is digested and utilized by the body. Food composition is measured by things like digestibility and digestion time as well as by vitamin, mineral, phytochemical, and fiber content. Food composition is a lower priority, contributing to around 5% of body composition and performance outcomes. For health outcomes, food composition plays a much larger role, so paying attention to this principle can pay off in the long term despite its small contribution to immediate fitness outcomes.

Protein Composition

Protein sources vary across three main food composition aspects: digestibility, protein quality, and (to a lesser extent) the presence of other micronutrients.

Protein Source Digestibility

Protein sources can be ranked by their digestibility. Digestibility refers to how much of ingested protein is absorbed and utilized by the body. Animal protein sources tend to be among the best digested protein sources. Dairy, eggs, and isolated protein powders tend to be the most completely digested protein sources. After these, meat and soy products are a close second. On average, plant-sourced protein is much less efficiently digested in part due to cellulose—a component of plant cell walls that cannot be broken down by the human gut. Processed plant protein sources can be healthier than non-processed whole food options because of this; the processing of plant protein can break down cellulose and make the amino acid contents more accessible. Some exceptions are mycoprotein (a fungus based protein) and nutritional yeast. Because fungus and yeast do not contain cellulose they are much better digested and absorbed.

Protein Quality

Sources of protein can also be ranked based on the types and ratios of amino acids they provide. A food source containing all of the essential amino acids is termed complete.
Sometimes, particularly in the case of vegan diets, two or more protein sources are needed to get all of the essential amino acids in adequate amounts. Multiple protein sources that together contain all essential amino acids are called complementary. While all animal sources are complete, most plant sources are not. Consumption of complete protein at every meal is not likely to have a large effect on health so long as the needed amino acids are consumed in appropriate amounts daily, on average. For body composition and performance concerns however, getting enough of all essential amino acids at every meal is valuable and recommended for best muscle growth or retention.

Protein Digestibility-Corrected Amino Acid Score (PDCAAS) is the gold standard for evaluating the quality of a protein source. This method takes into account both the essential amino acid content and the digestibility of the protein. A score of 1 is the highest possible score and means that the protein source contains all of the essential amino acids and can be fully digested such that all of the amino acids can be absorbed when that source is eaten. Quality of protein decreases with PDCAA score down to 0. A food with a score of 0 would provide no accessible essential amino acids. Table 5.1 is a list of some protein sources and their PDCAAs scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein Digestibility-Corrected Amino Acid Scores (PDCAAS)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milk Proteins (casein, whey)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg Protein</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy Protein Isolate</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycoprotein (fungus-based vegan protein)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chickpeas</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Beans</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanuts</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole Wheat</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat Gluten</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 A list of some example protein sources and their PDCAA scores
Protein Source Micronutrient Density

Vitamins, minerals, and fiber are known as micronutrients because they are required by the body, but in only very small amounts (usually measured in milligrams) relative to macronutrients (usually measured in grams) for body composition, performance, and health. Phytochemicals are biologically active compounds found in plants and although they are not essential to health or performance, evidence suggests that some types might improve both by a small amount. In addition to providing high quality protein, animal products are also rich in a number of vitamins and minerals which plants tend to lack or have in much smaller quantities. Examples include some of the B vitamins (in particular B12) and Iron. In contrast, although plant based protein sources are often lower quality and harder to digest, they tend to be higher in fiber and phytochemicals and lower in less healthy classes of fats.

Carbohydrate Composition

Two primary factors determine the quality of a carbohydrate source—its digestion time and its nutrient density.

Carbohydrate Source Digestion Time and The Glycemic Index

The glycemic index measures how quickly a source of carbohydrates is digested and absorbed into the bloodstream. Glycemic indices can be determined in a lab setting by measuring the blood sugar concentrations of study participants over hours after having consumed a particular carb source; values are ranked on a scale of 0 (lowest) - 100 (highest). Quickly digested carbohydrate sources cause a rapid spike in blood sugar resulting in a high glycemic index value. Slowly digested carbohydrate sources cause more gradual and sustained elevations in blood sugar and therefore have lower glycemic indices. Table 5.2 lists some example glycemic index values.
**Glycemic Index Values**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbohydrate Source</th>
<th>Glycemic Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure Dextrose (Glucose) Powder</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatorade</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain White Potato (Average of all cooking methods)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa Puffs Cereal</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Bagel</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Rice</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet Potato</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinoa</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oatmeal</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole Grain Bread</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Rice</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Bran Cereal</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasta (higher glycemic index the longer you boil it)</td>
<td>30-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oranges, Peaches, Pears, Apples, Carrots</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney Beans</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skim Milk and Low-Fat Yogurt</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grapefruit</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybeans, Chickpeas</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hummus Dip</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Insoluble Fiber</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.2** A list of some example carbohydrate sources and their glycemic index values.

Processed carbohydrate sources often have a higher glycemic index value compared to whole food counterparts because the processing of food can break it down, making it more quickly and...
easily digested. On the other hand, glycemic index values are lower in the presence of fat, protein, or fiber which can slow digestion. For this reason hummus, the processed version of chickpeas with added fats, has a lower glycemic index than chickpeas themselves. It is also important to note that eating other food sources along with a particular carbohydrate source can effectively alter its glycemic index by slowing digestion. Glycemic index values affect nutritional recommendations for body composition and performance in several ways:

**Pre-Training Meal**
Pre-training or pre-competition meals should ideally digest quickly enough to prevent gastrointestinal distress and be able to restock muscle glycogen in time to support the activity. In addition, a good pre-training or pre-competition meal should provide a stable stream of blood glucose throughout the activity. Types of carb sources that are ideal for pre-training depend on the timing of the meal. The further from training onset the meal is eaten, the lower its glycemic index should be. A sugary sport drink can be a great pre-training meal if it is consumed 30 minutes prior to training or competing—sports drinks have a very high glycemic index, no fat or fiber, and their liquid consistency allows them to be digested quickly. If the meal is eaten much earlier, a slower-digesting whole food meal like a turkey sandwich on whole grain bread is a better option. The pre-training meal should always contain enough carbs for basic function in addition to carbs for training. A pre-training meal eaten further in advance of training requires more total carbs than a meal eaten immediately pre-training to support basic function in the hours before training along with energy for the training itself.

**Intra-Training Meal**
Intra-training meals should provide immediately available energy during the workout itself. Lower glycemic index carbohydrate sources increase chances of gastrointestinal discomfort and cause more blood to be allocated to the digestive tract and away from working muscles and so should be avoided entirely. Quickly digested liquids are easier to consume during training than solids, so the best recommendation for intra-workout is a high glycemic index liquid such as a sugary sports drink.

**Post-Training Meal**
In hours immediately following training the body is particularly efficient in its ability to re-synthesize glycogen from ingested carbohydrates. This is notable not only for single training sessions, but particularly when dealing with multiple training sessions per day, as glycogen resynthesis can be a rate-limiting step in subsequent exercise performance. For this reason, it is beneficial to bias post-training carbs towards higher glycemic index sources with minimal fiber and fat. Kids’ cereal in whey protein or fat free milk is a great option here. Thanks to the training stimulus after a workout, your body can utilize more carbs in a shorter time span to refill glycogen stores. In this instance there is little concern about fat storage—as there might be if you were slamming Lucky Charms after spending a day sedentary on the couch. As the post-workout window stretches out, the sensitivity of the muscles to carbs declines, and previous meals have already done much of the glycogen filling. The rate of glycogen filling is no
longer an immediate concern. Thus, the later it is after training, the lower glycemic index the food sources should be and the more added fiber and fats they can contain.

**Meal Interval Considerations**
Lower glycemic index foods and the additions of fiber, protein, and fat sources can slow digestion and better provide energy across longer intervals between meals. If you have a five hour window between meals and need to concentrate at work, a meal of chicken, veggies, whole grain bread, and nut butter would provide the sustained energy needed before your next meal, whereas gummy worms and whey protein shakes would likely leave you hypoglycemic after just a couple hours. Adjusting food composition for slower digestion is like creating a sustained release system for energy and should be considered when designing meals with different inter-meal intervals.

**Glycemic Index Values and Real World Eating**
Popular opinion would have you believe that highly glycemic foods cause excessive insulin secretion thereby making you fatter. While there is a seed of truth to this claim, it is not consistently true and unwanted fat gain is not always the result. Some foods with low glycemic index values cause high amounts of insulin to be secreted. A perfect example is skim milk and lean yogurt products; despite inducing significant insulin secretion, heavy consumption of these products is inversely associated with obesity. This means that people who eat lean dairy products are less likely to be obese. Carrots are another example; they have a relatively high glycemic index value, but their consumption is not generally associated with obesity. While highly glycemic foods can make people want to eat more, cravings are actually more dependent on how satiating a food is, irrespective of glycemic index values. White potatoes are very glycemic, but are extremely filling and so do not tend to increase cravings. Glycemic indices are not of themselves a measure of how healthful a given food item is or is not. Carb sources are generally consumed within a meal containing other foods; estimating glycemic index values for mixed meals is very difficult and the value for any given mixed meal will be lower than any of its ingredients alone. Author Mike Israetel’s middle school physical education teacher, with great intentions, instructed students not to eat candy bars before sports games because the sugar would “burn up quickly and have them crashing” midway through the event. In reality, Snickers bars or any other chocolate based candy bars have glycemic indices of around 50, similar to whole grains. The fructose in high fructose corn syrup is extremely slow digesting and the high fat content of such candy decreases its glycemic index even more. When proteins, fats, and fiber are involved in real meals people actually eat, the glycemic index value becomes just a very small factor in a bigger equation in which macro amounts, calories, and actual digestion times play a more dominant role. That being said, highly glycemic carbs, eaten alone without other foods to slow their digestion, serve a valuable purpose in intra- and post-training meals, improving health and fitness outcomes in that context.
Carbohydrate Source Micronutrient Density

Along with factors affecting digestion time, the density of micronutrients within a carbohydrate source also define its compositional quality. Carbohydrate sources vary greatly in their micronutrient and phytochemical content. For example, dextrose powder can provide all needed carbs, but without any vitamins, minerals, phytochemicals, or fiber. Extreme diets that cut carbs very low for long periods (ketogenic diets, for example), might elevate the risk of nutrient deficiencies. Getting carbs from a wide range of veggies, fruits, whole grains along with less nutrient dense sources as needed allows you to get all the carbs you need and consume digestion speed-appropriate carbs, without missing out on any nutrients.

Fat Composition

The quality of a fat source is determined based on the class of fat. Each of the four main classes of dietary fat has its own effects on body composition, performance, and general long term health.

Monounsaturated Fats
Monounsaturated fats are found in plant sources such as olive oil, canola oil, avocados, and a variety of nuts. This fat type not only promotes better health than others, but also supports leaner, more muscular physiques to some extent. Fat in any diet focused on health, performance, or body composition should come primarily from monounsaturated sources.

Polyunsaturated Fats
Polyunsaturated fats can be found in certain vegetable oils (such as canola oil and safflower oil), walnuts, many fatty seeds, and some animal products like fatty fish and grass fed animal meat. The most nutritionally relevant are the essential fats, Omega-6 and Omega-3 fatty acids. In most modern diets, Omega-6 fats are consumed in sufficient quantities, but Omega-3 fats are often under-eaten. This means that those training for high levels of fitness might need to supplement Omega-3 fats or tailor their diet especially for these fats. A diet relatively high in polyunsaturated fats supports performance well and is relatively neutral for general health.

Saturated Fats
Saturated fats come mainly from animal sources such as dairy, eggs, meats, and coconut oils. Opinion on saturated fat has swung from recommended consumption of steak and eggs prior to marathons in the 1970’s, to its demonization in the 80’s and 90’s, and back to an overemphasis on its consumption in the 2000’s with bacon-and-heavy-cream based low-carb diets. Today, if we look at the data on saturated fat and health as a whole, they suggest that too much saturated fat can have a negative impact on health. On the other hand, saturated fat might have a positive effect on anabolic hormone levels for those interested in physique and sport.
performance. More data is needed for saturated fat recommendations in terms of potential physique benefits, but health detriments currently support limiting saturated fat intake.

**Trans Unsaturated Fats**

Trans fats are unsaturated fatty acids—as described briefly in Chapter 3, trans or its counterpart cis, refer to the configuration of the fat molecules’ functional groups. Different configurations have different biological and chemical properties. Trans fats occur only rarely and in small quantities in nature. This class of fats is mainly produced during the chemical manipulation of naturally occurring fats. These manipulations are made to achieve distinct advantages for food production and distribution. Some of these alterations of molecular structure allow fats that would normally be solid to remain liquid at room temperature. This makes them appealing as cooking oils and for use in baked or fried foods that have to be stored at room temperature.

Also, in part because of their unique chemical nature, trans-fats are not nearly as likely to go rancid or be consumed by bacteria, increasing safety for the consumer and extending the shelf life of the product. This means that foods can be shipped farther and stored longer, which can be critical in emergency aid situations and in places where refrigeration and access to food are limited.

As big a boon as trans fats are for preserving food and reducing foodborne illness, they also have a substantial downside. Most studies show that high levels of trans fat consumption results in increased likelihood of negative health effects such as higher rates of cardiovascular and other systemic diseases. One primate study suggested that diets high in trans fats might also lead to decreased muscularity and increased fat mass, suggesting a potential contribution to changes in body composition. Avoiding trans fats as much as possible is therefore likely the best advice from both health and fitness standpoints. That being said, it is unlikely that the occasional indulgence within an otherwise healthy diet will have significant effect.

**Fat Source Micronutrient Density**

Many fat sources do not contain other nutrients, so micronutrient density contributes far less to the compositional quality of fats than it does for other macronutrients. Fats are the only way to transport fat soluble vitamins, but the vitamins come from other food sources in most cases and are merely facilitated by proximal fat consumption. The way the different types of fat are digested and stored constitute the most meaningful differences in composition.

In Table 5.3, we have parsed fat class information into estimated percentage recommendations for the daily intake of each type of fat. Bear in mind that these are estimates, not exact numbers to hit daily. In general, acquire most of your daily fats from monounsaturated sources, take in enough Omega-3’s, be moderate with saturated fats, and avoid most trans fats in your regular diet.
Fat Intake Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fat Type</th>
<th>Recommended % of Daily Fat Intake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monounsaturated</td>
<td>45 - 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyunsaturated</td>
<td>35 - 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated</td>
<td>5 - 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans Fats</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 Suggested range of intake as percentage of total daily fat intake for the four types of dietary fat.

The Micronutrients

Vitamins

Vitamins are a class of micronutrients composed of vitamins C, A, D, E, K, and the B-complex vitamins. Water soluble vitamin C and B-complex vitamins are found in most fruits, vegetables and some grains, with the exception of B12, which is found in seafood, meat, dairy and eggs. The fat-soluble vitamins A, D, E, and K, are found in vegetable oils and dairy products. Most vitamins are converted to an active form upon entering the bloodstream, at which point they regulate numerous body processes from vision to energy metabolism to bone formation. Water-soluble vitamins bind to water molecules in the digestive tract and freely move into the bloodstream. Fat-soluble vitamins on the other hand must bind to dietary fat in the digestive tract in order to be absorbed and used. Diets that are chronically low in fat can result in a fat-soluble vitamin deficiencies.

When consuming a balanced diet, vitamin deficiencies are rare, but possible. Eating multiple servings of fruits and vegetables per day and consuming adequate amounts of grains, proteins, dairy, and healthy fats can decrease the chance of developing these deficiencies. Food variation across the week can also help as vitamin levels vary between different fruits, vegetables, and grains. For best health and fitness make sure your food choices contain adequate vitamins. Vitamin supplements are an effective option, though you should not program your diet such that you are relying entirely on supplements for your vitamin intake over long term periods. When on a hypocaloric diet, it can be a good idea to take a once-a-day multivitamin as an insurance policy, though this is not a substitute for making generally healthy choices.
Minerals

Dietary minerals are naturally occurring chemical elements required by the body for basic function and health. Essential minerals include calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, and iron. Trace minerals—those needed in very small amounts, but potentially toxic in large amounts—include zinc, copper, manganese, iodine, selenium, molybdenum, and chromium.

Although all essential minerals are necessary for health purposes, for body composition and performance considerations, a subgroup of minerals called electrolytes are probably the most important. Electrolytes such as sodium, potassium, chloride, calcium, iron, and magnesium carry a positive or negative charge. This charge can impact cell function by altering cell membrane permeability. Such changes are responsible for neuronal firing in the central nervous system and muscle contractions in cardiac, smooth and skeletal muscle tissue. Electrolyte balance also mediates hydration and blood pH—though only very severe imbalances can disturb blood pH as it is very tightly regulated.

It is important to replace electrolytes and fluids during activity, particularly if the activity is sweat-inducing: high intensity, prolonged duration, or occurring in a hot and humid environment. During and after such activity, electrolytes can help the body return to a homeostatic state. Consuming additional electrolyte beverages during such training is recommended.

Daily electrolyte needs for rest or light training are usually achieved with normal food consumption. Most people meet daily requirements of sodium and chloride easily as these two minerals are what make up table salt and are found in many foods and other seasonings. Magnesium is also found in a variety of food products such as spinach, beans, shellfish, and milk. The primary dietary source of calcium is usually dairy, but almond and soy milk, as well as dark green leafy vegetables contain small amounts as well. Potassium can be found in most fruits and vegetables, with white potatoes and bananas having the highest amounts. Dietary sources of iron are divided into two categories, heme and non-heme iron. Non-heme iron is present in an oxidized form that must be reduced before it can be absorbed. Because it does not have this need for reduction, heme iron is absorbed at a much greater rate than non-heme iron. Heme iron comes mainly from meat, fish and poultry. Non-heme iron can be found in plant sources, such as whole wheat and dark green vegetables.

Many people do not consume adequate amounts of iron; this is particularly true of vegans, vegetarians, and females of childbearing age, particularly if they experience heavy menstrual bleeding. For athletes this can be especially problematic. Chronically inadequate iron intake or absorption results in iron-deficiency anemia, which is a decrease in the number of healthy red blood cells able to carry oxygen. This means a decrease in the blood’s ability to deliver oxygen to working tissue where it is needed to produce energy for muscle contractions. Anemia can hinder high volume weight training and cardio, as well as recovery from physical activity. A
dietary supplement of iron may be needed for those limiting or avoiding the consumption of animal products, under-eating heme-iron for any reason, or those prone to iron deficiency.

**Fiber**

Dietary fiber is not digestible by humans, but some types can be fermented in the human gut by the microbiome. Because the absence of fiber does not result in a nutritional deficiency, it is not technically an essential nutrient, but it is an important part of a healthy diet and has many health, fitness, and diet-related benefits. In addition to possible heart health benefits and bowel movement regularity, fiber increases feelings of satiety. This can be helpful on a fat loss diet. Further, fiber slows digestion, which can help maintain steady blood glucose by decreasing the glycemic index of faster digesting carbohydrates during periods of lower activity.

**Phytochemicals**

Phytochemicals are chemicals found in plants. Although no phytochemical has been identified as an essential nutrient, some have potential health and fitness benefits. While research is still actively determining potential effects of many phytochemicals, there is strong evidence that many contribute to lower rates of cancer and heart disease and some suggestion that they can promote improved overall bodily function. While recommended intakes for most have yet to be agreed upon or set, you can likely get most beneficial phytochemicals by consuming multiple servings (a serving is generally defined as 1 cup cooked or 2 cups raw) per day of fruits and vegetables. Varying the types of fruits and veggies and being sure to include an assortment of brightly colored options as well as leafy greens will help ensure consumption of an array of phytochemical nutrients and their potential health benefits.

**How Food Composition Fits in to the Diet Priorities**

The combined effects of all food composition choices contribute only 5% of potential fitness outcomes. This means food composition choices for any one macronutrient source will make only a percent or two of difference. Transitioning from terrible carbohydrate composition choices to perfect ones would probably result in barely notable physique and performance changes even over the course of months. That being said, the effects on long-term health of such a switch are much larger. Your long-term ability to pursue and cultivate fitness rests on the foundation of your overall health. Across a lifetime, the indirect effects of good food composition choices on physique and performance might add up to well over 5%. In other words, you can get in shape eating pop tarts and potato chips for carbs, but if you want to stay in great shape for decades, switching to mostly veggies, fruits, and whole grains is likely a better strategy.
In most cases, you can reap the full benefit of good food composition as long as you get around ¾ or more of your intake from recommended sources of protein, carbs and fats. Getting the rest from processed junk food will come at little or no detriment to your training and physique goals. This is because the value of good food composition is in getting enough of certain nutrients. Once the required values of these nutrients have been met, more of them do not necessarily provide additional benefit. For example, if your fat intake is predominantly monounsaturated fats and you meet your essential fat needs regularly, some saturated fats and even a bit of trans fat intake from junk food occasionally has not been shown to negatively impact health, performance, or body composition. The downside of junk food is that it lacks these healthy micronutrients, so adding some junk once you have the minimum of all these micronutrients has no significant downside if properly moderated. Having some leniency in your diet regimen can relieve some of the stress of diet discipline and improve adherence.

Finally, when reviewing your diet program for food composition, it is important in any case to be wary of macro extremes. If an entire macro category is very low, perhaps at the tail end of a fat loss diet when fats have been dropped to their minima, the food composition of the fat source begins to matter to a greater extent. At this point, it might be wise to supplement Omega-3 fats to ensure that at least essential fat needs are met. In more extreme cases, when fats are at their lowest and carb cuts are needed to continue fat loss in the final weeks of a hypocaloric diet, it is probably time to exchange the workout carb powders and white rice for more veggies and fruits so that your micronutrient intake remains at a healthy level. Vitamin supplements at this point might also be warranted.
Chapter Summary

- Food composition describes the quality of food in terms of its digestibility, digestion rate, and the content of micronutrients and fiber

- The quality of protein is largely determined by the essential amino acid profile and its digestibility and to a smaller extent by its content of micronutrients

- The quality of carbohydrate is primarily determined by the digestion rate, or how quickly it can be absorbed into the bloodstream, and its content of micronutrients and fiber

- The quality of fat is primarily determined by the class of fat, and diets should generally prioritize monounsaturated fats, polyunsaturated fats, and saturated fats, in that order, while keeping trans fat consumption to a minimum

- A well balanced diet will generally meet all of the daily micronutrient requirements, however, during hypocaloric periods and periods where certain macronutrients are deprioritized, a vitamin supplement can help ensure micronutrient values are met
Chapter 6 Supplements and Hydration

The final 5% of dietary outcomes come from a combination of supplement consumption and hydration management. You might be wondering why water intake, which is necessary for life itself, would be ranked so low in the nutritional hierarchy. Fortunately, hydration levels for best performance and body composition are very similar to those needed for health; most people fulfill these requirements intuitively. In other words, drinking when you are thirsty will hydrate you adequately for health and get you very close to your best fitness hydration needs. The degree of muscle gain or fat loss anyone attains on a diet has almost nothing to do with how hydrated they are (outside of extreme circumstances). Performance can be affected by inappropriate hydration, but the effects are only substantial with more extreme or consistent dehydration or hyperhydration. Supplements share the 5% improvement margin with hydration because they have a similarly small effect on fitness outcomes. Many available supplements have no effect at all and even the most effective ones have been shown to have an extremely small impact on performance and body composition. Using the verified supplement options appropriately can give you an edge that may absolutely add up to a significant difference in the long term (even a <1% improvement on each diet phase can lead to measurable differences across a decade). Because of their small effect size however, supplements should be considered only after you have thoroughly implemented the main diet principles and only if adding supplement use does not over stress you and decrease your adherence.

Hydration

Hydration is the degree to which the compartments of the body are supplied with water. Dehydration, euhydration, and hyperhydration are the states of having too little, normal ranges, or too much fluid in the body’s compartments respectively. Many trainers and nutritionists emphasize hydration as a top priority unnecessarily. Performance can be very negatively impacted if an athlete is dehydrated from a water cut prior to competition or a failure to hydrate before an extremely hard workout in a very hot environment. Under normal conditions it takes fairly extreme mistakes in hydration to negatively impact performance, and even more to affect body composition. As mentioned, most people stay in a fairly euhydrated state just by drinking to thirst.
Preventing Dehydration

If an average person is carrying water bottles around and timing and measuring their intake precisely (not to mention using the bathroom hourly) they are not making the most of their time and focus. If you get your calories, macros, and timing in order, and drink when you are thirsty, meticulously measuring water intake will not get you any additional body composition results. For those competing in sport or training under circumstances where a great deal of water is lost via sweat, thinking a bit more about hydration is warranted. By the time you feel thirsty, you are already slightly dehydrated; when water will be lost across a long, intense training session or during competition in hot weather for example, drinking when thirsty might leave you increasingly behind in your hydration. In lab settings, testing urinary specific gravity can give a precise measure of hydration, but most people do not have a refractometer lying around. For average person who happens to train in a way that results in substantial water loss through sweat, below are some options for the assessment and maintenance of euhydration:

Consume 1.5 ml of water per calorie eaten per day
Again, this is very specific and probably only necessary if one needs to be prepared to be perfectly hydrated for performance during hard training or competition. If you take in 2000 calories per day, this recommendation means you would consume 3000 ml (3 liters) of water per day. To put this in perspective for our readers in the United States, this means you should get about 5 oz of fluids per 100 daily calories. This is an average recommendation for individuals training hard under isocaloric conditions. If you are training hard while cutting calories, or in extremely hot environments, you might need more fluids. Using body weight and urine color assessments can help dial in these values.

Monitor Urine Color
When you are euhydrated, your urine should be light yellow like lemonade. Certain circumstances can make urine color a poor indicator of hydration such as rapid intake of large amounts of fluid or alcohol consumption. The best way to use urine color to assess hydration is to consider the average color over multiple hours and days. If you consistently see dark yellow urine, you need to drink more fluids daily. In contrast, if your urine is consistently clear, you are likely over-hydrating.

Track body weight
If you track your body weight regularly and are in an isocaloric phase, body weight can be an especially helpful tool in assessing hydration levels. Most daily fluctuations in body weight are from fluid balance. If you undertake a very high volume of training during any particular day you can assess water loss by weighing yourself before and after that training and rehydrate accordingly.
Determining Degree of Dehydration

Dehydration levels can be classified by percentage of body weight change from fluid loss. Reductions in performance and increases in health risks are seen as dehydration gets more extreme.

1%-2% = Mild Dehydration
2%-4% = Moderate Dehydration
5%-6% = Severe Dehydration
7% + = Extremely Severe Dehydration

Below are the symptoms and effects of these dehydration classifications:

**Mild Dehydration**

- Thirst
- Difficulty focusing
- Mild fatigue
- Small reductions in strength and athletic performance

**Moderate Dehydration**

- Further difficulty focusing
- Further reductions in strength and athletic performance
- Increased risk of overheating
- Decreased sweat volume

**Severe Dehydration**

- Cramping
- Increased respiratory rate
- Decreased cardiac output
- Chills
- Rapid pulse
- Possible heat exhaustion (weakness, nausea, dizziness)
Extremely Severe Dehydration

- Dizziness
- Muscle spasms
- Poor balance
- Fainting
- Hallucinations
- Possible heat stroke
- Extreme body temperature
- Possible loss of consciousness
- Possible shock and coma
- Possible death

Though you may have heard of weight class athletes in MMA and other sports pushing the limits of water weight cuts, we limit our weight cut recommendations to losses of 5% total body weight or less due to the dangers of severe dehydration. Above 10% body weight loss from water death becomes a realistic risk. For those of you dieting for other sports or for more practical reasons, techniques and supplements used to cut water weight should generally be avoided. Chapter 15 will go over safe practices for water weight cutting up to 5% body weight.

Hydration Protocols

Pre-Training Hydration
Some degree of dehydration during intense activity is nearly inevitable because the average person can sweat out roughly double the amount of fluid that the gastrointestinal tract can absorb per hour. If you show up to hard training or competition a little dehydrated, you are already behind. Before training or competition, make sure you are taking in regular fluids and monitoring your weight and urine color to stay well hydrated. When daily body weight varies during fat loss or muscle gain phases, urine color becomes your best tool to monitor pre-training hydration.

Intra-Training Hydration
Around five fluid ounces per 20 minutes of hard exertion is a baseline recommendation for hydration during training or competition. This can be lower in cooler and less difficult training scenarios and higher in hotter and more strenuous ones. Consuming electrolytes with this fluid is highly recommended. This can be done using sports drinks or by adding electrolyte tablets or powders to water.

Post-Training Hydration
As we mentioned earlier, your GI tract does not absorb all of the fluid you drink; about \( \frac{1}{3} \) is lost in urine. This means that if you lose 2 lb of sweat during your training session, you actually need
to consume 3 lb of fluids after training to fully rehydrate. Rehydration should occur somewhat gradually for comfort and best fluid absorption. About 8 oz of fluid every 15 minutes after training until the required total is met is a general guideline. If the fluid has electrolytes or is consumed with food, euhydration will be reached more quickly as electrolytes facilitate water absorption. Drinking large amounts of water without electrolytes, especially over a short period of time can cause a dangerous electrolyte deficiency called hyponatremia.

**Preventing Hyponatremia**

Hyperhydration with fluid that contains electrolytes will mainly cause bloating and excessive urination—uncomfortable, but not dangerous or extremely impactful for performance in most cases. Excessive intake of fluid with little to no electrolytes (pure water) can result in hyponatremia, a potentially life threatening condition wherein you lose electrolytes as you urinate. Because the hydrating fluid in this case does not contain enough electrolytes to replace those lost with frequent urination, electrolyte concentrations in your body can become too low. This leads to problems in the basic functions of the skeletal muscles, heart, and nervous system and can ultimately lead to death.

The most common cause of hyponatremia for athletes in sport and exercise is hydration during or after hard training (where lots of sweating occurs and electrolytes are lost) by using only water. The probability of hyponatremia is increased with rapid consumption of water (think drinking 3-4 liters in one go). There is a greater risk for hyponatremia on a hypocaloric diet because less food is being eaten and therefore fewer electrolytes are taken in. This problem can be exacerbated by low-salt dieting—unless you are a salt-sensitive hypertensive or have another health condition calling for limited salt, there is probably no benefit to this type of diet. Unfortunately, the early symptoms of hyponatremia are similar to many other conditions. Nausea and vomiting are common, as are low energy, mental fatigue, headache, muscle weakness, cramping, or spasming. Loss of consciousness and death can also occur.

The best way to prevent hyponatremia is to drink electrolyte beverages during and after hard training and competition. If you drink plain water after training, keep the volume under around 32 oz (one liter) at a time, drink it slowly, and with food.

**Supplements**

**Finding Effective Supplements**

Supplements are diet additives consumed on top of regular food intake. They are taken with the explicit intention of enhancing body composition, performance, or health beyond what can be done with food. The vast majority of supplements available today do not do anything to improve performance or body composition. Many supplements claiming to enhance body composition
and performance do not even have a plausible biological mechanism. In other words, given their chemical structure and human physiology, there is no hypothetical way in which they could exact their purported effects. It is, of course, possible that these supplements operate via mechanisms that are yet unknown, so testing for outcome even in the absence of mechanistic understanding is warranted. Randomized controlled studies can confirm whether or not supplements have any real effect. Many of the supplements (especially herbal and naturopathic varieties) on the market have never been tested in this way and thus have no evidence for their claims. Of the hundreds of supplements that have been tested, only a handful have been reliably shown to affect performance and body composition. Unfounded claims about performance and health benefits abound and entice dieters so spend money on unnecessary products. Though companies are legally permitted to make such unfounded claims, the food label on the packaging (at least in the United States) will bear the disclaimer ‘This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.’

Because so few supplements have any effect at all, it is important to know how to choose the verified ones. The conclusions, and history and volume of research on a supplement should be considered. The more studies that agree on a supplement’s effects the less likely effects are due to chance or error. The presence of review articles summarizing data on a supplement with clear conclusions is a good sign as well. Repeated studies also have a better chance at representing the responses of more diverse groups of people—some supplements might have a larger effect on older people or one effect on males and a different effect on females. The more independent labs have tested a supplement and agree on its effects, the better. Longitudinal, or long-term studies also lend credibility to results. Supplements often get more scrutiny over time and later research can be more careful and critical than initial, hopeful, published results. We recommend a research history of more than 5 years, the longer the better. Consensus is also important. Even if a supplement has a long history and many studies observing the same effects, a few well designed studies with opposing results is enough to cast doubt on the former claims.

Another relevant factor in making supplement choices is real world feedback. Lab tests are critical for confirming that something works, but long term use by real athletes can provide equally important information about the practicality of the supplement. For example, sodium bicarbonate was lab-vetted, but real-world athletes stayed away from it because the doses needed to enhance performance ran a significant risk of causing volatile diarrhea. In order for us to consider a supplement effective, it must meet all four of the selection criteria: sufficient data, sufficient data history, consensus of results within that data, and real world positive feedback.
Supplements that Actually Work

There are seven supplements on the market at the writing of this book that meet all four of our selection criteria:

- Caffeine
- Whey Protein
- Casein Protein
- Creatine
- Carbohydrate Formulas
- Multivitamin and Mineral Supplements
- Omega 3 Fat Supplements

Caffeine

Caffeine is a sympathomimetic, which means it activates your sympathetic (“fight or flight”) nervous system. This has some predictable effects, such as:

- Increased alertness and focus
- Increased pain tolerance
- Improved repetition performance and endurance
- Increased motivation
- Decreased hunger

Caffeine is from a family of stimulants that all carry roughly the same physiological effects. Though there are other food products and supplements on the market that contain other stimulants, the overall content is not great enough to have a significant effect. Furthermore, many alternative stimulants are controlled substances. Caffeine is available, time-tested, and FDA approved for your use. Caffeine in general allows you to train slightly harder in any given session, making it useful in particularly hard workouts, very long workouts, or workouts you are attempting when you are tired or hypocaloric.

Whey Protein

Whey protein is one of the naturally occurring proteins found in milk. It is one of the fastest digesting protein sources available and also one of the highest quality proteins ever studied. In fact, older scales of protein quality used egg protein as the reference value of 100 for “highest quality protein,” until isolated whey protein came along and scored over 100. Whey’s quick digestion rate makes it an excellent intra-training protein source. There are three main categories of whey sold commercially: whey concentrate (the least pure), whey isolate (intermediately pure), and whey hydrolysate (the most pure). Whey concentrate is the cheapest by far and still very effective, so unless you have gastrointestinal sensitivities or cash to burn it is your top choice. Isolate rarely causes gastrointestinal distress and is of incredibly high purity,
but is costly compared to whey concentrate. If you are very sensitive to dairy whey hydrolysate can be used, however the price of the supplement is often prohibitive.

**Casein Protein**
Casein is the other main protein (along with whey) that makes up milk protein. Casein is the exact opposite of whey protein in terms of digestion time. Even without any added foods, casein can take up to seven hours to fully digest and absorb. This means that delivery of amino acids to the blood is gradual and steady across many hours after consuming casein, making it a perfect bedtime protein option and a good protein source before any long period without a meal.

**Carbohydrate Formulas**
Liquid carb sources such as Dextrose, Gatorade, or Powerade are processed and therefore faster and easier to digest. There are also some very slow-digesting carb powders, such as Waximaize. Carbohydrate powders are usually very low in other nutrients, so they should not make up a large percentage of your carb allotment per day, especially during fat loss dieting when fulfilling micronutrient requirements is more difficult. Fast digesting options are excellent for intra-workout intake however, and the data on the benefits of fast digesting carbohydrates during training is extensive. Slow digesting options can be combined with casein protein to act as easy on-the-go meal replacements as well.

**Creatine**
Creatine occurs naturally in the human body. In muscle tissue, it acts as a buffer for ATP (adenosine triphosphate). ATP is a molecule that stores energy derived from food and fuels nearly every cellular reaction, including muscle contraction. As powerful as ATP is, humans only have enough of it to fuel around 1-3 seconds worth of maximal muscle contraction at any time. Maximal exertion beyond 1-3 seconds—as is required by most training—requires ATP levels to be restored. The creatine phosphate system is the most immediate mechanism for this restoration (Figure 5.1). The more creatine you have in the cell, the longer near-maximal efforts can be made in training. If you can curl 50 lb for 10 reps, more creatine might mean you can manage 12 reps and so on.
A. Hard training depletes phosphates, releasing energy for training by turning ATP (adenosine tri-phosphate) to ADP (adenosine di-phosphate). This process is indicated in the figure by the transition of APPP to APP. B. Phosphocreatine donates phosphates to the depleted ADP, and they become energy-providing ATP again. This process is indicated in the figure by the transition of APP to APPP as PCr (Phosphocreatine) donates its P. C. Creatine lacking phosphate can then attract more phosphates to donate to ADP and repeat the process. More creatine in the muscle means more readily available energy from ATP.

Creatine has been very consistently shown to improve performance as well as muscle retention and growth. Although the benefits of creatine are well supported, the mechanism for its actions is still unclear. The muscle growth and retention benefits of creatine may be related to cell swelling (which has been independently shown to result in hypertrophy) or workout performance increases, such as training at slightly higher volumes and intensities. Regardless of the mechanism, creatine consistently supports significant improvements in performance and physique outcomes. Individuals with more fast twitch fibers (muscle fibers that lend themselves to power and strength sport performance) tend to benefit more from creatine supplementation. Vegans and vegetarians can also usually benefit more from creatine than meat-eaters, as food sources of creatine include animal protein, especially red meats.

Weight gain during the first week or two of Creatine supplementation is very common. Weight gain can be as much as 3% of body weight. The increase in body weight comes from retained intramuscular water. Water added to muscle tissue tends to make people look more muscular rather than bloated—so nothing to worry about in terms of aesthetics, but something to consider for weight class athletes. Water weight will fall away across a week or so after creatine supplementation is ceased. For some people, creatine can cause gastrointestinal distress. A proposed solution to this has been to deliver the creatine in chemically bound forms such as creatine ethyl ester. Unfortunately, many such exotic creatines do not seem to work as well as creatine monohydrate. Sticking to creatine monohydrate for the time being is our recommendation. If creatine gives you gastrointestinal distress, consider whether the trade-off is worth the small improvement in fitness outcomes.
**Multivitamins**

If a balanced diet rich in lean proteins, veggies, fruits, whole grains, and healthy fats is consumed, most nutrient needs will be met by a long shot. At times when healthy eating is not as easy to pull off or calories are restricted, taking a daily multivitamin can ensure that you are not missing any nutrients. Essential vitamin and mineral needs are well established and multivitamins can provide these whenever there is a risk that whole foods are not.

**Omega 3 Fat Supplements**

In the typical western diet, Omega-3 consumption is often low. Unless food sources of Omega-3 are eaten often (fatty fish being the main one), this mild deficiency can persist in otherwise very healthy diets. The direct research on Omega-3 supplementation shows health and cognitive benefits (though may not be correlated with improved cardiovascular outcomes as previously thought).

If you are curious about in-depth studies on other specific supplements, please visit [Examine.com](http://Examine.com) for continually updated, industry-standard research on all things supplement related.
**Chapter Summary**

- Drinking to thirst is sufficient to meet most people’s hydration needs, though circumstances involving high sweat output or exercising in the heat may require more deliberate hydration routines.

- Urine color and body weight changes are simple tools that can be used to assess degrees of dehydration.

- Excessive water intake, particularly without electrolytes, can lead to hyponatremia.

- The vast majority of dietary supplements have no supported effects and even the most effective contribute minimally to fitness outcomes.

- The supplements with the most support for body composition, performance, and health are caffeine, whey protein, casein protein, creatine, carbohydrate formulas, multivitamins, and omega-3’s.
Chapter 7 Diet Adherence

Flawless diet adherence is not required to get results, but the more precise and consistent you are, the closer to maximum results you can achieve. Adherence can mean slightly different things depending on the type of diet being attempted. On a fat loss diet adherence means staying within the allotted per-meal calorie and macro amounts, eating at assigned meal times, making healthy food composition choices, and taking any planned supplements. It also means skipping snacks and avoiding any off-diet eating. On a muscle gain diet, the former list also applies, but some extra snacks, “cheat” meals, and less healthy food composition choices can be helpful in this case for maintaining adherence to the critical hypercaloric aspect of the diet with no detriment to results. Once you have a logical diet plan laid out according to your goals, adhering to that plan will make or break the final outcome.

Choosing Diet Phase Timing

Diet Interruptions

It is important to consider the timing of your diet as this will influence the likelihood of adherence. If you have the freedom to choose your diet timing and are not constrained by sport competition, choosing periods free of social or travel obstacles is your best bet. In other words, do not plan your fat loss phase during a period when you have weddings to attend and vacations to enjoy and do not plan your muscle gain phases when you will have little control over your meals or meal timing.

Sleep and Stress

When choosing to run a fat loss or muscle gain diet, maximizing muscle retention or growth respectively is critical. Lack of sleep and stress not only directly impact recovery and therefore your ability to retain or grow muscle, they also affect your capacity to adhere strictly to a program. Dieting to alter your body composition is inherently stressful and difficult to do. Lack of sleep or additional stressors will sap your willpower. Choosing periods of low stress when you will be able to get regular sleep will greatly increase chances of adherence and diet success.
Individual Tolerances

Weight Change Rates and Durations

Precise recommendations will be discussed in Chapter 9, but there are ranges of safe and effective weight change rates and durations for both fat loss and muscle gain. The rate at which you choose to lose or gain will be based on personal preference for the most part. When making decisions about rate and duration of diets, the likelihood that you will adhere to this plan should be the deciding variable.

How Long and How Much to Gain on a Muscle Gain Diet
Examining your willingness to gain fat before starting a muscle gain phase is crucial. Set realistic limits that you will be able to tolerate. Some people are confident enough to handle months of being less lean for the sake more muscle growth. Others will break down once they have lost a certain amount of definition, end the diet, and disrupt their long-term body composition diet and training plans entirely. Knowing or honestly estimating what you can handle in terms of fat gain before you begin will help with both short and long-term adherence to goal directed diet plans.

How Long and How Much to Lose on a Fat Loss Diet
You should honestly assess how much hunger and discomfort you can handle and for how long when preparing to run a fat loss diet. Maximal results are always appealing, but maximum deficits can very easily lead to lapses in adherence, eliminating even minimal results. Determining your limits may take some trial and error, but tracking your experiences at different weight loss rates and durations can help you find your ideal parameters for maximum adherence.

A 6-Construct Model of Adherence

Any diet phase will have a beginning, a middle, and an end and each interval will have its own challenges. Ideally, healthy and scientifically sound diet habits will continue beyond any single fat loss or muscle gain diet phase, so the “end” might be defined as both the final days of diet and the return to isocaloric weight maintenance and healthy living. The promotion of adherence can be broken down into six aspects that characterize distinct stages of the diet process.
The six promoters of diet adherence are as follows, in chronological order of their typical presentation during a diet:

Inspiration
Motivation
Intention
Discipline
Habit
Passion

We will define each of these and recommend behaviors that will maximize chances of success at each phase.

**Inspiration**

Inspiration is the feeling that first pushes you to start a diet. It can be positive, like being inspired by an impressive transformation photo on social media and wanting a similar result for yourself. It can also be negative, like seeing a recent picture of yourself and realizing how far out of your ideal shape you have gotten. Inspiration is what initiates the decision to make a change and begin a diet. This is a strong, emotional promoter of adherence at first but it does not last very long.

If you are trying to use inspiration to spur yourself or someone else into dieting, it helps to understand that positive inspiration is more likely to result in effective adherence than negative. Similar to what has been found in child psychology, inciting behavioral change via hopes of a positive reward is often more effective in the long term than shaming someone into behavioral change. If you are trying to inspire others, leading by example is a good place to start. Even if using positive inspiration with others, it is best to be subtle. People should (and likely will only) change because they want to, not because you want them to.

**Motivation**

Motivation drives you to accomplish a goal and is a strong promoter for adherence in the early weeks of a diet phase. You might be inspired to “get in shape,” but the motivation phase can only begin when you define what “in shape” means. Once you have defined your goal, keeping that goal in mind will promote adherence, especially once the initial rush of inspiration wears off.

Motivation is powerful, but can wax and wane, especially on a fat loss diet when energy is low. Your morning coffee might have your motivation sky high, while an afternoon after a long day at work might leave it in the gutter. Keeping your goal realistic, yet challenging, with attention to individual tolerance (as described in the section above) can help keep the motivation to struggle
ratio high enough for good adherence. Once a goal is set, giving yourself daily or weekly reminders of what you want out of your diet can go a long way toward maintaining motivation in the early weeks of the diet. This can include a written reminder stuck to your refrigerator, trying on a pair of pants you want to fit in, or occasionally peaking at a future competition roster and remembering why you set the goal in the first place.

**Intention**

Motivation works by giving you a clear goal to aim for, but aiming alone does not get you anywhere; just as knowing your destination on the map does not put you in that place. In order to get there, you have to get in the car and drive, and in order to reach your diet goals, you have to create a diet plan to stick to. Intention is the application of inspiration and motivation to create a plan; you can think of it like the driving instructions on your directions app; it tells you what you need to do in order to reach your destination. If you have all the motivation in the world but no plan or no intention of following a plan, you will not have results.

Because intention supports commitment to a plan, the first and most important action you can take to support intention is to develop a plan. It is nice to think of losing 15 lb in the next 3 months, but getting there requires that you determine exactly what meals you will eat tomorrow and the next day and so on.

**Discipline**

You must set your intentions to follow your diet plan, but your motivation and intention will not always be powerful enough to guarantee that you will adhere. To fill the occasional gaps between the watermark of your intentions and the low tides of your motivation, is discipline. Discipline is the use of willpower to get things done. Willpower is finite, so you cannot use it all the time, but when your motivation is temporarily low, it has to kick in. This promoter of adherence involves following the plan even though you may not want to anymore.

Knowing when going into the diet that you will face times when you want to quit can help prepare you to be disciplined. Expecting things to get rough and expecting to have to be disciplined and use willpower on occasion is one of the best ways to prevent falling off the wagon.

**Habit**

Because willpower is finite you cannot utilize discipline all the time for risk of burnout. At some point deep into the diet, when inspiration has gotten you started, motivation has allowed you to define a goal, intention has helped you make a concrete plan, assuming you have been
disciplined throughout, your diet practices will have become a habit. Weeks and months into a
diet, habits form that allow your daily diet adherence to just be plain easier. Because adherence
is easier, even your low motivation, low willpower days will be less a struggle than they were
earlier in the diet.

In order for habits to form, good adherence must happen in the early phases of the diet.
Keeping in mind that strict adherence will eventually usher in some relief from the difficulty of
dieting in the form of habit can help motivate adherence early on. The weeks immediately
before habits mature are some of the toughest times during a diet. To speed the arrival and
maturation of habits, set up diet and lifestyle to be conducive to habit formation. Learn to meal
prep and make it a regular practice that happens on the same day each week. Keep a regular
schedule: train on the same days weekly and wake, train, and go to sleep at as similar times in
the day. Have go-to sources of on-the-go healthy options so that you do not fall off track as
easily. Once you have automated dietary practices, habits catch on that much quicker and
before you know it, diet adherence something you do almost by default.

Passion

If you are working on body composition changes for long enough, usually years, you might get
to like the process of running a diet quite a bit. Getting to create performance-supporting healthy
meals, reaping the fat loss and muscle gain benefits, and the very experience of having that
much control of how you look and feel can be addicting. Many people grow to love the process
so much, that they develop a true passion for it, which means that adherence stops being a
concern almost altogether.

You can engender passion by choosing diet goals that are challenging yet realistic, sticking to
your plans, and experiencing repeated successes. Every success will compound your positive
associations with the dieting process. You can work on creative ingredient options for fat loss
and muscle gain meals, focus on enjoying the challenges as well as the results, and connect
with other individuals who have similar diet goals and mindsets. Fundamentally, passion is not a
choice and its development or lack thereof will depend on the individual. Making sure the goals
you choose are for you and not to please or impress someone else can make its development
more likely. The good news is that passion is not mandatory for success; although it does make
dieting easier, well-ingrained habits alone can get you to nearly any realistic goal.

Practical Recommendations for Adherence Success

Long term thinking goes a long way in tolerating the acute discomforts of dieting for body
composition. Focus on the final goal rather than temporary hunger on a fat loss diet or extra fat
on a muscle gain diet. Another psychological trait that supports successful dieting is an internal
locus of control. This means that rather than blaming external elements for any failure at the diet, you determine what you could have done differently to maintain adherence. Ultimately the success of the diet is dependent on your actions alone, and although roadblocks will inevitably arise, it is your choice to overcome them or not. Having an internal locus of control—feeling responsible for both successes and failures—helps you to avoid repeating lapses in adherence. If you blame work for being too busy for you to leave to get a meal or blame the airport for having no healthy options, every time work is busy or you have to fly, you will have the same problem. If instead you consider what you could have done to avoid these issues (keep a protein bar in your purse at work and pack some healthy meals for flights), likelihood of adherence in the future goes up with each obstacle encountered.

Finally, adherence to a diet is dependent in large part on your dedication to the proposed goal. Achieving the goal you have set up for yourself must be more important that temporary pleasures like eating donuts (if you are trying to lose fat) or having abs (if you are trying to gain muscle). All achievements require trade-offs, the great thing about diet trade-offs is that they are temporary. Donuts can be a part of your life post-fat loss in moderation without having to relinquish any of the lost weight. Abs (maybe even bigger ones) can be yours again after your muscle gain phase is completed and you have moved on to fat loss and then weight maintenance. Learning to be disciplined enough to adhere strictly to a diet and reach your body composition goals makes non-dieting periods all the more enjoyable.
Chapter Summary

- The ability to adhere to the diet plan directly influences how successful that diet will be.

- Do your best to plan dieting periods so that they are generally free from travel, competitions, or other obligatory distractions.

- When choosing the length and intensity of a dieting phase, realistically consider your own individual tolerance to the discomforts and unpleasant changes associated with that diet.

- Adherence begins with inspiration, then hinges on motivation, intention, discipline, habit, and passion, in that order. Taking care to cultivate each one of these constructs as they become relevant during the time course of the diet can greatly boost adherence.

- There will always be obstacles and challenges to adherence during a diet, but focusing on long-term goals and maintaining an internal locus of control can help you stay on track.
Chapter 8 Hunger Management

People eat for many reasons: for pleasure, out of boredom, due to social pressure, in order to adhere to a diet plan, and most obviously because of hunger. Hunger is an essential signal for the maintenance of life—busy people might forget to eat occasionally, but they probably never risk starvation doing so thanks to hunger. During fat loss diets, hunger increases, so forgetting to eat is even less a problem—in fact, hunger can go from a reminder to a constant nuisance during a hypocaloric phase. On the other hand, on a muscle gain diet, hunger can all but disappear, making it difficult to get in all the food needed for weight gain. In either case, understanding and managing hunger can improve the success of diets and the comfort of their execution.

Fat Loss Diets

The Hunger Problem

Hunger is a universally experienced drive, but some people are more prone to hunger than others. Those who grew up with less focus on nutrition and meal timing structure or who have eaten poorly for much of their life will struggle more with hunger than the average person, especially on their first attempts at dieting. Hormonal fluctuations can also influence cravings. Habitual emotional eating will allow some people to break from their dietary restrictions more readily when stressors arise.

Bodies also have settling point weights and during weight loss, hunger will be increased to push back to those settling points. Settling points can be shifted, but only after months at a new weight. This means that it will take months after a fat loss phase for the body to “recognize” the new, lower weight as normal and for hunger (even at an isocaloric intake) to diminish. Anyone who is running multiple fat loss phases over time will have to face the pressure of shifting these multiple settling points. When someone starts from a very overweight point, each subsequent shift downward to a new settling point will be increasingly difficult.

Those with very low daily calorie expenditure (those with desk jobs, long commutes, and so on) will not need to eat as much and may face more hunger as a result. Many people struggle with low output, low intake days more than days when they workout and get to eat more. The very act of to chewing more food can decrease perceptions of hunger even if the daily caloric deficit is equivalent.

Under hypocaloric conditions, both overall hunger (the body’s signal that calories are needed) and hunger cravings (the desire to eat for the sake of pleasure) increase. Regardless, hunger will be greater under these conditions than during isocaloric dieting. Some of the most reliable
ways to promote weight loss include bariatric surgery (which reduces stomach size and results in feelings of fullness from lower volumes of food) and appetite-suppressant drug therapy, both of which act by reducing hunger.

A secondary effect of constant hunger is stress. Warding off intrusive thoughts about eating food and sticking to your plan are difficult. Social events that might normally be relaxing can become a source of stress when you have to fight temptation throughout the experience. Stress can in turn initiate additional cravings. Adding cravings on top of fat loss diet hunger makes adherence to a diet even less likely. Stress also causes the release of hormones such as cortisol which when chronically elevated can have negative effects on body composition. It is commonly believed that stress prevents fat loss, but the truth is that elevated cortisol levels increase catabolism of both fat and muscle. Any fat that is gained or maintained during periods of chronic stress is often the product of consuming extra calories. Assuming that the caloric deficit is maintained, elevated cortisol will more often consume muscle resulting in overall loss of weight and strength. Chronically high cortisol also interferes with the recovery and adaptive processes (as does lack of sleep which hunger can also contribute to). This means that the chronically stressed will see poorer performances in their sport and fitness pursuits. So not only does stress directly degrade body composition, it reduces the training performance that would usually help upkeep body composition.

Limiting the lengths and intensity of fat loss diets (to be discussed in Chapter 9) can help prevent hunger from being as salient a source of stress. Hunger will always be present to some extent during even the best-designed fat loss diet however, and so must be managed as well as possible.

**Hunger Management Strategies**

**Choose Higher Volume Food Options**

After eating a meal, satiety can be signalled to your nervous system by calorie amount as well as by the degree of tissue stretching in the stomach. While planning meals with greater calorie intake can help you feel satisfied, this will negatively impact weekly weight loss rate. Eating less calorie dense foods that occupy more stomach volume can exploit the latter signal, allowing more weight loss while still feeling sated between meals (Figure 8.1).
Use the Food Palatability Reward Hypothesis

The Food Palatability Reward Hypothesis (FPRH) explains a very simple phenomenon; when food is tasty, we tend to want to eat more of it. Conversely, when food is bland or boring, we tend to have less desire for it. Though this may seem like common sense, FPRH’s implications for dieting are underrecognized. Tasty foods are often calorie dense; assuming you do not eat more than your diet’s daily limit of calories, these foods will often leave you feeling unsatisfied. This makes us crave more of that particular food. These cravings can be very powerful, making sticking to the diet plan much more difficult. There is something to be said for the famous advertising slogans of popular snack foods “you can’t eat just one” or “once you pop you can’t stop”. Similarly, appetizers get their name from the fact that they whet the appetite for more food. The tastiness of high palatability foods along with the lack of fullness from the portions allowed on a diet mean you are often worse-off for having eaten them. Limiting or avoiding highly palatable foods (consuming lower-palatability ones) can make fat loss diet adherence easier and more likely. It is much harder to overeat broccoli and chicken than it is pizza or cheesecake. Even a very tasty sauce on your diet lunch might leave you wanting more, whereas finishing the unseasoned version could leave you feeling full. Table 8.1 is a list of carbohydrate food sources ranked by palatability. Similar indices could be made for protein sources or whole meals, but carbs are an easy example.
Table 8.1. Examples of foods that fall into general levels of palatability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Palatability Index Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables, Plain Oatmeal, Plain Potatoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole Grain Breads, Pasta, Rice, Beans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Fries, Ice Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chips, Cookies, Cakes, Candy Bars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you compare the Table 8.1 to Figure 8.1 you might notice that foods that are highly palatable overlap with foods that have high calorie density and low volume—so you can eat less of them for equivalent calorie amounts. Conversely, less palatable foods like veggies are also high volume and low calorie density, making them filling, low calorie options that can be especially useful on a fat loss diet.

Increase Protein Intake

Research shows that of the macronutrients, protein is the most satiating. Some recent studies have even shown that carbohydrate based foods prepared to look and taste like high protein foods have higher anti-hunger effects than in their conventional form. This means that some of the anti-hunger properties of protein are perceptual or texture-mediated. It is still likely that the molecular structure of certain proteins has an impact on satiety as protein shakes have been shown to have substantial anti-hunger effects even though they are liquids. Consuming more than the minimum recommended protein might therefore help with diet adherence. In order to increase protein intake while staying within CCH constraints, some other macronutrient benefits will have to be traded away, but if the result is better adherence it is likely worthwhile. For example, raising the protein intake on a calorie-restricted diet for an active person might require carb reductions, reducing training energy and impeding recovery to some extent. If this means that this individual sticks to their diet rather than giving in to hunger, they are more likely to reach their fat loss goals. Fats should be cut before carbs for satiety purposes, as well as for energy maintenance and recovery. Carbohydrates are not as satiating as protein on average,
but are more satiating than fats. Fats are highly calorie-dense and highly palatable—they take up less space in the stomach and their tastiness can initiate cravings.

**Bias Nutrient Timing**

Even in the depths of a very calorie-reduced diet, hunger levels can vary across a given day. Many people are much less hungry in the morning compared to when they return home from the stress of a long day. These people are more likely to cheat on their diet in the evening. Such hunger can be managed by altering meal times and sizes. Eating smaller, mostly-protein meals with longer meal intervals earlier in the day and larger, multi-macro meals with shorter intervals in the evening can make adherence easier. If your hunger predictably sways in certain ways throughout the day, you can construct your nutrient timing around it to some extent. You might be trading off best meal timing choices for comfort, but if this substantially increases adherence the trade-off is again worthwhile. For example, hard workouts can reduce appetite for an hour or more by activating the 'fight-or-flight' response—if hunger is really bothering you at other times, you might skip the small anabolic benefit of eating soon after your workout so that you can save more food for hungrier times. This is a good strategy when deep into a fat loss diet or when hunger is strongest. At this point you might be eating lower carbs and be insulin sensitive at all times of the day, so moving your post-workout meal will have a lower magnitude of effect anyway. Remember that at best nutrient timing contributes 10% toward your results, so this effect is small, but still significant in either case.

**Eat Higher Fiber Foods**

Fiber is not a significant calorie source by itself, but acts as a hunger suppressant. Higher fiber foods include veggies, fruits, and whole grains, which already rank highly for anti-hunger due to their high volume and lower palatability. The higher the fiber content in a food item the more it suppresses hunger. Digestion of any other food consumed along with fiber will be slowed as well, increasing the duration of fullness experienced after any meal containing fiber. For example, chicken breast with white rice on the side might keep you full for a couple hours whereas chicken breast with fruits and veggies in place of rice is likely to keep your hunger low for even longer. This increased it satiety time may help save your willpower for other diet and life-related challenges.

**Reduce Liquid Calories**

Liquid calories are easy to consume in large amounts without getting very full and should be avoided when on a fat loss diet. In some cases, even intra-workout shakes should be dropped and those calories added to whole foods post-workout to decrease hunger and improve adherence.
Drink Calorie Free Fluids Before Meals and Eat Slowly

Studies have shown that people feel more full when they drink fluid right before eating a meal. This can reduce the amount of food you eat when not on a formal meal plan and can make you feel more satisfied after a small meal during a structured fat loss diet. Drinking fluids before eating stretches your stomach and increases fullness signals even before you have started eating. If you are struggling with hunger, drinking 8-24 oz of any calorie-free beverage before each meal can help. Eating slowly can also increase end-of-meal satisfaction. Signals for fullness are not instantaneous and more time spent eating can mean more satiety by the time your plate is cleared. Additionally, the act of chewing itself might have some fullness signalling effect, so making sure to chew food thoroughly might also increase satiety. Chatting with friends, watching a show, or otherwise engaging in something other than eating can help prolong meal consumption. If you can make habit of eating slowing and drinking calorie-free liquids beforehand, you will have a built-in anti-hunger strategy that takes hardly any preparation or effort.

Increase Caffeine Consumption

Caffeine has a threefold benefit on a fat loss diet. When consumed in a drink, like any other liquid, the caffeine source will take up some stomach space and makes you feel a bit more full. More importantly caffeine is an appetite suppressant and so can actively reduce your hunger throughout the day. Finally, caffeine makes you feel more energetic, which can promote more movement (higher non-exercise activity thermogenesis; NEAT) and better training. These benefits as well as generally feeling more energetic while on a fat loss diet, can make adherence much easier. It is important to note that caffeine sources with extra calories (coffee with milk or sugar, full sugar soda or energy drinks) will nullify these benefits for fat loss. On a hypocaloric diet, stick with diet sodas, energy drinks, and plain coffee with sugar free sweetner or very low calorie creamer options in small amounts.

Muscle Gain Diets

The Food Aversion Problem

In the quest for fat loss hunger is your enemy, but when trying to maintain a hypercaloric state during a muscle gain phase it can be very helpful. Muscle gain dieting requires us to eat more food than is required to maintain our body weight, which usually means more food than we might want to eat. Hunger becomes a precious resource deeper into such a diet phase. The human body is good at regulating drives (like hunger) to maintain homeostasis, so the longer hypercaloric intake is sustained, the less hunger will be experienced. Similar to the fat loss diet temptation to eat more, those deep in a muscle gain phase are tempted to avoid eating—this is
falling off of the wagon in the context of muscle gain diets. For those who have never dieted to gain, it can be hard to imagine a state in which you avoid eating, but this feeling during muscle gain is as real as hunger on a fat loss diet.

While lack of hunger will inevitably come up for almost everyone at some point during a muscle gain phase, there are factors that contribute to its likelihood. Some people just have baseline lower appetites for genetic, personality based, or even medication mediated reasons. These are the people who “forget to eat” when busy and while this may sound blasphemous to some, individuals with this tendency do exist and for obvious reasons have a harder time keeping up a caloric surplus. Another impediment to success on a hypercaloric diet is a high baseline energy expenditure. If you have any very physical career or high daily NEAT, achieving a caloric surplus will require that much more food. As discussed earlier, your body will push your hunger to match the calories needed for your current settling point. While you can move this point upwards, the further you get from your genetic settling point (your natural weight had you not been taking active steps to put on muscle mass), the more difficult achieving new, higher settling points becomes. At some point, (perhaps around 50 lb beyond your genetically natural weight) you might have to eat more than you want to just to maintain. Consuming mainly junk food might be a strategy that allows easier consumption of requisite calories for gain, but in the long term this comes at the cost of health and to some extent acute muscle gain. Junk food tends to be very high in fat (usually the least healthy types) and exceeding fat intake recommendations means you might not get the small but notable benefits of higher carb intakes. Some occasional junk food can be helpful on a muscle gain phase, but getting most of your calories from healthy whole food options is still best practice.

**Hunger Promotion Strategies**

Like excessive hunger, excessive fullness warrants some food choice strategies to minimize stress and maximize adherence. Below are descriptions of some of these strategies, which not surprisingly consist of the inverse of anti-hunger recommendations.

**Choose Lower Volume Food Options**

If extra calories are coming primarily from more carbs to maximize anabolic effects, you are already limiting the most calorically dense food you can eat (fats). Even in this case, carbs can come primarily from grains and less from fruits and veggies to reduce fullness. Within your grain choices, white rice and pasta are less filling and therefore more recommended than oatmeal and other lower-density grains. As the muscle gain diet progresses, making the trade-off of some anabolic effects in order to decrease carbs and increase fat might make getting your requisite calories a bit more tolerable.
Use the Food Palatability Reward Hypothesis

Highly palatable foods are less filling and tend to make you want to eat more of them—perfect for a muscle gain diet. Altering cooking methods and seasoning can help make foods tastier and easier to eat. Some occasional junk food items in an otherwise healthy muscle gain phase can also be a good idea, particularly towards the end when eating is especially difficult.

Decrease Protein Intake

As mentioned in Chapter 3, protein requirements for muscle maintenance are slightly lower on a hypercaloric diet due to the energy surplus. Protein is very filling, so dropping protein intake to as low as 0.8g protein per pound of body weight per day (the hypercaloric minimum) on a muscle gain diet can get you the same muscle growth benefits with a bit less struggle. This strategy allows you to allocate more of your caloric budget to less filling options, easing the burden of overeating.

Bias Nutrient Timing

Just as on a fat loss phase, eating more food when you tend to be hungrier can be beneficial for muscle gain diets. Muscle gain phases will inevitably require you to eat when you are not hungry, but moving more food to times when you are more hungry, or at least less food averse, can reduce this stress.

Eat Lower Fiber Foods

Due the the large amounts of food required for a hypercaloric diet, the risk of eating insufficient fiber for health are minimal even if you are avoiding high fiber foods. Thus, when in a muscle gain phase and struggling with appetite, swap out up to half of your higher fiber foods for lower fiber options—exchanging brown rice for white rice for example. You will still get plenty of fiber for your health, but save yourself some of the discomfort.

Increase Liquid Calories

Using protein powder, a carb powder like Waximaize, and perhaps some whole milk or canola oil is a great way to get in needed calories without chewing or taking up much stomach space. During and after workouts, combinations of whey protein and highly glycemic liquid carbs can can easily increase your calorie total with the added benefit of fast digestion—ideal for meals around workouts. As long as most of your meals are whole food you will get your needed
micronutrients. Having some meals as shakes around your workout or at low-hunger times is an excellent means of keeping you less over-full across the day.

**Avoid Calorie Free Liquids and Eat Sooner and Faster**

The anti-hunger section recommended drinking extra fluids before your meal to stretch your stomach and reduce hunger levels. To generate more hunger we take the opposite road. Avoid drinking large amounts of liquids before eating a meal. Fullness signals start being sent as soon as you begin eating, so your best bet for getting more food in before you feel full is to eat your food more quickly. This does not mean eating excessively fast and risking choking. Chew at a normal pace, but instead of taking a break here and there to chat, watch TV, or scroll through your phone, keep eating without long pauses until you finish. This way, by the time your stomach’s stretch and calorie detection mechanisms have alleviated hunger, you might already be done with your meal.

**Decrease Caffeine Consumption**

As an appetite suppressant, caffeine should be minimized whenever you are struggling to eat enough. Even if you are so desensitized that caffeine does not suppress hunger, it can still be helpful to avoid or reduce caffeine anytime you are not in a fat loss phase so that it can have a potent effect again when it is needed.

**Practical Application**

All of these recommendations can be synthesized into a basic recommended protocol for dieting. The techniques for reducing or promoting hunger can be used in increasing amounts across a given diet phase. For example, at the start of a fat loss diet, you might not be very hungry or tired quite yet. No need to drop to high volume low-palatable food and ramp up caffeine to a maximum just yet. Start adding these manipulations as the side effects of hypocaloric dieting ramp up, in order to increase your comfort and likelihood of adherence. For hypercaloric dieting, decrease food volume and increase food tastiness and liquid meals as you get fuller and struggle more to get all of your calories across the diet. There is no need to incorporate the strategies from this chapter any more than is needed for your best comfort and adherence; these tools should be utilized to the extent that they are helpful, not fully implemented at the start of any diet just on principle.
Chapter Summary

- Hunger management strategies can be very useful for both weight loss and weight gain periods

- During weight loss periods, strategies such as increasing protein, consuming liquids before meals, eating high fiber foods, eating foods low in palatability, and supplementing with caffeine can be effective tools for decreasing cravings and hunger

- During weight gain periods, strategies such as decreasing protein to minimum values, increasing liquid calories, reducing fiber, and eating tastier foods can be effective tools for getting in all the necessary calories when fullness or lack of desire to eat can become impediments

- A slow increase in the usage of the above strategies across a given diet phase is wise—there is no need to use all of them at once or at all, they can be implemented as needed
Chapter 9 Nutritional Periodization

A periodized plan progresses in a logical, organized fashion with a specific goal in mind. Within the context of nutrition, periodization means that diet phases are not random, they are strategic and purposeful. Periodized nutrition (as well as periodized training) is absolutely necessary in order to maximize the chances of achieving any long-term fitness goals. Before we can design a systematic, goal-oriented nutrition plan, we need to set upper and lower bounds for the rate, duration, and magnitude of weight change during the individual diet phases within that plan.

Weight Loss Recommendations

Weight Loss Rates

Weight loss rates of between 0.5% and 1% body weight per week is likely best under most circumstances. The temptation on fat loss diets is often to lose more quickly, which can be detrimental to sustained losses, muscle retention, long term fitness, and even health. The recommended rates of loss increase likelihood of sustained success and maintained health, while still being fast enough to observe and quantify changes.

Weight Loss Duration

Fat loss phases are likely most effective with the least downsides when run for between 6 to 12 weeks. There are very few negative side effects of running a very short fat loss diet (aside from not losing much fat), but since it is difficult to differentiate fat loss from water weight changes until at least two weeks of data are collected, a low end minimum for weight loss duration should be three weeks. On the upper end, between 12 and 16 weeks of dieting, chances of declining adherence and rebound gain increase steeply. By 16 weeks most individuals are at chronic dieting risk and their chances of rebound weight gain is high. It is much better to lose 15 lb during a successful 12 week fat loss phase than it is to shoot for 20 lb across 16 weeks, burn out, regain 10 lb, and have worked longer and harder for a what will feel like a disappointing failure. For this reason, although 16 weeks is within the range of safe fat loss diet durations, we recommend 12 weeks of fat loss dieting for most people. Setting fairly extreme upper and lower bounds, fat loss duration should likely be done for no less than 3 weeks and no more than 16 weeks at a time, with 6-12 weeks being a more conservative ideal.
Single Phase Weight Loss Limits

No more than 10% of total body weight should be lost across any single dieting phase. It is important to note that hitting maximum losses is not mandatory; the negative side effects of hypocaloric dieting might overwhelm some individuals by the time they have lost 6% of their total body weight. A slower pace and shorter diets can greatly increase the chances of sustained weight loss for many people. For those looking to lose weight across multiple phases, we recommend no less than 3% of body weight lost per phase (aside from perhaps the final phase if you have very little left to lose). The reason for this is mainly psychological. Losses smaller than 3% are not very noticeable and tend to demotivate people.

It should be intuitive that longer diets should be less aggressive to mitigate all of the negative side effects of weight loss which develop in a rate-dependent manner. Recommended loss rates are between 0.5% and 1.0% body weight per week. Shorter end diets of around 6 weeks are better done with loss rates of around 1% body weight per week, whereas longer diets can be executed at slower paces. To attain our maximum total loss of 10% body weight, a diet of at least 10 weeks must be run in order to avoid exceeding rate limits. If you prefer to stay on the slower end of the weight loss pace, around 0.5% body weight per week, the most you can lose within the upper end of the recommended duration of 12 weeks is 6% body weight—still an impressive change.

Reasons for Upper Limits On Weight Loss Phases

*Training Volume Limitations*

Unfortunately, lowering training volumes on a fat loss diet is not viable if your intention is to actually lose fat. High volume hypertrophy training is needed to counter the catabolic effect of the hypocaloric condition and prevent muscle loss. In simpler terms, your fat loss diet is telling your body to lose muscle, so your weight training workouts must provide a stimulus to tell it to keep that muscle instead. As discussed earlier, the signal produced by high volume training diminishes over time and will eventually be unable to prevent muscle loss. A low volume, resensitizing training phase is needed when this happens, and fat loss diets should not be attempted during low volume phases or muscle will be lost. Thus a well constructed lifting plan itself dictates the need for the limited duration of fat loss phases.

*Muscle Loss Risk*

While limiting diet duration, doing proper training, and paying good attention to nutrition can prevent muscle loss to a great extent during a hypocaloric diet, these measures are not infinite in power (Figure 9.1). Loss rates faster than 1% body weight per week or losing more than 10% of your body weight in one go increase the likelihood of muscle loss. This is especially true for those with more weight training experience. More advanced lifters need to be even more careful about muscle loss on fat loss phases.
Figure 9.1 Graphs show a hypothetical example pounds of fat (yellow lines, denoted “F”) and pounds of muscle (red lines, denoted “M”) lost across different diet paces and durations. A. When losing weight across recommended durations and magnitudes (up to about 16 weeks at a time, 10% bodyweight total), muscle loss tends to be minimal. B. Losing much more than 10% body weight in 16 weeks time will result in much more fat loss, but much more notable muscle loss risk. C. As diet duration is extended beyond the maximum recommendation (~3-4 months) and pace of loss is increased, muscle wasting becomes an increasingly larger concern.

Performance Decrement
If you normally perform at a high level in your chosen sport on 3000 calories per day, a 1500 calorie per day deficit is not sufficient for even minimal performance. Further, a cut of this magnitude will almost certainly result in muscle loss. Muscle loss will diminish performance even more and have long term effects on performance well past the diet. This is a scenario where your body is breaking down muscle tissue to support vital functions, leaving you weaker than you were before and at greater risk of severe fatigue. The longer you remain in a hypocaloric state, the more your body reduces energy output during planned exercise. Further, being hypocaloric for extended periods leads to accumulating fatigue which diminishes performance even further over time.

Health
On the extreme end of excessively long or harsh weight loss periods, serious health risks, vitamin and mineral deficiencies, and the chance of incurring serious injury increase. These risks probably initiate at around 2.0% body weight loss per week or past 16 weeks of consistent deficit, depending on the size of the deficit, and increase from there. Also, at very low body fat percentages (under 15% for females and 5% for males), hormonal axes are thrown off and normal health is unlikely. For females, excessively low body fat results in a drop in estrogen production which degrades bone density long-term. Health can begin to decline from excessive dieting even before these body fat minimums are reached. The high stress hormone
environment of a hypocaloric state weakens the immune system considerably and the loss of muscle caused by other factors in long-term dieting also correlates with a decline in many other parameters of health.

**Slower Metabolism and Lower NEAT**
Body metabolic speed decreases by a small fraction during fat loss dieting. The longer you diet, the lower metabolism falls. It is unlikely that metabolism drops caloric expenditure more than 10%, but that is still 10% less calories needed for weight loss, increasing the difficulty of maintaining a deficit. In the case of rebound eating, this adds to the amount of weight that will be gained as a result of extra calories. The human body is also very good at reducing its baseline energy expenditure when it perceives that you are starving, which is how long periods of fat loss dieting are “seen” by your physiology. On an excessively long diet, your body can decrease total energy expenditure by up to ⅓ from normal conditions. This means that maintaining the same deficit will require a calorie decrease of up to another 33% compared to the start of the diet (on top of metabolic changes). This leads to even more hunger and fatigue, both of which reduce chances of adherence. As with metabolism decreases, substantially reduced calorie expenditure increases the amount of weight gained from lapses in adherence.

**Poorer Sleep**
The longer a hypocaloric phase persists or the more intense it is, the worse the quantity and quality of sleep will become. Hunger often plays an additive role, its presence making it more difficult to fall asleep. Sleep is important for health, recovery from training, and fitness improvements. Further, growth hormone (a very powerful fat burner) is secreted primarily during deep sleep, making sleep critical in the fat burning process. A lack of recovery due to poor sleep also increases chances of muscle loss. Running fat loss diets to the point where sleep is impacted therefore begins to defeat the very purpose of those diets, increasing chances of negative body composition changes.

**Increasing Stress Hormones**
Stress hormones can cause increases in muscle loss when elevated for too long. Another unfortunate effect of chronically elevated stress hormones is that they tend to cause water retention. This can mean static readings on the bathroom scale for weeks at a time even if fat is actually being lost. Because water weight often deposits subcutaneously (under the skin), it is difficult to differentiate from fat tissue, which can make your appearance seem unchanged even when you are losing fat. If neither the scale nor the mirror seem to indicate progress, it adds even more psychological fatigue and stress.

**Increased Hunger**
As we have already seen, hunger is one of the most predictive influencers of adherence. If a diet is pushed too long or too hard, this basic drive will overcome the willpower of most sane individuals. Across a fat loss diet, hunger, food reward (food tasting better), and preoccupation with food (cravings and intrusive thoughts) all increase. These factors powerfully multiply the chance for a lapse into uncontrolled eating. Even if a diet of excessive length or harshness is
completed without a cheating episode, the radically increased hunger and food-seeking tendencies created by it will make the following maintenance phase exceptionally difficult.

Fatigue
As you lose weight, your body’s ancestral anti-famine mechanisms kick into gear along with all of the already mentioned side effects of long term dieting. High levels of fatigue also impact motor learning abilities. This means that if you are trying to learn new sports skills or sharpen existing ones during a long or harsh fat loss diet, your ability to do so will be hampered. As people adopt a hypocaloric diet for weight loss, they often add extra cardio or additional training to help maintain a caloric deficit. The additional fatigue from the added cardio compounds the already high fatigue levels from the diet and regular training, ushering in the negative effects even sooner. While adding cardio on a fat loss phase is not necessarily contraindicated, this is yet another reason to take the limitations to fat loss phases seriously.

Accumulated Psychological Issues
Those who have dieted for fat loss themselves or have coached others through the process know that one predictable effect of dieting is dwindling motivation. All other factors aside, the monotony of constant restriction is taxing. Can you have pizza with your friends Friday night? Nope, it does not fit your diet. Sunday morning brunch? You have to order egg whites while everyone else has mimosas and tasty treats. Drinks with a friend going through a crisis? Alcohol does not fit in your plan. The lack of freedom to indulge at all wears on a person, and the effect is real and significant, even if they are still managing hunger, sleep, and fatigue well. Why does the diet-caged bird sing? Because it can smell bacon cooking as it looks down at its egg whites and dry oats. If you are that caged bird, it is best to end the diet before you succumb to lapses in adherence. Further, extended diets tend to be less and less productive as time wears on. If someone is eating less and training more, but seeing little results, they will often give up. This results in poorly executed maintenance phases and rebound weight gain. End-of-diet low energy expenditure and high hunger levels make rapid weight regain easier so some diet motivation is still required to slowly ease into the post-diet maintenance phase.

Reasons for Lower Limits On Weight Loss Phases

Inefficient Fat Loss and Psychological Fatigue
The main issue with losing weight more slowly than is necessary or in excessively small amounts per phase is simply lost time. Most people are motivated by progress. If they see weekly changes on the scale, in the mirror, with how clothes fit, their chance of continuing adherence is higher. Related to the above point, the excessive time it may take to lose the desired amount of weight very slowly can wear down on individuals. Hypocaloric diets are inherently psychologically and physiologically stressful and will always affect performance on some level. There is a lot to be said for getting in, dieting at an efficient but safe pace, and finishing up so that you can get back to living a balanced life.
Measurement Error
Excessively small losses are difficult to track as is achieving tiny caloric deficits day to day. Keeping body weight losses large enough to be measured week to week and calorie deficits large enough to be measured accurately day to day is important for any significant progress to be made and tracked.

Weight Gain Recommendations

Starting points for weight gain phases can also affect the proportion of muscle to fat gained. To some extent, the leaner you are when starting a muscle gain phase, the more favorable your P-Ratio will be, with optimal starting points lying somewhere between 10-20% for males and 15-27% for females (Figure 9.2).

![Muscle gain potential at starting body fat for men and women.](image)

**Figure 9.2.** Muscle gain potential at starting body fat for men and women.

Weight Gain Rates

The best muscle gain rates can be generalized to between 0.25% and 0.5% body weight per week. This range allows calorie surpluses and weight changes to be detectable, but still keep muscle to fat gain ratios in a favorable zone.

Weight Gain Duration

Muscle gain durations likely to be most effective, but have the fewest potential downsides, are between 6 and 16 weeks. Gain phases can be run outside of this ideal range, but might not be optimal. Our top end recommendation for muscle gain duration for beginners is a maximum of 24 weeks and a maximum of 16 weeks for more advanced lifters (who gain muscle less
efficiently and are less sensitive to training stimuli). The absolute shortest duration during which a reliable measurement of changes in tissue weight can be made is three weeks, but this short a muscle gain phase runs the risk of being pointless. Six weeks is a more ideal minimum recommendation as it allows for meaningful progress while avoiding many of the pitfalls of having too short a gain period.

**Single Phase Weight Gain Limits**

Total weight gain during a single hypercaloric phase is also a factor to consider in your diet design. We recommend maximum total of 10% body weight gain for beginner to intermediates and 5% for advanced lifters across any single gaining period (Figure 9.3). A minimum of 3% body weight gain is recommended as it is unlikely that anything less than this will alter the muscle settling point. Recall that best outcomes come from weight gain rates of 0.25% to 0.5% body weight per week, so take this into consideration along with total weight gain limits and diet duration recommendations when constructing your diet. Some simple math clarifies why a 3 week muscle gain phase, while not entirely unproductive, is not ideal. Gaining the minimum 3% of body weight across in 3 weeks means a 1% body weight gain rate per week—double the recommended maximum rate of gain. This means a poorer P-ratio (more fat and less muscle gained) than if the same 3% body weight gain had been achieved across a longer period. Finding a diet with a rate, duration, and total weight change that fit within the recommended ranges will yield the best outcomes and have the least downsides.

![Figure 9.3](image-url)  
*Figure 9.3* Graph depicting hypothetical body weight gain over time for beginners versus advanced lifters.
Reasons for Upper Limits On Weight Gain Phases

Training Volume Limitations
High volume training is essential for efficient muscle growth, but over time the body becomes desensitized to its effect (Figure 9.4). If one continues to gain weight after the body has become insensitive to high volumes of training, fat will become the primary tissue gained. An intelligent plan therefore typically incorporates an isocaloric, low-volume training period (at least one mesocycle; approximately one month) in order to resensitize muscles every three to six months (erring on the side of more often for more advanced lifters).

Figure 9.4 An example of an intermediate athlete training with high volume lifting over time. This curve is prolonged in beginners and reaches a plateau sooner in advanced lifters.

Decline in P-Ratio
The faster your rate of weight gain and the longer the duration of your weight gain phase, the worse your P-Ratio. As calories increase to cause gains approaching 0.5% body weight per week, the ratio of muscle to fat gained becomes less and less favorable. Past about 0.5% body weight gain per week, almost all additional weight will be gained in fat. Likewise, once someone has gained 5% of their body weight or more in a single stretch, a growing proportion of gains will be fat. Beginners and intermediates may be able to gain at desirable P-Ratios a bit longer, but will most likely benefit from staying at or under 10% total body weight gain per phase. Those with more experience or poorer muscle gain genetics should err on the more conservative end.

Fat Cell Hyperplasia
If you gain large amounts of fat in one interval, either by gaining too fast, too much, or for too long, your fat cells can actually multiply (fat cell hyperplasia) (Figure 9.5). Once a fat cell exists, it is yours for life; you can empty it of its contents on a fat loss diet, but it will not disappear. Having more fat cells has been shown to make people hungrier on average and that much more
likely to gain more fat at any time in the future. There is no well appreciated metric for the amount of fat gain needed to cause marked fat cell hyperplasia, but the less fat you accrue in a single period, the more you will minimize this possibility. As fat cells multiply, so do skin cells; these new skin cells are generated to encompass growing fat volume. Excess skin can remain for years or, short of surgery, for life after weight loss. Limiting the magnitude and duration of gain phases avoids making future fat gain easier, future fat loss diets harder, and prevents the formation of excess skin.

![Figure 9.5](image)

**Figure 9.5** Gaining weight leads to the growth of existing fat cells (depicted as enlarged circles of the same number). Gaining an excessive amount of weight can lead to fat cell hyperplasia—fat cell multiplication after maximum per-cell size is reached (depicted by increases in the number of circles).

**Performance Decrement**
Depending on your sport, excessive weight changes, particularly excessive fat gain can negatively impact your range of motion and ability to perform. In some sports, such as powerlifting, some extra weight might improve leverages for performance on some lifts, while decreasing performance in others. Too much extra fat can also push you into the next weight class and require larger totals to be competitive. For most sports, carrying around extra weight makes you less economical in your movement, can impede range of motion, decrease movement speed, negatively influence sport skills and techniques, and decrease your power to weight ratio.

**Health Decline**
A heavier body weight or higher body fat percentage can become risk factors to general health and can lead to higher blood pressure, dyslipidemia, and cardiac and kidney stress. You might feel relatively unconcerned about these risk factors if you are exercising regularly and feel physically well, but they can cause problems in the long term. Minor health issues such as these can eventually prevent you from engaging in your normal training program and over time can
precipitate more serious and debilitating conditions. In this sense, we want to stay healthy both for its own sake and for the sake maintaining a fit lifestyle.

*Psychological Effects*

Very few people look lean and defined at the tail end of a muscle gain phase thanks to the extra fat that comes with these types of diets. For many who care enough about physique to be engaging in muscle gain, this can be emotionally challenging. This is not true for everyone, but for a majority, putting a cap on weight gain can help with morale.

**Reasons for Lower Limits On Weight Gain Phases**

_Inficient Muscle Gain and Psychological Fatigue_

This drawback is mainly a matter of less time-efficient progress. Muscle is hard to gain and the gains come very slowly, but keeping muscle while losing excess fat is much less difficult. So if you gain more muscle by being a little more aggressive in your weight gain, it is often worth it. Similarly to fat loss diets, a lack of tangible progress can also be demotivating on muscle gain diets. Structured diet and training for muscle gain is psychologically fatiguing—slow progress compounds this.

*Measurement Error*

Some weight changes are too small to accurately measure or track. For example, if your goal is to gain 0.1% body weight per week, and you weigh 150 lb, after 4 weeks you should gain 0.4% of your weight or 0.6 lb. This is a very minor change that could just as well be attributed to water weight increase from hormones, stress, scale error, salt consumption, and even humidity. In a scientific setting, the difference in your weight would be deemed insignificant because you could not rule out these other factors, and even though your digital bathroom scale might show your weight to one decimal place, many of these instruments are not truly precise with weights this small. Similarly, gaining across less than three weeks or gaining less than 3% body weight results in changes that are small enough to be difficult or impossible to measure. Even if these small changes could be confirmed to be tissue changes, the percentage of the increase that consisted of muscle tissue would be close to insignificant and not at all measurable.

Following a diet for extremely small goal changes is equally difficult. Using the above example, in order to gain 0.15 lb per week, a surplus 75 calories per day is needed. Consider this: the difference between an overfilled tablespoon and a normally filled tablespoon of peanut butter can be 100 calories. The error from this one serving is larger than the daily surplus needed in this example. Unless you weigh literally every gram food that goes into your mouth, take the ripeness of apples and the exact cooking temperature of rice into account, it is simply not practical to have daily caloric intake precision to the nearest 100 calories.
No Settling Point Change
We mentioned earlier that muscle tissue can have its own settling point, such that once you have gained muscle, it is relatively easy to maintain. The two factors in settling point change are the magnitude of the weight change and the duration for which the change was maintained. If we put on a half-pound of muscle over the course of two weeks, it is more likely to be lost when we switch to a fat loss phase. If we put on a half pound of muscle over the course of 8 weeks, the total change or duration respectively are more likely to shift our settling point and increase chances of maintaining those gains over a fat loss phase.

Lack of Training Momentum and Muscle Growth Mechanism Limitations
Some of the biochemical processes underlying muscle growth take weeks to be completed. Many of the initial responses to training are neural alterations and realignment of tissues to accommodate new lines of pulling force and so on—non-muscle growth adaptations. During those initial weeks, resources that could contribute to more muscle growth are used for these prerequisite processes instead. Only after weeks of hypertrophy training will responses shift to being mainly muscle growth related, so you are best served extending gain phases into this period. In addition to this, muscles take time to assemble new functional sarcomeres (contractile units of muscle tissue), and to allow satellite cells (muscle cell precursors) to donate their nuclei for more muscle growth. Termed “preparatory hypertrophy,” this process is still being studied, but likely takes several weeks or more. Further, slowly building up to greater and greater training volumes and intensities over multiple consecutive weeks results in training that could not otherwise have been achieved. Such training stimulates levels of muscle growth that could not be reached across shorter periods of build up. You have to train for several weeks in order to work up to the most growth-stimulating training. If your muscle gain phase ends before you can reach this more stimulating volume and intensity, you miss out on a large portion of your muscle gain potential.

Weight Maintenance Recommendations

Maintenance Between Consecutive Weight Loss Phases

The goal of maintenance after a fat loss phase is to keep body weight stable and slowly recover from the accumulated diet fatigue. Increasing calories slowly as metabolism and NEAT return to normal allows us to maintain an isocaloric condition across the post-diet recovery period (Figure 9.6). Once the negative changes resulting from the fat loss diet have been resolved, another fat loss diet phase can be started. Starting another fat loss diet before a full recovery has been made can mean all of the risks from hypocaloric dieting come up sooner and stronger, decreasing your chances of success and increasing your chances of rebound gain. The transition period after a fat loss diet is as important to sustainable weight loss as the diet itself.
A theoretical graph shows NEAT and metabolism decreasing across months of dieting, while hunger and fatigue increase. Recovery from these processes occurs across the following period of post-diet maintenance.

This transition from end of diet to full physiological and psychological recovery usually takes between 2/3 and 1x the length of the fat loss phase that preceded it. This period may be extended after more intense diets or after multiple diet and maintenance phases have been run consecutively. Individual variation also exists for maintenance duration needs. If you are more prone to cravings, have a history of weight gain or yo-yo dieting (dieting weight off only to quickly regain it), we highly recommend you make your maintenance phases at least as long as their preceding fat loss phases. This means weight loss goals take longer to complete, but if the alternative is gaining the weight back and never getting to your goal, this is a price worth paying.

Recovering from one fat loss phase before starting another is critical. Individual recovery needs vary, so we can use some cues to assess how well we have recovered and guide the duration of maintenance. The pleasurability of our eating experiences can be a very good indicator of how recovered we are from a fat loss phase. If your bland diet food still tastes amazing and cheat meals or treats take you to a paradise beyond this earth, no matter how long you have been maintaining, it has not been long enough. If thoughts of food still dominate your day and you do detailed planning of your next indulgence a week in advance, you are not ready for another fat loss phase. Once you are eating normally (mostly healthy options with some...
indulgent meals and treats sprinkled in) and not fixated on food or having addict-like tendencies with relation to it, you might be ready for another fat loss phase.

Your weight stability is another measure you can use to gauge your readiness for another fat loss diet. If your daily calories have been around the predicted amount for weight maintenance for four weeks or more and weight is stable, this is a good sign that you are fairly recovered. Another telling sign is if after an indulgent weekend (once the bloat wears off) your weight bounces right back to the range it was in the week before. If you still have to restrict calories to stay within your maintenance weight range, or shoot up and maintain a pound or two heavier from an indulgent weekend, your energy expenditure is likely not yet recovered enough to diet again.

Even if you are not exhibiting any eating behaviors indicative of diet fatigue and are maintaining weight at predicted calorie levels, we recommend waiting at least 2/3 the length of your preceding fat loss phase before beginning another. The upside of saving yourself a few weeks in the long run is not worth the potential setbacks of insufficient maintenance.

If you find yourself struggling with maintenance phases, gaining back more than you should and requiring extremely long periods to recover from diets, you might consider taking a long break from dieting and making your fat loss phases less aggressive. Many people believe that they must set the maximum goals allowable on their fat loss journey. Popular diets, reality show fat loss rates, and social media transformations show such rapid and extreme changes in such short periods that even the maximum realistic rates of loss seem slow. What is less often publicized is the abysmal rate of weight rebound gain in these instances. We cannot emphasize enough how important it is to be patient in order make weight loss sustainable in the long term.

**Maintenance Between Gain and Loss Phases**

After a muscle gain phase, at least one month should be spent in maintenance before starting a hypocaloric diet. This amount of time allows for settling points to adjust and is enough time to run at least one low volume mesocycle for resensitization to high volume lifting. Strength athletes should spend more time in maintenance after a muscle gain phase than those interested in only general fitness and physique. This is because expressing the strength gained by adding muscle takes more time and progression through low volume strength mesocycles. Strength athletes should wait a minimum of two months before beginning a fat loss diet. Those who have a more difficult time gaining and maintaining muscle should also consider longer maintenance periods between muscle gain and fat loss diets as a longer maintenance period decreases chances of muscle loss.
Maintenance Between Gain Phases

Programming a maintenance period in lieu of a fat loss phase between muscle gain phases is a technique that can only be utilized by beginners who make it through a long hypercaloric phase without gaining a substantial amount of fat. Under these circumstances, dieters can program an isocaloric phase with low volume training (for resensitization) and then begin another muscle gain phase without needing to cut fat. The low volume isocaloric phase should last at least one mesocycle (around 4-6 weeks). There is little detriment to a longer low volume period aside from lost time that could be spent gaining muscle in the next hypercaloric, high volume phase.

Nutritional Periodization

Periodization for Long Term Muscle Gain

It is unrealistic to achieve most desired strength or physique goals in a single muscle gain phase. For most people this is a years to decades-long project that requires periodization of diet phases to complete in a healthy, efficient manner. For muscle gain, 3% body weight in muscle tissue gain per phase is about the limit for anyone who is not a complete beginner. Recall that this is not total body weight gained, just the portion of total body weight gain that is muscle tissue and not fat or water. Overall goals to gain more than 3% body weight in muscle tissue should be planned over multiple gain phases broken up with maintenance and fat loss phases.

As discussed, two of the main factors limiting duration of muscle gain phases are fat accumulation and the need for low volume training phases. A smaller but real concern is loss of new muscle on a prolonged fat loss phase before our settling point has shifted. To account for this, there are two main periodization strategies for muscle gain. The more conventional of these is to program a gaining phase followed by a period of maintenance to establish new settling points and resensitize with low volume lifting before beginning a fat loss phase.

For example, with this conventional strategy a 150 lb athlete might gain 6% in body weight over 12 weeks, taking her to 159 lb. After a 4 week weight maintenance phase, this athlete can run a fat loss diet for 8 weeks and lose 4% body weight in fat, dropping her to 153 lb, ideally landing her at a similar body fat percentage to her starting point. That is around 3 lb (or 2% of body weight) in muscle tissue gained across 24 weeks, an excellent result that an early intermediate might be able to obtain.

The second approach to long term muscle gain takes shorter, more aggressive phases of fat loss called “minicuts”, between multiple muscle gain phases. The same example athlete gaining from 150 lb to 159 lb across 12 weeks would, rather than beginning a maintenance phase, immediately start a 4 week minicut and lose around 1% body weight per week before beginning
another muscle gain diet. The aggressiveness of the minicut will facilitate rebound gain, making it easier for her to gain muscle on this next round of hypercaloric dieting. In this strategy the athlete will gain a similar amount of muscle and lose a similar amount of fat, but across 16 weeks rather than 24. The minicut option does risk muscle loss a bit more than the conventional strategy due to the aggressive cut, but the 8 week time savings makes up for this and then some in a long term muscle gain plan.

For those running only a few muscle gain phases or athletes whose training limits the number of high volume lifting phases they can do in a given year, conventional periodization is likely best. For physique athletes or anyone who wants to gain as much muscle as possible over a long period, the minicut strategy might be beneficial. Long term traditional fat loss phases and maintenance phases are needed occasionally even with the minicut periodization strategy. For more information on the structures and recommendations for minicuts, please see our Minicut Manual.

Periodization for Long Term Fat Loss

For those looking to lose more than 10% body weight, or who want to run multiple, conservative diets to get to a 10% loss, a series of diets with weight maintenance phases in between is needed. One of the main factors that differentiates short and long term fat loss goals is the presence of transitional maintenance phases between fat loss bouts. If you run just one fat loss phase, maintenance will consist of easing slowly back into eating more and then remaining in a comfortable, flexible state of isocaloric balance for life. When multiple phases are run, each diet becomes a bit more difficult and each maintenance phase requires more care and sometimes more time. Even when the maintenance between diets is done very well, some phase to phase diet fatigue accumulation will occur. This means the longer you have been running fat loss and maintenance phases consecutively, the longer your maintenance phases will need to be and the more care they will require.

Imagine you are a 250 lb person whose goal for good health and fitness is 175 lb. Your first fat loss diet might take you to 225 lb (the maximum 10% body weight decrease) over 12 weeks. You might be eager to continue your weight loss progress and spend only the minimum of ⅔ the length of your fat loss phase (8 weeks) recovering, increasing calories and maintaining. Because a little weight increase is normal across this phase, you start your next 12 week fat loss diet at 230 lb. Thanks to your leaner starting point and some residual diet fatigue, you lose only 20 lb this phase. To make sure your third fat loss phase is successful and sustainable, you might take a full 12 weeks to maintain and then start a shorter, 8 week fat loss phase next. This time you drop another 15 lb (down 7% body weight) and end at 195 lb. You have now been on your journey for a full year. One year and 55 lb down, and so close to your goal of 175. At this point, a prolonged period of maintenance (6 months or more) is likely a good idea before the final push to your end goal. Over years of experience with hundreds of thousands of clients at Renaissance Periodization, we have found that individuals who try to diet, even with
maintenance phases, for longer than a year usually end up losing steam and rebounding. For recovery to be more complete, increasingly longer periods of maintenance should be taken after each fat loss diet in a series. Complete recovery results in a subsequent ability to efficiently lose weight and sustain that weight loss. Many find it frustrating to take this slow approach, but lifelong sustainability is worth a few months of waiting.

In our example, you might take 6 whole months of maintenance at 195 before pushing on to 175. Think of the months at 195 in this case as the highest camp prior to summiting Mount Everest. If we get to the high camp, rest for 5 minutes, and just rush for the summit, we are likely to fail, and often disastrously so. Our bodies and minds have not yet recovered from the climb or adjusted to the new conditions at this altitude. Life circumstances and responsibilities can be as unpredictable as mountain weather and such setbacks and delays should be expected—prefect progress is rarely made. You can see the summit from the highest camp, just as you feel close to 175 lb while maintaining at 195, but please take our word for it, the rush is not worth the consequences of never getting to the goal.
Chapter Summary

- The processes of gaining muscle and losing fat should be periodized—strategically planned and implemented

- Weight loss rates of 0.5 - 1.0% body weight lost per week for durations of 6 to 12 weeks are recommended in most cases body weight

- Weight gain rates of 0.25 - 0.5% body weight gained per week for durations of 6 to 16 weeks are recommended in most cases

- Maintenance phases between multiple fat loss diets should generally last \( \frac{2}{3} - 1 \times \) the length of the fat loss phases that preceded them, and may need to be extended incrementally when multiple fat loss and maintenance phases are run consecutively

- Long term muscle gain strategies generally involve a cycle of weight gain, followed by maintenance, and then fat loss before repeating

- Long term fat loss strategies generally involve periods of weight loss interspersed with maintenance phases until the desired body composition is achieved
Chapter 10 Designing Your Diet

Now that we have covered the basic principles of diet for body composition and performance outcomes, we will go step by step through the process of building and adjusting your own diet.

Calculating Calories

As we have learned, calorie balance is the most important aspect of diet for weight change and performance. When designing a diet, the first step is to calculate approximate calorie intake needs. We recommend you design an isocaloric diet first, and then adjust for muscle gain or fat loss if needed. Of all the elements that determine caloric needs, body weight and activity level are the most informative. Together, these two variables give us a sufficient estimate of daily caloric needs. After weighing ourselves to obtain body weight, we can categorize our daily activity across four general levels: Non-training, light, moderate, and hard.

Non-Training Day
A day on which you do not do any formal exercise.

Light Day
Light day training describes most workouts of up to an hour long. If these workouts are done at room temperature you will finish with a bit of sweat on your shirt. A light day workout is psychologically fairly easy, even if the lifts are heavy, because the workload is so small. Calories burned during a light day workout should be on the order of 300 or less for most body sizes. Light day workouts include mobility or technique sessions, individual metcons, small body part workouts (like arms or delts) for bodybuilding, or peaking sessions for powerlifting with most reps in the 1-3 range. Light day lifting workouts should include no more than 10 total working sets (non-warm up sets). Recreational activities such light hikes or long walks can also fall into this category.

Moderate Day
A moderate day training session should typically last 1 to 2 hours with minimal down time. At room temperature, your clothes will be roughly half wet from sweating. This kind of training is psychologically more difficult than a light day and average caloric burn is around 500 calories for most body sizes. These workouts might include a metcon followed by lifting, a lifting session with 10-25 working sets, and large body part training such as training back, chest, legs or push or pull workouts.

Hard Day
A hard training day session will typically take more than 2 hours. In room temperature, this workout will leave your clothes soaked in sweat. Calories burned will be around 1000 for most
body sizes. Such workouts are psychologically challenging and can include workouts with more than 25 working sets, highly voluminous workouts for lower body or whole body, and workouts that combine strength, weightlifting, metcons, and volume work in the same session.

![Figure 10.1](image)

Figure 10.1 Quick guide to classifying your day as non-training, light, moderate, or hard. Going from no training to hard training; psychological difficulty, sweat production, amount of time spent training, and working sets for lifting sessions increase.

Table 10.1 contains maintenance calorie estimates for body weight ranges and categories of activity. These initial estimates need not be perfect as once you start tracking your weight you can use that data to adjust the diet and determine more precise maintenance calories amounts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bodyweight</th>
<th>Non-training</th>
<th>Light Day</th>
<th>Moderate Day</th>
<th>Hard Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100-115 lb</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116-130 lb</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131-145 lb</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146-160 lb</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>2450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161-175 lb</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176-190 lb</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191-210 lb</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>2900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211-230 lb</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>3100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231-250 lb</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251-275 lb</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>3250</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276-300 lb</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>3900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.1 This table shows estimated daily isocaloric calorie needs for by body weight for non-training, light training, moderate training, and hard training days. These estimates are averages based on data collected from subjects of different sizes engaged in various levels of activity. The calorie recommendations here are good starting points for designing a weight maintenance diet, but should be adjusted based on the dieter’s weight change results.
Daily Calorie Need Variability

Not all non-training days are the same. One day you might sit at your work desk, then go home at night and watch movies on your couch. Another day you might visit a job site and be on your feet all day, then go on a date in the evening and walk on the beach for hours. These two example non-training days require very different calorie amounts and increasing your rest day calories to meet the needs of non-exercise activity can be necessary. Similarly, training does not come in only three volumes (light, moderate, hard); in reality, caloric output for training is a spectrum. Our listed caloric recommendations are based on an average of the ranges within each classification. These recommendations are intended to work well for a wide range of dieters. If you know you tend to err on the higher or lower end of a classification, tracking weight and adjusting calories accordingly—which we will cover shortly—can dial your diet in.

It is well established that most people overestimate the number of calories they burn, so when assessing your workouts read the listed criteria and examples for light, moderate, and hard days and make sure that your workout fits all of the points for the classification. When preparing for a fat loss diet, err on the side of the lighter classification if you are unsure. If you end up losing a little too fast, adding more food is an easy solution. If you need to gain weight, erring on the side of the harder workout category is a good way to prevent any wasted time maintaining weight. Again, misjudgements can be fixed quickly with food reductions if you find yourself gaining too fast.

Example Calorie Assignment

As we walk through the steps of creating your own diet, we will use the following example for a 155 lb female starting a fat loss diet and doing physique-based weight training. We will begin by calculating her calorie needs for maintenance based on her weight and workout schedule:

Mon, Wed, Fri: 2.5 hours of training consisting of a cardio warm up and 30 working sets
Tues, Thurs: 1.5 hours of training consisting of a cardio warm up and 15 working sets
Sat, Sun: Rest / no training

Using Figure 10.1 to classify training days and Table 10.1 to determine caloric needs according to her weight and activity, our example’s daily caloric intake should look like this for weight maintenance:

Mon, Wed, Fri: 2450 calories (hard training day)
Tues, Thurs: 2250 calories (moderate training day)
Sat, Sun: 1800 calories (non-training day)

Once calories have been determined, the next most important diet principle can be applied within those caloric constraints: macronutrients.
Calculating Macros

Now that we have determined daily calories for maintenance we can allocate macronutrients based on these values. To do this we must first determine ideal ratios of each macronutrient and calculate trade-offs between them to assign appropriate amounts within the calorie constraint.

Protein Calculations
Because protein is generally the most important macronutrient for body composition and performance, you should calculate protein needs first when assigning macronutrients for your diet. The recommendations on protein from Chapter 3 indicate that 1 gram of protein per pound of body weight per day is a good recommendation for those engaging in general resistance training. Thus, we will set protein intake for our 155 lb female example at 155g per day.

Carbohydrate Calculations
As discussed in Chapter 3, there are ranges of recommended carbohydrate intake depending on sport. Differing training phases and differing days will require different daily carbohydrate amounts. For any type of athlete or fitness enthusiast, daily recommendations should fall within the recommended average ranges but be tuned up or down according to daily activity levels. Table 10.2 lists minimum and recommended starting carb intake for weight maintenance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Carb Intake Minima</th>
<th>Recommended Starting Carbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Training Day</td>
<td>0.3g per lb per day</td>
<td>0.5g per lb per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Day</td>
<td>0.5g per lb per day</td>
<td>1.0g per lb per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate Day</td>
<td>1.0g per lb per day</td>
<td>1.5g per lb per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Day</td>
<td>1.5g per lb per day</td>
<td>2.0g per lb per day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.2 Recommended starting carbs for each daily training classification.

We recommend you not go any lower than the minimum values when putting together your maintenance diet. On the other hand, programming more carbs is fine as long as your protein and minimum fat needs are being met. The recommended carbohydrate amounts in the far right column are a good place to start.

Fat Calculations
Once you have calculated your proteins and carbs, your fat calculations are already done—you can simply allot the remaining calories to fats. For example, a non-training day for our 155 lb
female using the recommended starting carb intakes is as follows. Her protein intake is 155g and because protein has 4 calories per gram, this means she gets 620 calories from protein. Her carb intake is 155 lb x 0.5g carbs = 77.5g and at 4 calories per gram this gives her 310 calories from carbs. Total calories so far without fats added are 620 calories from protein + 310 calories from carbs = 930 calories. Since our 155lb example gets 1800 calories on a non-training day 1800 – 930 = 870 calories remaining for ~97 grams of fat (recall that fat contains 9 calories per gram).

Always double-check that your final fat calculations amount to at least 0.3g of fat per pound of body weight per day so that health is supported. If your diet calculations have left you with less than your minimum fat needs, reassess and move some calories from carbs to fats.

**Calculating Trade-Offs Between Macros**

Fitness enthusiasts who do not compete have a bit more leeway for preference when choosing how to distribute calories between fats and carbs. Leaning towards the lower end of recommended carb intake and increasing fats is an option if they prefer. Some athletes need to continue to perform at a high level even during non-competition training and cannot sacrifice as much performance for weight loss progress as those interested in fitness for fitness sake. If your training demands higher performance even on a fat loss diet, biasing more calories towards carbs on training days at the cost of fats can be a good strategy. Imagine that the latter is the case for our example athlete. To figure out the maximum carb amount for her on a hard day, we would start with her calorie and protein needs and the minimum fat allowance (from Chapter 3). This way we can maximize the amount of carbohydrates she consumes without going below recommended protein or minimum fat.

**Total calorie allotment:** 2450

**Total protein needed:** 155g

155g of protein x 4 calories/gram of protein = 620 calories from protein

**Minimum fat intake:** 0.3g per pound of body weight per day

155 lb x 0.3 = 46.5g of fat per day

46.5g of fat x 9 calories/gram of fat ~ 420 calories from fat

**Fat + protein calories:** 420 + 620 = 1040 calories

**Total calories minus those used for fat and protein:** 2450 - 1040 = 1410 calories remaining

1410 calories ÷ 4 calories/gram of carbs ~ 350g of carbs per day

(or roughly 2.3g of carbs per pound of body weight per day)
Thus, ~350g grams of carbs per hard training day is the maximum carb intake for our example that will still allow her get enough protein and fats to support vital function, composition, and performance. If you have no pressing needs for performance during a fat loss diet, start at the recommended carbohydrate values from Table 10.2. From there, you can adjust carbs within the minimum to maximum range according to preference as long as you keep daily calories constant by adjusting fats as well. Taking the recommended carb amounts for our 155 lb example, we can come up with macros for every day of the week, as shown in Table 10.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Calories</th>
<th>Protein (g)</th>
<th>Carb Need</th>
<th>Carbs (g)</th>
<th>Fats (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M, W, F</td>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>2450</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>2x155</td>
<td>~310</td>
<td>~65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu, Th</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>1.5x155</td>
<td>~230</td>
<td>~80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa, Su</td>
<td>Non-Training</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>0.5x155</td>
<td>~80</td>
<td>~100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.3 Daily calorie and macros assigned based on the weight and activity level of our example athlete.

Notes: If you are a serious endurance athlete, please see Chapter 14 for more detailed information on assigning carbohydrates for competition. If you are an advanced dieter, you can adjust protein intake based on the guidelines in Chapter 3 for hypocaloric versus hypercaloric diets and training type. If you train more than once per day, err on the side of more carbs within CCH for best recovery and see Chapter 13 for more details on multiple daily training sessions.

Determining Meal Content and Timing

The following step-by-step process will help you stay within meal and macronutrient timing recommendations based on your schedule (while suitting your preferences when possible):

1. Choose meal number
2. Assign morning and bedtime meals
3. Schedule pre- and post-workout meals
4. Adjust protein content to meal intervals
5. Adjust carbs to training times
6. Adjust fats away from training times
7. Consider an intra-workout shake
Walking through the above steps with our 155 lb example:

1. Choose meal number

As discussed in Chapter 4, four to six meals per day is the best intersection of physiological ease and real-world feasibility for adherence. If you train more than once per day, we recommend erring on the side of more meals since you need pre- and post-workout fuel for each training session. For our example athlete we will use a five meal per day schedule.

2. Assign morning and bedtime meals

When you wake, you are in a fasted state which is highly catabolic to muscle tissue and does not support recovery. Eating as soon as possible after getting up in the morning is recommended, so we can schedule the first meal within an hour of waking. Likewise, to limit the amount of time that our bodies are in a fasted state while sleeping, eating right before bed is helpful. We will schedule the last meal of the day within an hour before bed. Table 10.4 shows our example athlete's schedule as well as her morning and bedtime meals assigned according to her wake and sleep times. We will use her hard days as our first example.

Example Schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MON</th>
<th>TUES</th>
<th>WED</th>
<th>THURS</th>
<th>FRI</th>
<th>SAT</th>
<th>SUN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wake time</td>
<td>7:00am</td>
<td>7:00am</td>
<td>7:00am</td>
<td>7:00am</td>
<td>7:00am</td>
<td>9:00am</td>
<td>9:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training time</td>
<td>5:00pm</td>
<td>5:00pm</td>
<td>5:00pm</td>
<td>5:00pm</td>
<td>5:00pm</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedtime</td>
<td>11:00pm</td>
<td>11:00pm</td>
<td>11:00pm</td>
<td>11:00pm</td>
<td>11:00pm</td>
<td>11:00pm</td>
<td>11:00pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meal Number</th>
<th>Hard Day Meal Times</th>
<th>Non-Training Day Meal Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7:30am</td>
<td>9:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10:00pm</td>
<td>10:00pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.4 Setting up meal timing. The first step is to assign first and bedtime meals to soon after waking and right before sleep, respectively. Blue fill highlights new additions to the diet program as we make them.
3. Schedule pre- and post-workout nutrition

Pre- and post-workout meals must be placed strategically around training to support best results. A pre-workout meal should be consumed at least thirty minutes before training to prevent gastrointestinal distress, but no more than 4 hours before for energy supply and anti-catabolism. To prevent workout-induced muscle loss and support recovery, the post-workout meal should be eaten within an hour after training. Table 10.5 shows this timing based on the athlete’s 5 pm training time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meal Number</th>
<th>Hard Day Meal Times</th>
<th>Non-Training Day Meal Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7:30am</td>
<td>9:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3:00pm (pre-training meal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7:30pm (post-training meal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10:00pm</td>
<td>10:00pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 10.5** Setting up meal timing. After assigning waking and bedtime meals, pre- and post-training meals should be assigned. Blue fill highlights new additions to the diet program as we make them.

Now that we only have one meal left to fill in for training days, the timing is simple. We need to spread our protein as evenly as we can, so placing meal 2 evenly between 7:30am and 3:00pm (around 11:00-11:30 am) is a great option. A real world job might mean that our athlete has lunch break at 12 pm. Fortunately, placing her second meal at 12 pm does not mean an extended (over 5 hour) meal interval. Since 12 pm will be more convenient, it will likely be better for adherence and has no downsides. For her non-training weekend days, meal timing is just a matter of evenly distributing meals, with perhaps a small bias towards more meals and smaller intervals at times when our athlete is hungrier. For example, if she tends to get hungrier at night, we can space meals 1 and 2 four hours apart, meals 2 and 3 three and a half hours apart and the remaining meals three hours apart. This will make evening hunger less difficult to deal with, improving adherence. This is shown in Table 10.6.
### Table 10.6 Setting up meal timing

After assigning waking, bedtime, pre-, and post-training meals; remaining meals can be programmed keeping intermeal intervals in mind. On rest days these remaining meals will include all meals aside from waking and bedtime meals since there is no training. Blue fill highlights new additions to the diet program as we make them.

#### 4. Adjust protein content to meal intervals

Spreading your total protein intake evenly across meals makes food preparation much easier; so in most cases this is the best option. We can take the ~155g of protein that our athlete needs and divide across 5 meals, giving us 31g. To keep things simple and give a few more grams of protein at bedtime, when the meal interval will be longer, we can assign 30g to meals 1-4 and 35g to the evening meal. This is shown in Table 10.7.

### Table 10.7 Assigning protein to individual meals

Protein can be distributed evenly in most cases (unless intermeal intervals are less than 3 hours or more than 6 hours, which warrants smaller or larger amounts of protein per meal respectively). In the case of extreme meal timing (not shown here) hourly protein needs can be calculated to support shorter or longer intermeal intervals. Blue fill highlights new additions to the diet program as we make them.
Another option, though one that makes cooking and planning a little more complicated, is to add some protein to meals before longer meal intervals, taking it from meals before shorter intervals. It is also possible to find the per-hour protein needs and assign exact grams of protein per meal according to exact meal interval. Again, this is unnecessarily complicated in most cases. It might come in handy for those who are awake for 24 hours at a time or have otherwise odd schedules or more extreme meal spacing.

5. Adjust carbs to training times

Carbohydrate distribution should be biased toward meals in the workout window. Table 10.8 gives some basic estimates to start with.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 meals per day:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-workout meal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-workout meal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedtime meal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remainder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% daily carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35% daily carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% daily carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15% carbs to remaining one meal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5 meals per day:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-workout meal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-workout meal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedtime meal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remainder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% daily carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% daily carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% daily carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% spread across remaining two meals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6 meals per day (1x daily workout):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-workout meal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-workout meal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedtime meal:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remainder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18% daily carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% daily carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18% daily carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39% spread across remaining three meals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.8 Assigning carbohydrate to individual meals should take training into consideration, with more carbs assigned around training. Suggested percentages of daily carbs are listed for different daily meal number options.
The exact distribution can be amended if you train earlier or later in the day, but these are good rough estimates to start with. There is also room here to make modifications for convenience. For example, measuring carb amounts such as 50g, 50g, 25g, 25g, will be easier than something like 61g, 48g, 22g, 19g when preparing meals and the difference in effect is insignificant. If we take the information from Table 10.8 and use it to distribute “hard day” carbs (310g carb allotment) we can fill in carb amounts for training day meals in our example. This is shown in Table 10.9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meal Number</th>
<th>Hard Day Meal Time</th>
<th>Protein/Meal (155g total)</th>
<th>Carbs/Meal (310g total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7:30am</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>~15%: 45g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12:00pm</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>~15%: 45g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3:00pm (pre-training)</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>~20%: 65g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7:30pm (post-training)</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>~30%: 95g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10:00pm</td>
<td>35g</td>
<td>~20%: 60g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.9 Assigning carbohydrates to meals for hard training days. Using Table 10.8, we calculate grams of carbs per meal for our example athlete. Blue fill highlights new additions to the diet program as we make them.

For non training days, carbs are distributed evenly across all meals or across a few meals at times when hunger is worse. We know from her macro calculations that our athlete gets ~80g of carbs on non-training days. We also know that she tends to be a bit hungrier later in the day. Taking the latter into consideration we can assign her non-training day carbs as shown in Table 10.10.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meal Number</th>
<th>Non-training Day Meal Time</th>
<th>Protein/Meal (155g total)</th>
<th>Carbs/Meal (80g total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9:30am</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>0g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>~25%: 20g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5:00pm</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>~25%: 20g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8:00pm</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>~25%: 20g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10:00pm</td>
<td>35g</td>
<td>~25%: 20g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 10.10** Assigning carbohydrates to meals for non-training days. Using Table 10.8, we calculate grams of carbs per meal for our example athlete. Because there is no training, carbs can be organized roughly evenly across meals to make meal preparation easier. Blue fill highlights new additions to the diet program as we make them.

**6. Adjust fats away from training times**

Fats follow an inverse pattern to carbohydrates with respect to timing around workouts; we want less fats in meals near training. The closer to the workout, the fewer fats. The process for determining fat distribution per meal can look something like Table 10.11.

**Calculating Per-Meal Fats on Training Days**

1. Pre-workout Meal:
   - if within 2 hours of workout, 10% daily fats
   - if within 4 hours of workout, 20% daily fats

2. Workout Shake: 0% fat

3. Post-workout Meal: 10% daily fats

4. Distribute remainder of fats evenly over other meals

**Table 10.11** Assigning fats to individual meals should take training into consideration, with less fat assigned around training. Suggested percentages of daily fats are listed for different meal types.

Applying those criteria to our example (with 65g of fat on hard training days) and rounding fat grams for ease we get the distribution shown in Table 10.12. Note that once the pre- and post-workout meals are assigned 10% daily fat each, a disproportionate remainder of the fats are allotted to the nighttime meal. This will help with bedtime satiety, but is not a mandatory distribution.
Table 10.12 Assigning fats to meals for hard training days. Using Table 10.11 we calculate grams of fats per meal for our example athlete. Blue fill highlights new additions to the diet program as we make them.

For non-training days, we again just distribute fats evenly or by preference across meals. We determined earlier that our example athlete gets 100g of fats on rest days. We will allot a bit more fat at later meals for her evening hunger, but other than that distribute fairly evenly. This is shown in Table 10.13.

Table 10.13 Assigning fats to meals for non-training days. Using Table 10.11 we calculate grams of fats per meal for our example athlete. Because there is no training, fats can be organized roughly evenly across meals to make meal preparation easier. Blue fill highlights new additions to the diet program as we make them.

### 7. Consider an intra-workout shake

For harder workouts, a shake can provide some small but meaningful benefits. To program a shake, subtract about ½ of your pre-workout meal’s protein and carbs, and allot these to your
shake. Unless you are training for over an hour within the moderate category at least, a workout shake is not necessary. See Table 10.14 for a meal schedule including an intra-workout shake.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meal Number</th>
<th>Hard Day Meal Time</th>
<th>Protein/Meal (155g total)</th>
<th>Carbs/Meal (310g total)</th>
<th>Fats/Meal (65g total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7:30am</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>45g</td>
<td>15g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12:00pm</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>45g</td>
<td>15g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3:00pm (pre-training)</td>
<td>15g</td>
<td>35g</td>
<td>5g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shake</td>
<td>5-7pm</td>
<td>15g</td>
<td>30g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7:30pm (post-training)</td>
<td>35g</td>
<td>95g</td>
<td>5g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10:00pm</td>
<td>30g</td>
<td>60g</td>
<td>25g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.14 Adding an intra-workout shake to hard training days. Carbs and protein are subtracted from the pre-training meal and added as whey protein and liquid carbohydrate to be consumed during training. Blue fill highlights new additions to the diet program as we make them.

**Food Composition Choices**

For health reasons, we highly recommend getting most of your calories from minimally processed whole food sources. The exceptions being vegan protein sources and some higher glycemic carb options around the training window. The ‘processing’ of plant protein often improves digestibility and can increase the health benefits in that sense. Higher glycemic carb sources that digest faster thanks to processing can be advantageous after training when quick delivery of glucose to muscles offers more benefit. Here is a brief sample of some foods you can use for each macro category:

**Example Lean Protein Sources:**
- chicken or turkey breast
- fish and shellfish
- tofu and other low-fat soy products
- mycoprotein
- lean beef
- any other lean meat
- egg whites
- fat free or low-fat dairy
Example Veggie Options:
broccoli
spinach
lettuce
onions
tomatoes
peppers
asparagus
zucchini
squash
cauliflower
celery
carrots
cucumbers

Example Healthy Carbohydrate Sources:
fruit
whole grain bread
whole grain rice
oatmeal
sweet potatoes
pasta
corn
whole grain crackers and wraps

Example Higher Glycemic Index Carbohydrate Sources For Post Training:
fruit bars
pop-tarts
kid’s cereal
low fat baked goods
fat free candy
white rice
white bread

Example Healthy Fat Sources:
nuts
nut butters
canola oil
olive oil
flaxseed oil
avocado
We recommend having veggies with most non-shake meals as fiber, vitamins, minerals, and phytochemicals support health. Consuming high fiber, high volume veggies will help with satiety on fat loss diets as well. Lower fiber, lower volume foods cause less gastrointestinal distress when eaten pre-workout and can be easier to eat right after training as well, so decreasing or eliminating veggies from the workout window meals can be helpful.

Using lean protein sources is also recommended. For best health, fats should come mainly from mono- and poly-unsaturated sources. Animal fat is generally saturated and although eating fatty meat occasionally will likely cause no harm, getting a large portion of your fats from saturated sources is not recommended. Eating fattier meats also makes macro calculations more complicated. When choosing foods to meet our macros, we have to remember that there are very few pure-macro foods. While lean steak is mostly protein, it does have some fat. While pasta is mostly carbs, it does have some protein and so on. You can go about adjusting for these “ancillary macros” in a few different ways. Macro tracker apps and websites will count all macros from each food you log in for each meal, main and ancillary alike. The only problem with this is that you will have a hard time discerning how much protein came from a higher quality complete sources and what came from grains and nuts. If you use a tracker, be sure to confirm as you prepare your meals that you are getting most of your protein from high quality sources. Another option that is a bit less tedious than logging every food you put in your mouth is the following algorithm: For every ~150 lb body weight, subtract 5g of each macro from your per meal macro needs. For example, if you weigh 150 lb and need 30g protein, 45g carbs, and 10g fat per meal, choose a protein source with 25g of protein, a carb source with 40g of carbs, and a fat source with only 5g of fat. Double this (subtract 10g from each macro) if you weigh 300 lb and so on. On average, you will get very close to covering the ancillary macros this way and your portions will be close enough to actual macro needs to make your diet effective, especially in the longer term of weeks of dieting.

Taking food composition into account, some sample meals for our athlete might look like Table 10.15.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meal Number</th>
<th>Hard Day Meal Time</th>
<th>Protein/Meal (155g total)</th>
<th>Carbs/Meal (310g total)</th>
<th>Fats/Meal (65g total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7:30am</td>
<td>30g from egg (whites)</td>
<td>45g from toast</td>
<td>15g from egg (yolks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12:00pm</td>
<td>30g from turkey + cheese</td>
<td>45g from bread/fruit</td>
<td>15g from cheese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3:00pm pre-training</td>
<td>15g from steak</td>
<td>35g from rice</td>
<td>5g from steak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shake</td>
<td>5-7pm</td>
<td>15g from whey protein</td>
<td>30g from Gatorade</td>
<td>0g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7:30pm post-training</td>
<td>30g from skim milk and whey protein</td>
<td>95g from cereal</td>
<td>5g from cereal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10:00pm</td>
<td>35g from ground turkey</td>
<td>60g from pasta</td>
<td>25g from olive oil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 10.15** Example food composition choices to fill the meal to meal macronutrient assignments we have developed thus far for our example 155 lb athlete on hard training days.

### Adding Supplements

Because supplements contribute only minor differences in outcome, adding them to your nutrition program is a matter of personal choice. If the stress of more things to consider and schedule will make you less adherent, you are better off not adding supplements. In the long term, the small differences that supplements make can add up, so more experienced dieters who are comfortable with other aspects of diet design might be well served to add them. We will go through how and when to use the most recommended supplements below.

#### Caffeine

If you are taking caffeine for anti-hunger and focus-enhancement on a fat loss diet, a good plan is to take some in the morning and some midday, so long as the second dose does not affect
your sleep. If you are taking caffeine for workout energy enhancement, taking it 15-30 minutes before your workout begins is a good strategy. For workouts later in the day, experiment with very low doses or taking the caffeine even earlier than 30 min before your workout and find a regimen that will not keep you from falling asleep at night. If you are new to caffeine consumption or have not had any in a while, it is best to start slow, adding 25-50 mg of caffeine per day. You will become desensitized to the effects of caffeine over time, so gradual increases across a fat loss diet can be helpful. Our advice is to increase caffeine intake by 25-50 mg per day when you feel like you need more, and not by greater amounts at any one time. Normal ranges of caffeine consumption can offer many benefits at little or no risk to your health, but anything over 300 mg of caffeine at a time or 1000 mg per day is best avoided. Those who approach these high levels might do well to consult with a medical professional. Even when tolerated well, higher doses of caffeine (especially consumed closer to bedtime) can interfere with sleep, which interferes with recovery.

It is also a good idea to take caffeine breaks occasionally. The best time to take a break is during maintenance or muscle gain periods when you have more energy from food and are not struggling with hunger. Coffee, tea, pre-workout, soda, and energy drinks are all fine caffeine sources. Carbonated beverages may be more difficult for some to tolerate before a workout, so individual experimentation with different sources is wise.

An example caffeine usage protocol is below. Note that increases and decreases are gradual—suddenly dropping from high consumption to zero can cause headaches and fatigue and ramping up too quickly can leave you jittery and sleepless. Also note that caffeine is used most during times of lower energy or more difficult training. Caffeine dosing times are listed as AM (morning consumption), pre-workout (consumption before training), and PM (afternoon consumption).

**Muscle Gain Phase** (*ramping up across 2 months)*:  
No caffeine → 25-50mg pre-workout

**Maintenance Phase:**
Break from Caffeine

**Fat Loss Phase** (*ramping up across 3 months)*:  
25mg AM → 50mg AM + 25mg PM → 75mg AM + 25mg pre-workout + 50mg PM

**Post-Fat Loss Maintenance Phase** (*ramping down across 2 months)*:  
50mg AM + 25mg PM → 25mg AM
**Whey Protein**

Because whey protein is a very high quality, fast digesting protein, it is ideal for an intra-workout shake or as a part of a post-workout meal. For workout shakes, combine with fast digesting carbs (see below). Start sipping the shake before you train, drink 2/3 during, and finish the remainder right after the workout. This gives you enough nutrients for all the beneficial intra-workout functions without risking gastrointestinal distress. Whey is not a good option for any other meal replacement on its own, but it can be combined with slower digesting carbs and fats or in a mix with casein protein to slow its absorption for this purpose.

**Casein Protein**

Casein protein is very high quality but very slow digesting and due to the latter unique property, it is best used before long meal intervals or at bedtime. Its slow-release effect can be extended even further with the addition of fats, fiber, or other slowly digested food. It is best not to use casein as a protein source during the workout window.

**Carbohydrate Formulas**

There are two kinds of supplemental carbs that can be effective; very quickly digesting carbs and very slowly digesting carbs. Fast digesting carbs follow recommendations described for whey protein; they are best used within the workout window. Some examples of quickly digesting carbs include Gatorade, Powerade, and Dextrose-based carb powders. You can use juices and coconut water as well, but the digestion speeds will be significantly lower than for specially formulated carbohydrate drinks and these are therefore not as ideal.

If you need a carb supplement that acts as a meal replacement, Waximaize or similar slow digesting carb powders can be mixed with casein protein powder to provide a meal replacement shake. This can be a good option towards the end of a hypercaloric diet when drinking some of your meals might be appealing. This option is also convenient when traveling or without access to refrigeration—bringing a powdered mix of whey, casein, and Waximaize and simply adding water might be a very workable meal solution in these cases.

**Creatine**

The only currently confirmed safe and effective type of creatine is creatine monohydrate. Luckily, this type is the most commonly sold and by far the cheapest. We recommend using creatine for up to three months at a time, and taking one month breaks between stretches of use. Although it is likely that it can be taken indefinitely and be effective and safe, there is a chance that taking breaks will revamp endogenous creatine production. This supplement must
be taken consistently every day to support fitness outcomes—taking creatine two or three times per week will have almost no effect. It takes about a week of consistent use (around 3g per 100 lb body weight per day is recommended) for creatine to fully load in the muscles and have an effect. Dose timing is minimally important, although some data suggest that creatine is best absorbed when taken with carbs and might be better absorbed when ingested post-workout. This supplement is most useful during muscle gain or fat loss phases. Maintenance phases are therefore ideal for a break in creatine use if you choose to take one.

When taking creatine, weight gain of 1-3% of body weight is not uncommon. Be aware of this potential weight gain when starting to track your weight for a hypo- or hypercaloric diet phase. It can be helpful to begin supplementation 2-3 weeks before you start your diet so that you can get a stable baseline body weight before you begin tracking changes.

Multivitamins

While multivitamins and minerals cannot replace all of the nutrients from a whole-food diet, they can be helpful when consuming less total food on a fat loss diet or when skipping veggies at the end of a muscle gain diet. Taking the recommended dosage listed on your multivitamin is best practice.

Omega 3 Fat Supplements

EPA (Eicosapentaenoic acid) and DHA (Docosahexaenoic acid) supplements are a good option for Omega 3 supplementation. Fish oil is another option, but capsules can go rancid, losing their effectiveness over time. The American Heart Association recommends 1g of combined EPA and DHA per day, but more or less might be prudent depending on the amount of Omega 3 rich food sources you consume. Following the recommended dosage on the bottle is a good place to start.

Table 10.16 shows an example of how all of the above supplements might be integrated into our sample diet plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meal Number</th>
<th>Hard Day Meal Time</th>
<th>Supplements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7:30am</td>
<td>Meal + Coffee, multivitamin, creatine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12:00pm</td>
<td>Waximaize and whey+casein shake with nuts if too busy to eat a meal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3:00pm (pre-training)</td>
<td>Meal + Tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7:30pm (post-training)</td>
<td>Whey protein and dextrose powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10:00pm</td>
<td>Meal with ½ needed protein from whey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Meal with casein as protein source, Omega-3 supplement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.16 Example supplement choices and timing for our 155 lb athlete.
Chapter Summary

- The first step in designing a diet is to estimate daily calorie needs based on body weight and activity level.

- Breaking down calories into daily macronutrients starts with protein, as it is the more important and least variable of the three macros.

- Daily carbohydrate intake is determined by the amount of training done each day, and can vary from day to day.

- Daily fat intake is determined by using the remaining calories for fat after protein and carbohydrate demands are met (so long as the health minimum of 0.3g of fat per pound of body weight per day is achieved).

- For most people, daily macronutrient intake should be broken down into 4-6 meals per day.

- Map out morning, bedtime, pre- and post-workout meals first, then any remaining meals can be spaced out evenly throughout the day.

- In most cases protein can be distributed evenly across all meals.

- Carbohydrates should be higher and fats should be lower in meals around training.

- Once the numerical content of each meal is determined, food composition and supplement choices can finalize the meal plan.

If you like to understand the science behind your nutritional choices but would prefer for seasoned PhDs and Registered Dietitians to design your diet, RP is at your service.

From our premium, fully personalized one-on-one coaching plans to our tried and true but more DIY best-selling diet templates, we have you covered!

Click here to jump to page 230 for more information.
Chapter 11 Tracking Your Weight and Adjusting Your Diet

Tracking Bodyweight

Changes in metabolism and other compensatory mechanisms will adjust your body’s caloric needs across a dieting period. Weight loss will naturally slow during a fat loss phase and calorie intake will need to be decreased to maintain a constant rate of loss. Likewise, weight gain will typically decrease across a hypercaloric phase and calorie increases will be needed to continue progressing. In order to determine when and how much to adjust your diet, you will need to monitor your progress. Progress can be assessed on a large scale using metrics such as body fat percentage tests, how your clothes fit, and how you look in the mirror, but making adjustments to your diet in real-time requires a more quantifiable metric. Body weight averages are specific enough for this purpose and are very easy to implement.

When you are hypo- or hypercaloric, your tissue weight will be changing, but due to water weight noise, this can only be reliably measured by tracking average changes across multiple weeks. For example, if you were on a fat loss diet and the scale suggested you had gained a pound across one week, the reality might be that you were retaining two pounds of water weight, but had lost one pound of tissue. In this situation, the scale would not be a good reflection of fat loss because the water weight was able to mask the tissue changes. Fortunately, body water changes rarely accumulate consistently over time like tissue weight gain or loss, so across the weeks and months of a diet, scale weight will reliably measure progress. In the above example, if you continued to lose one pound per week, this would eventually be larger than any amount of water weight could mask on the scale.

Average weight should be compared week to week using two to three weigh-in data points. Weighing daily is an option, but is unnecessary and adds additional variability that can lead to stress. Day to day changes will not be clear on the scale and seeing the daily number can overwhelm and demotivate some people. Weigh-ins should be done under the same circumstances each time to avoid additional variability. Taking your weight first thing in the morning before eating and after using the restroom is a good choice.

Tracking Weight for Maintenance

Imagine that our 155 lb female athlete was running a 6-week maintenance diet; she would want her average weekly weight to be ~155 lb. To keep from adjusting the diet because of water weight changes, she should set a range of plus or minus 1.25% body weight as her “acceptable” range. For a 155 lb person, 1.25% is ~2 lb. This means that changes of plus or minus 2 lb from 155 lb are not cause for alarm during maintenance. So a range of 153 to 157 lb is acceptable, as long as the weekly averages are not trending reliably up or down. It is also important to note
that a single weight outside of this “safe range” should not be cause for alarm; more than one in a row may indicate a trend, but any one weigh-in can be an outlier for a number of reasons. Taking a weekly average gives a clearer picture of weight movement than any one weight can.

To get a good weekly average, our athlete chooses two weigh-in days per week, Tuesday and Friday. She knows Tuesday comes after a hard training day and Friday comes after a moderate training day (per her schedule in the last chapter), so she can expect that her Tuesday weight might be a bit higher than her Friday weight thanks to extra carbs and inflammation (fluid retention) from a harder workout the night before.

In addition to looking at her weekly weight averages, our athlete assesses week to week changes in average weight. Imagine a scenario where she starts at 153 lb and slowly moves up to 157 lb across weeks and is indeed gaining, despite the fact that all weigh-ins were within the acceptable range. Average weekly weight would be moving up in this case, but be close to 155 lb. If this were the only data we assessed we might miss the trend towards increasing weight. We look at the difference between each week’s average weights; the average of the change in weight should be close to zero. In the example weight log in Table 11.1 and graph of this log in Figure 11.1, we see that weight dropped by 2.5 lb from week one to two, but then went up 0.6 and 2.6 lb between week two and three and three and four respectively. On average this change is close to zero, nothing to worry about. The overall average weekly weight change across the full 6 weeks is +0.06 lb—a weight of less than 1/10th a pound—an amount not even measurable on any standard scale. This means that our athlete successfully maintained her weight.

If our athlete had gone based on the change from her week 1 average (155.7) to her week 2 weigh-in (based on only one weight since she forgot to weigh-in Friday), she might think she had lost 2.5 lb. Based on this she might have increased her caloric intake to maintain weight. After assessing the third week, however, where there is no change, we can see that she was better off not adjusting her diet; there is no need for adjustment based on a single anomaly.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Goal weight</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Average weight for the week</th>
<th>Change from last week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>155.4</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>155.7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>Forgot to weigh</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>154.4</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>153.2</td>
<td>+0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>156.6</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>155.8</td>
<td>+2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>156.2</td>
<td>153.5</td>
<td>154.9</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>155.4</td>
<td>155.7</td>
<td>+0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average change: +0.06 lb

**Table 11.1** A table of tracking body weight fluctuation on an isocaloric diet. Goal weight and actual weigh-ins for two days per week are listed. Average weight for the week is calculated as the average of the week’s two weigh-ins. Week to week weight changes are calculated by subtracting the current week’s average weight from the previous week’s. Average weight change across the full 6 weeks is calculated as the average of the weekly weight changes.

**Figure 11.1** A graph of the weigh-in data from Table 11.1 (on an isocaloric diet). A red line indicates the target average weight of 155 lb across 6 weeks. The blue shaded region indicates the expected range of normal weight fluctuation on an isocaloric diet. Black diamonds indicate specific bi-weekly weigh-in data points. This graph is a visual representation of normal weight fluctuation across weeks during weight maintenance.
Tracking Weight for Muscle Gain

For muscle gain we can identify target weights for each week that fit our goal pace of gain. We will use our 155 lb example female, trying to gain at the rate of 0.5% body weight, or 0.8 lb per week for six weeks. As long as weight is trending up and week to week increases are averaging around 0.8 lb, we know that she is on the right track despite weekly fluctuation. An example weight log and graph for this are shown in Table 11.3 and Figure 11.3 respectively.

In the example weight log shown in Table 11.2, you can see that from week 1 to week 2 she gains more than the target 0.8 lb, but from week 2 to week 3 her weight drops slightly. Since the previous change was a bit above the desired rate, the average of the two is closer to target gain. The following week change we see a 2.4 lb increase and now can definitely rest assured that weight is being gained. Gains seem to slow towards the end of this six week phase, but when we average weekly changes, our athlete has actually hit her target weekly rate exactly—gaining 0.8 lb per week on average across six weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Goal weight</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Average weight for the week</th>
<th>Change from last week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>155.8</td>
<td>155.4</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>155.7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>156.6</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>+1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>157.4</td>
<td>157.2</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>156.6</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>158.2</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>+2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>159.4</td>
<td>159.2</td>
<td>+0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>159.8</td>
<td>159.4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>159.7</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average change: +0.8 lb

Table 11.2 A table of tracking body weight fluctuation on a hypercaloric diet. Goal weight and actual weigh-ins for two days per week are listed. Average weight for the week is calculated as the average of the week’s two weigh-ins. Week to week weight changes are calculated by subtracting the current week’s average weight from the previous week’s. Average weight change across the full 6 weeks is calculated as the average of the weekly weight changes.
Figure 11.2 A graph of the weigh-in data from Table 11.2 (on a hypercaloric diet). A red line indicates the target average weight gain from ~155 to ~160 lb across 6 weeks. The blue shaded region indicates the expected range of normal weight fluctuation on this hypercaloric diet. Black diamonds indicate specific bi-weekly weigh-in data points. This graph is a visual representation of normal weight fluctuation across weeks during weight gain.

Tracking Weight for Fat Loss

Imagine our 155 lb example athlete chooses a 1.0% body weight or 1.5 lb loss per week for a six week fat loss diet. An example weight log and graph for this are shown in Table 11.3 and Figure 11.3 respectively. You may notice that in week 4, both weigh-ins are outside of the approximate goal weight range. This is what we refer to as an outlier in statistics—a data point that falls outside of an expected range but which does not represent the trend. These week 4 weigh-ins are outliers. Given that our example athlete is a female, one explanation is that she was experiencing some hormonal bloat during week 4 that faded during week 5. Week long weight bumps can also happen due to higher salt intake, particularly tough workouts, and many other reasons. This is a concrete example of two or more weeks worth of weigh-in data being needed to drive appropriate diet change decisions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Goal weight</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Average weight for the week</th>
<th>Change from last week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>153.8</td>
<td>154.4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>153.5</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>152.2</td>
<td>153.1</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>151.5</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>150.5</td>
<td>153.6</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>152.8</td>
<td>+1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>147.5</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>146.5</td>
<td>147.3</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average change: -1.4 lb**

**Table 11.3** A table of tracking body weight fluctuation on a hypocaloric diet. Goal weight and actual weigh-ins for two days per week are listed. Average weight for the week is calculated as the average of the week’s two weigh-ins. Week to week weight changes are calculated by subtracting the current week’s average weight from the previous week’s. Average weight change across the full 6 weeks is calculated as the average of the weekly weight changes.

**Figure 11.3** A graph of the weigh-in data from Table 11.3 (on a hypocaloric diet). A red line indicates the target average weight loss from ~155 to ~148 lb across 6 weeks. The blue shaded region indicates the expected range of normal weight fluctuation on this hypocaloric diet. Black diamonds indicate specific bi-weekly weigh-in data points. This graph is a visual representation of normal weight fluctuation across weeks during weight loss.
Adjusting the Diet

When after two to three weeks of assessment weight is not moving as expected, it is time to make adjustments to your diet. When and how much to adjust your diet under various circumstances will be outlined in this section. Below is a reminder of some critical information for making such diet adjustment calculations:

1 lb of tissue = 3500 calories
1 gram of fat = 9 calories
1 gram of carbohydrate = 4 calories
1 gram of protein = 4 calories

This means that every extra 3500 calories ingested results in roughly 1 lb body weight gained and every 3500 calorie deficit results in approximately 1 lb body weight lost. This information can be used to appropriately adjust your diet based on targeted losses, targeted gains, or the need to alter your diet to maintain weight. If you need to lose 1 lb per week, you simply drop 3500 calories from your diet per week. For other weekly weight change amounts, simply multiply the weekly weight in pounds by 3500. For example, if you are looking to lose ~0.8 lb per week, you need a weekly calorie deficit of 0.8 x 3500 = 2800 calories. Across the 7 days of the week this translates to a 2800 \( \div \) 7 = 400 calorie deficit per day.

When altering your diet, the calories per gram of macro value can be used to determine how much of any given macro must be cut to achieve the desired calorie change. If you needed to cut 400 calories per day and were doing so by reducing fats, 400 calories is approximately 400 \( \div \) 9 ~ 44g fat. Fat has 9 calories per gram, so dividing the calorie amount you need to change by the calories per gram of the macronutrient you will alter gives you the grams of macronutrient you must change. This can be done by modifying a single macro or a combination of macronutrients to achieve the desired calorie change.

Adjusting a Long Term Weight Maintenance Diet
(These instructions are not for a maintenance diet immediately following fat loss or muscle gain)

1. Construct an isocaloric diet.

2. Run this diet for three weeks, tracking weekly weight averages.

   a. If weight is within the acceptable +/- 1.25% range from your maintenance weight and weekly changes are close to zero on average, you are maintaining. Continue to track to confirm that weight stays steady.
b. If weekly weight changes across three weeks are showing an average increase, calculate the number of calories that would yield that average increase. For example, take the increases observed in Table 11.2 (muscle gain weight log: +1.3 lb from week 1 to 2 and -0.4 lb from week 2 to 3), and imagine these weigh-ins were collected on a maintenance diet. The average weekly weight gain here comes out to ~0.8 lb. In calories, 0.8 lb is roughly 3500 x 0.8 = 2800 calories—so in this example the maintenance calories were over by 2800 per week or 2800 \div 7 = 400 per day. In this case, 400 calories should be subtracted per day to achieve weight maintenance. Weight should then be monitored for another two to three weeks and adjusted again if needed.

c. If weekly changes across three weeks show an average decrease, calculate the number of calories that would yield that average decrease. For example, if someone trying to maintain weight observed the decreases in Table 11.3 (fat loss weight log: -1.3 lb from week 1 to 2 and -1.6 lb from week 2 to 3), the average weekly weight loss here is ~1.5 lb. In calories, 1.5 lb is roughly 3500 x 1.5 = 5250 calories—so in this example the maintenance calories were off by 5250 per week or 5250 \div 7 = 750 per day. In this case, 750 calories should be added per day to achieve weight maintenance. Again, weight should then be monitored for another two to three weeks and further adjustments made if needed.

**Adjusting a Fat Loss or Muscle Gain Diet**

1. Construct an isocaloric diet.

2. Add or subtract the daily calories needed to create your surplus or deficit. To do this, take your desired weekly percentage body weight change and convert to pounds. So if you weigh 155 and are looking to gain 0.5% body weight per week, this translates to ~0.8 lb per week. In calories this means you need 0.8 x 3500 = 2800 extra calories per week or 400 extra calories per day. If, on the other hand, you are looking to lose at a rate of 1% per week, this translates to ~1.5 lb per week. In calories this means you need a weekly deficit of 1.5 x 3500 = 5250 calories per week—a 750 calorie daily deficit. Adjust your daily maintenance intake according to the needed surplus or deficit.

3. Run this diet for three weeks.

   a. Similarly to your maintenance adjustment, if you find your target losses or gains are off, take the average observed weekly change and compare it to your desired weekly change. Make adjustments in daily calories accordingly. If your target weight loss per week is 1.5 lb and you find that after three weeks of tracking that you are losing only 1 lb per week on average, you need to decrease calories in
your diet enough to lose an extra 0.5 lb per week. In calories this is $3500 \times 0.5 = 1750$ calories. To subtract 1750 more calories per week $1750 \div 7 = 250$ calories per day need to be dropped.

4. Continue to assess weight changes across weeks and adjust when your desired pace of loss or gain slows on average across two or more weeks.

**Tips for Adjusting Calories via Macronutrients**

Calorie changes are created by increasing or decreasing the amount(s) of one or more macronutrients. Merely adjusting calories up or down without regard for macronutrient amounts would still result in weight changes, but body composition would not necessarily change as desired. For example, if calories were cut evenly from all macros to create a caloric deficit, the deficit would certainly result in tissue loss, but might cut protein below minimum levels resulting in muscle loss. Considering which macros to adjust when making adjustments to your diet is important business. We have discussed optimal and minimum macro amounts for various circumstances, training, and goals. These largely dictate the choice of which macros to cut or add when adjusting a diet, but preference and practicality should also be considered.

**Macro Adjustments During Fat Loss Phases**

Fats offer no unique physiological advantage when consumed over their minima on a fat loss diet, so cut fats first on hypocaloric diets. If further cuts are needed once fats are at minimum levels, another macro has to be considered. Protein is the most important macronutrient, so as long as this was not programmed above physiologically required levels from the start, it should be left alone. Carbohydrates are therefore the next to be cut. Once carbs are at their minimum for anti-catabolic effect and fats are at their minimum for health, individuals are generally at the tail end of their weight loss phase—going lower than this is seldom necessary. In some extreme cases (dieting in the last few weeks before a bodybuilding competition, for example), taking carbs all the way down to their sensible minimum (0.3g per pound of body weight per day, as recommended in Chapter 3) might be a necessary trade-off to complete the fat loss phase. If you are not a competitive bodybuilder and get to this point, it is probably time to end your diet and lose any remaining fat in a subsequent fat loss phase as pushing a diet this hard can lead to rebound weight gain.

**Macro Adjustments During Muscle Gain Phases**

Practicality can play a bigger role in food choice during muscle gain phases. As long as protein and carbohydrates are at the recommended anabolic levels and fat is at least at minimum levels
for health, the difference between adding calories via more fat, more carbs, or more protein is very small. Protein is the most expensive and most satiating of all the macros; so eating more of it is pricier and will make it harder to finish your meals, so we can probably rule protein out as a best choice. Choosing between adding carbs versus fats is a matter of trade-offs. The primary trade-off is optimal effect versus ease of adherence. Fats take up less space in the stomach and contain more calories per gram than carbs, but carbs are more anabolic. Table 11.4 lists the pros and cons of increasing calories via fats or carbs. Due to their anabolic potential, carbs should probably be added first, up until this becomes cumbersome enough to put adherence at risk, at which point further additions can come from fats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDING CALORIES VIA CARBS</th>
<th>ADDING CALORIES VIA FATS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTCOME PROS</strong></td>
<td><strong>OUTCOME CONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Allows for more anabolism***&lt;br&gt;***Anabolism is weighted heavier than other pros as it has a larger influence on outcome.</td>
<td>· Leads to slightly higher adiposity than excess carbs&lt;br&gt;- Less anabolism than with added carbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADHERENCE CONS</strong></td>
<td><strong>ADHERENCE CONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Higher volume makes it harder to consume as much</td>
<td>· Low-fat/high-carb food is less common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Low-fat/high-carb food is less common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 11.4** The benefit of adding calories via carbs versus fat on a muscle gain diet.
Transitioning from One Diet Phase to Another

There are several diet transitions that require different adjustments and we will go through instructions for each:

- Transitioning from Fat Loss to Maintenance
- Transitioning from Muscle Gain to Maintenance
- Transitioning from Fat Loss to Muscle Gain
- Transitioning from Muscle Gain to Fat Loss (to Mini-Cut)
- Transitioning from Fat Loss (Mini-Cut) to Muscle Gain

Transitioning from Fat Loss to Maintenance

1. Determine your current calorie intake as well as estimated average calorie maintenance requirements for your weight and training level from Table 10.1 in the previous chapter.

2. Find the calorie amount exactly between the above two values and increase your caloric intake accordingly. If your end-of-fat-loss-diet intake were 1500 calories on a light day and estimated light day calories from Table 10.1 for your new weight were 2500, you would begin eating 2000 calories on a light day to start maintenance.

3. Assess your weight for two weeks.

   a. If weight is maintained, wait another week and then increase calories by around 20% per day. Continue to do this every 3-4 weeks as long as weight is maintained and until calorie amounts are close to estimates in Table 10.1 for your new weight and level of daily training.

   b. If weight is still decreasing, assess the average decrease in pounds, convert to calories, and add this weekly amount. If your weight is still dropping by an average of 0.5 lb per week, add 3500 x 0.5 = 1750 calories per week. Once weight is stable for two to three weeks, follow instructions in sub point a.

   c. If weight is increasing, continue on the current diet until weight is steady for three weeks and then follow the instructions in sub point a.
Transitioning from Muscle Gain to Maintenance

When transitioning from a muscle gain phase to maintenance, your strategy will depend on whether you are still gaining at the end of your diet or not. In the latter, you can continue eating exactly as you are and maintain. Follow the instructions below in the former case:

1. If you are still gaining at the end of a muscle gain phase, you will need to reduce your caloric intake to get to an isocaloric state. We recommend calculating your weekly calorie surplus based on average weight gain over the final two weeks of mass, and decreasing your intake by that amount. If you were gaining ~0.8 lb per week on average at the end of your muscle gain phase, you will need to subtract 0.8 x 3500 = 2800 calories per week to be isocaloric.

2. Run this diet for three weeks.

3. Reassess average weight changes. If your weight is stable, you can continue this diet for the remainder of maintenance. If weight is decreasing or still increasing, alter calories accordingly, reassessing average changes every two to three weeks until your weight is stable.

Transitioning from Fat Loss to Muscle Gain

1. Eat at your estimated maintenance calories for your current body weight. Because you have been on a fat loss diet, your daily caloric needs for your current weight will be lower than expected and the estimated maintenance calories will therefore provide a surplus.

2. Run this diet for three weeks.

   a. If weight is increasing, carry on with this diet until pace slows for two to three weeks.

   b. If pace slows or is under target, calculate the needed calories to increase gains to the desired pace. If your target gain pace is 0.5% body weight (~0.8 lb) per week and you are gaining at an average pace of 0.4 lb per week over the last two weeks, you need to add enough calories to increase weight gain by another 0.4 lb per week. Additional calorie needs are therefore 3500 x 0.4 = 1400 calories per week or 1400 ÷ 7 = 200 calories per day.
Transitioning from Muscle Gain to Mini-Cut

1. Start with your current calorie intake (as if this were your maintenance) and follow instructions for adjusting a fat loss diet. The only difference between a minicut and a conventional cut is that target weight loss pace will be slightly faster as minicuts are meant to initiate rebound gain in a subsequent muscle gain phase.

Transitioning from Mini-Cut to Muscle Gain

1. Calculate your estimated maintenance calories based on body weight and activity levels and then add a surplus as you would when starting any muscle gain phase. Because of the short duration of the mini-cut, diet fatigue is less severe and your predicted maintenance calories should be fairly accurate.

2. Follow adjustment steps from the muscle gain diet section.

Weight gain and loss is a lot like launching a guided rocket to a target. The initial launch points the rocket in the right general direction, and then small adjustments keep the rocket on track from there. Nutrition is a bit like rocket science after all!
Chapter Summary

- Tracking body weight is your best means of assessing and adjusting any diet

- Body weight measurements should generally be taken 2-3 times per week under the same conditions to allow for average weekly comparisons

- During a weight maintenance phase body weight should remain stable within ± 1.25% of body weight over time on average

- Changes should never be made to a diet based on a single weigh in

- Two weeks of weight tracking are needed at minimum to establish weight change trends or lack thereof

- During fat loss and muscle gain phases, trend analysis is used to determine if the average change per week is congruent with the goals of the diet phase over time

- Adjusting any diet will be based on the needed changes in body weight, which can be converted into calorie and then into macronutrient adjustments
Chapter 12 Monitoring Body Composition Changes

While a bathroom scale is the perfect tool for assessing changes across the timescale of individual diets, body weight does not indicate muscle-to-fat tissue ratios. Taking measurement of our body composition occasionally is helpful in order to monitor long term progress. Before we go into the available metrics for this assessment, we will outline typical target body fat percentages for health and for performance in various sports.

Normative Standards in Body Composition

A socialite was once quoted as saying “You can never be too rich or too thin.” We can debate the accuracy of the “too rich” part, but science is quite clear that there is such as thing as “too thin” in terms of health and fitness. For some sports, such as bodybuilding and physique, “too lean” for best health is a state that can be safely reached only temporarily in order to step on stage and compete. For other sports such as powerlifting, higher body fats can support better leverages and recovery for good performance. When choosing a body composition goal you should first consider health and then sport performance and aesthetics according to your preferences. Please note that the following values and discussion is meant only for healthy adults. There are very different standards for children and other special populations such as pregnant women, nursing mothers, or those with medical issues.

Body Composition and Health

Males
Body fat recommendations differ for males versus females due primarily to differences in sex hormones and essential body fat. Males who want to prioritize health are best served keeping body fat between 10% and 20%. Some males who are genetically leaner may be able to safely maintain between 5-10% body fat, but for most, staying above 10% is best. Dropping below 5% very temporarily for physique competitions, photoshoots, or the like should pose no threat to health, so long as this leanness is not maintained longer than a few weeks. For males, body fat above 20% begins to correlate with negative long-term cardiometabolic health outcomes and by 30% body fat these risks start to increase more rapidly. Even at a healthy body fat percentage there is some risk of negative health outcomes with higher body weight, but gaining enough muscle to be at this risk is rare without anabolic steroids, which carry their own set of health risks (and legal risks in most countries).

Females
To prioritize health, females should maintain their body fat between 15% and 30%. Females have higher recommended body fat levels for best health because they have essential body fat required by their reproductive systems that males do not. When body fat percentage gets too low, it can result in amenorrhea (loss of menstruation) for females of childbearing age and
decreased estrogen levels that affect other hormones. Chronically low estrogen levels from excessively low body fat in females can negatively impact bone health, leading to increased risk of osteopenia and osteoporosis. On the other end, body fat levels over 30% for females start to correlate with negative health outcomes and these risks increase with body fat percentages from that point.

**Body Composition and Wellness**

Health and wellness are two aspects of overall well-being. In the context of body fat, health is how well your body systems are operating at a particular body fat percentage, while wellness is the quality of life you experience while maintaining at that point. For most, staying at the leanest end of the healthy body fat ranges requires the kind of meticulous dieting that saps a lot of joy and energy from the rest of life. On the other hand, body fat levels towards the upper end of the healthy ranges start to affect mobility and daily energy levels. Individual preference, sport needs, and genetics will help determine where within the healthy range you are most comfortable. In some cases one might put wellness aside for sport goals or put aesthetic ideals aside for a more enjoyable life.

**Body Composition and Performance**

Leanness levels optimal for sport are not always those best for health and wellness. Table 12.1 lists approximate body fat % ranges for best performance by sport and sex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport Category</th>
<th>Male Body Fat</th>
<th>Female Body Fat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physique Competition (temporary, on stage %)</td>
<td>Sub 5%*</td>
<td>6%-10%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance Running</td>
<td>5%-10%*</td>
<td>10%-15%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness Sport</td>
<td>5%-15%*</td>
<td>10%-20%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weightlifting/Powerlifting</td>
<td>10%-15%</td>
<td>15%-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court, Mat, and Field Sports</td>
<td>10%-15%</td>
<td>15%-25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongman/Strongwoman</td>
<td>15%-25%</td>
<td>20%-30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Keep in mind that these lower end body fat percentages are not generally maintained by athletes year round and are not ideal for health if maintained for more than a few weeks at a time. Physique competitors especially should not maintain the body fat percentages they reach for competition day any longer than necessary.

*Table 12.1* Body fat percentage ranges for best performance.
Some people are genetically predisposed to maintaining higher body fat percentages and may need to diet very hard to get to the above listed optima for their sport. If maintaining the recommended leanness for your sport is an endeavor that ends up degrading your performance, choose a body fat percentage somewhere between your natural default and the sport optimal range.

**Primary Body Composition Assessment Methods**

When muscle gain and fat loss phases are repeated across years, we may weigh more than when we started our fitness journey, but have a lower body fat percentage. This is where body composition tracking can be helpful for quantifying progress. There are quite a few tools available for assessing body composition. These tools have varying costs and accessibility as well as varying levels of accuracy, precision and reliability. Some methods are more informative and worthwhile than others; you should choose the most accurate and reliable option(s) available to you.

**Body Mass Index (BMI)**

*Description:* BMI is a value obtained by dividing a person’s body weight in kilograms by the square of their height in meters. These values are used to determine how likely it is that an individual of a certain height and weight is overfat. For example someone who is 250 lb and 6’8” is less likely to be overfat than someone who is the same weight at 4’8”. BMI classifications are as follows: Values under 18.5 kg/m² are considered underweight, values from 18.5 to 25 kg/m² are considered normal weight, values from 25 to 30 kg/m² are considered overweight, and values over 30 kg/m² are considered obese.

*Accessibility / cost:* If you have a scale, a calculator, and know your height you can easily calculate your own BMI in just a few minutes without any additional cost.

*Precision / Reliability / Accuracy:* The BMI value itself is very precise and reliable, but its meaning is not. A very lean muscular person often falls under the classification for overweight or obese using this scale, despite a low body fat percentage. There is no reliable formula for translating BMI values into body fat percentages. When estimating any one individual’s body fat, especially if they train with weights or play sports, BMI is very inaccurate. For estimating approximate body fat percentages in samples of thousands of people, BMI is a bit more accurate, but still mis-classifies subsets of the group.
**When to Use:**
Although cost-free and easy to calculate, because of its inaccuracy for individual body fat calculations, BMI is one of the less helpful means of assessing body composition. Your doctor or insurance agent might use it to assess the likelihood that you are overweight to the point of health risk, but BMI has little relevance for tracking physique and fitness changes.

**Body Circumference Methods**

**Description:**
You can measure your waist, hip, and other body part circumferences, and track these over time. Lost fat will result in decreasing numbers, though this can be confounded if muscle is also gained.

**Accessibility / Cost:**
If you have a tape measure you can obtain body part circumferences in several minutes. These measurements can be more difficult to do accurately on yourself, so you might need some help from a friend or family member.

**Precision / Reliability / Accuracy:**
Because exact placement and how tightly you squeeze the tape can alter the measurement, precision and reliability for this method is low. Some tape measures have a pressure moderator which obviates the tightness problem, but placement on the body is still an issue. Differences in water weight can also confound body part measurements. Waist circumference is more accurate than other body parts due to less muscle change confounds in that region—if you lose fat and gain arm muscle your numbers might not change, but abdominal muscles tend to grow less and will influence waist measurement much less than fat loss. This method does not translate well to body fat percentage, but can help you qualitatively determine whether you are growing or shrinking.

**When to Use:**
You can use circumference measures at the beginning and end of each diet phase. For example, you can measure your waist a week into fat loss (when body water has settled), and a week before the phase ends (before body water bounces back up from additional food).

**Tips on How to Use:**
Be as consistent as you can with pressure and placement. Standardized protocols for each measurement site have been developed, and can easily be found online. Having someone experienced administrate the measurement is even better. It is also helpful to standardize the time of day and level fullness and hydration you have when measuring. Using circumference measures too often does not provide meaningful data. Even once-weekly measures tell you more about how much body water you are carrying or how swollen your muscles are than they do how much fat you are losing. If you use this method, measuring every 2-4 months is best.
Rep Strength

Description:
The amount of weight you can lift for a certain number of consecutive repetitions (6-15 reps in particular) on familiar exercises can be a proxy for how muscular you are. Rep strength does not provide any information about body fat percentage, but loss of strength can be an indicator of muscle loss, particularly if this information is used in concert with another measure of body composition that supports the same conclusion.

Accessibility / Cost:
If you train regularly, you already have this information available.

Precision / Reliability / Accuracy:
Because your strength can vary from workout to workout and day to day, this is not a very precise method, and as mentioned cannot tell you anything about fat levels. Due to workout energy variance and the changing levels of fatigue, reliability of this method is low on a weekly scale, but over months and years you can draw some conclusions about muscle mass. This method is qualitatively accurate, in that steady long-term increases or decreases in rep strength usually indicate muscle gain or loss respectively. It is important to note however that strength gains and losses are not always due to muscle mass changes. Quantitatively it gives us little information regarding the amount of muscle lost or gained and gives no information about body fat levels.

When to Use:
This method can be used as an indicator of muscle retention. It is best to compare rep strength month to month. Using it any more frequently is going to tell you a lot more about your fatigue states than about your muscle mass levels. It is also best to use in combination with other measures since strength changes without muscle mass change do occur. A good time to use this method is during a fat loss diet; you can use rep strength maintenance as decent assurance that muscle is being maintained. Although a loss in rep strength from month to month does not definitively mean loss of muscle, it can at least prompt further investigation. Likewise, rep strength increases on a weight gain phase are a good sign (though not definitive evidence) that muscle growth is happening.

Tips on How to Use:
Keep a journal of your training numbers and current body weight, especially on the basic movements like squats, pull-ups, benches, shoulder presses, upright rows, curls, and so on. If your body weight is going down month to month but your strength for reps is stable or increasing slowly, you are almost certainly maintaining your muscle. If you are losing rep strength within 5% of your best efforts, you might just be fatigued temporarily from a hypocaloric diet, and not actually losing any muscle. If you have lost 10% or more of your strength, then you are more likely to be losing muscle and need to reassess your diet strategy. Conversely, if you are not gaining rep strength month to month on a muscle gain phase, you are not likely gaining muscle. Do not use rep strength with novel moves, because most of the monthly improvement
will be technique-based (you will get better at the movement and be able to lift more because of this efficiency) and may not reflect muscle mass changes.

**Progress Photos**

*Description*: Comparing photos of your body over time can give you a rough idea of body composition changes.

*Accessibility / Cost*: A camera and the same clothes and lighting are all that are needed for this assessment.

*Precision / Reliability / Accuracy*: Even with before and after pictures in the same clothes and same light, this method is entirely subjective. The angle of the camera and hydration levels can alter your appearance in photos. Photos can be more useful for those who have had their body fat measured with other devices and know what they look like at certain levels of leanness. For example, a bodybuilder might know from previous measurements that when his top abs show up, he is at around 15% body fat. Many people, regardless of experience, can have trouble making self assessments. Finding a coach or honest friend to help judge comparisons can be helpful.

*When to Use*: Using progress photos can be a supplemental way to validate scale changes across a diet. They can also be a qualitative means of visualizing aesthetic changes across months and years. Photographs cannot be used to precisely determine body fat percentages or to quantify muscle gain, but they can be reassuring when scale results are confusing.

*Tips on How to Use*: Taking photos in the same bathing suit or underwear, in the same place, with the same lighting, and at the same angle will help standardize your pictures for better analysis. Visual changes may be best observed every 4 weeks or so, since changes on a shorter scale might be difficult to discern. That being said, subjective measures like photo assessment cannot compete with objective tests.

**Skinfold Analysis**

*Description*: A special caliper device is used to pinch and measure the thickness of folds of skin at standardized locations on the body. More fat under the skin makes these folds thicker and equations are used to estimate body fat based on these measurements. Individual distribution of fat can alter these results in some cases as can variations in caliper use technique and exact placement of calipers. There are two main approaches to using calipers. The first is having a professional do a conventional full 3 or 7 site test. The second is to perform a single site test on
yourself. The latter, while even less accurate than a 3 or 7 site test, can be used to track relative changes. In this case, ignore the percentage calculated and just assess how it changes over time.

Accessibility / Cost:
Calipers can be purchased online for anywhere from around $30-$100. Skinfold analysis is best done by a highly experienced practitioner. Unfortunately, most people and even personal trainers who are not trained in skinfold analysis cannot perform this test reliably. A proper 3 or 7 site skinfold test amounts to about 15 minutes of you standing in your underwear with a trained expert.

Precision / Reliability / Accuracy:
When used correctly, calipers can be fairly precise and very reliable. Reliability depends on the person applying the calipers; having the same person apply the test the same way each time is best. Skinfold analysis cannot determine extremely accurate body fat percentage values, but can be used to reliably track trends.

When to Use:
Caliper assessment will give you a general idea of trends when done every 6 months to a year. Self tests can be done weekly to track relative changes as well.

Tips on How to Use:
All of the skinfold sites have standardized measurement protocols, which can be easily found online. When doing your own caliper measurements, make sure to measure in the same location each time using the same protocols. The spot an inch directly to the left or right of your belly button is an easy to use and easy to replicate measurement site. Again, this measurement will not accurately tell you how lean you are, but the changes over time can give you an idea of which direction you are trending. Another option is to measure your skinfold values and correlate them occasionally with a more reliable measure of body fat such as a DEXA scan (to be covered shortly). Once you have a general idea of what skinfold measurements correlate with what body fat percentages according to the DEXA scan, you can begin to use skinfold values to more reliably estimate your leanness. If skinfold measurement will be your primary means of assessing body composition, get measured by the same trained professional every time and avoid getting measured more than twice per year as the variability in the measurement calculations is too large to accurately reveal changes on a smaller scale.

Bioelectric Impedance Analysis (BIA)

Description:
BIA works by sending a harmless electrical current through your body and measuring it as it comes back out. Because fat impedes current more than lean tissue, the more current the machine detects, the less fat it estimates you have. BIA machines range from hand held options to tools imbedded in bathroom scales, to standing four point measurement systems. Inbody scans, Tanita scales, and Omron handheld devices are common options.
**Accessibility / Cost:**
You can find BIA devices at many gyms and supplement stores, purchase handheld options, or get a bathroom scale that includes one. It takes just a few minutes to take the BIA test and get a reading. Costs range from around $35 to $50 to own a device or pay for a scan.

**Precision / Reliability / Accuracy:**
BIA is not very precise; its estimate can be off by up to 10% from your actual body fat percentage. It is decently reliable. If you standardize your body water content for every measurement, you can get a reasonable idea of trends in body fat changes using BIA. This is because each measurement should be off by a similar amount, allowing relative changes to be tracked despite inaccurate body fat percentage values.

**When to Use:**
You can use a BIA at the beginning and end of any major diet phase if you do not have access to any more precise measurement devices; just take the exact numbers with a grain of salt and look only at relative changes.

**Tips on How to Use:**
As mentioned earlier, keeping a similar hydration level at each measurement will help reduce variability. If you need accurate body fat measures, the BIA is not a good choice, but it can be useful for trend analysis across a dieting phase.

**Air Displacement Plethysmography Device (Bod Pod)**

**Description:**
This method measures air displaced by your body inside a chamber to determine body volume. The device then uses this information in conjunction with your body weight to estimate your body density. Because body fat is less dense than bones, organs, and muscle; equations can be used to predict how much of you is fat and how much is lean tissue. This results in a body fat percentage estimate.

**Accessibility / Cost:**
Bod pods can often be found in bigger cities and on college campuses. Most facilities will charge $30 to $100 for a test. The whole test takes about 15 minutes and requires you to be in minimal, tightly fitted clothing with a swim cap to make sure that hair and clothing do not contribute much to your volume measurement.

**Precision / Reliability / Accuracy:**
If the bod pod is maintained and calibrated properly and if tests are run under consistent conditions, measurements are fairly precise and very reliable. As usual for body fat measurements, accuracy is not perfect—though this method is more accurate than any we have discussed so far.
When to Use:
Similar to caliper tests, bod pod assessments are best done twice a year so that body changes are large enough to be assessed over the measurement error of this test. Those who are uncomfortable in enclosed spaces might struggle with this test as it requires they be locked in a small, enclosed space for several minutes.

Tips on How to Use:
The test administrator will give you all needed instructions. Bring form fitting clothes and be prepared to sit very still for a few minutes during the test.

Underwater Weighing / Hydrostatic Testing

Description:
In this test you are dunked underwater and weighed while submerged. Because we know the density of water very well, how much you weigh underwater tells us how dense you are which allows us to estimate your lean tissue to fat ratio.

Accessibility / Cost:
There are only a small handful of these setups left. They were more common in the past, especially in exercises science laboratories, and you could pay for a test, but this is much less common today. The reason for this is that the more recently developed bod pod gives very similar results, but is simpler to use and maintain. For hydrostatic testing the participant must remain completely still, holding their breath underwater for 5-10 seconds after exhaling fully. Where hydrostatic testing still exists, costs are around $100 per test.

Precision / Reliability / Accuracy:
Precision and reliability for hydrostatic testing is similar to bod pod when done under consistent conditions. Accuracy is also similarly low, but trending changes across a year can be accurately assessed.

When to Use:
Underwater weighing is best used twice per year to assess larger changes in body composition. If you cannot swim or are uncomfortable exhaling and holding your breath underwater this is probably not the best test for you.

Tips on How to Use:
The test administrator will give you all needed instructions. Bring a bathing suit and a towel.

Dual Emission X-Ray Absorptiometry (DEXA)

Description:
A DEXA machine scans your body with two x-rays of different energy levels and assesses how much these are absorbed by your tissue. Bones, other lean tissue, and fat each have different
rates of absorption. The energy remaining after the rays have passed through your body can be used in conjunction with your body weight to estimate amounts of each type of tissue. Because the DEXA scan can separate bone from other lean tissue and fat, your bone mineral density can also be assessed—an important measure for health.

**Accessibility / Cost:**
Most hospitals and many universities have DEXA scanners. Various companies also offer DEXA scans from their facilities or out of mobile trucks. Scans are generally under $100 per scan. Most DEXA scans require you to lie still for about 10 minutes while a scanner passes over your body.

**Precision / Reliability / Accuracy:**
The DEXA scan is currently the most accurate method of body fat testing available to consumers. Estimated variability is around plus or minus 4%. If you get scans done under similar conditions, results are fairly precise and quite reliable. Results will vary somewhat even at the same body fat percentage between fully loaded and depleted glycogen conditions or between fully hydrated and dehydrated conditions.

**When to Use:**
Though the DEXA does expose you to x-rays, you get more radiation from a day at the beach and much more on an intercontinental flight than you do from a DEXA scan, so safety is not an issue. DEXA can track fat levels more accurately than muscle levels since glycogen and water changes affect fat less than muscle tissue. DEXA scans for fat totals in pounds can be done every few months for a reliable picture of fat changes. To assess muscle changes, which are slower and more easily affected by other variables, twice per year is probably best practice.

**Tips on How to Use:**
The test administrator will give you all needed instructions. If you are over 230 lb, you might need to find a larger than standard DEXA so that you fit into the scanning area. As with any x-ray technology, consult a medical professional prior to scheduling a scan.

**Visual Densitometry**
Light absorption imaging technologies are not new, but using optical properties of body tissue for body composition analysis is still developing at the time of this writing. Tissues of different densities absorb, scatter, and reflect light to different degrees. The visual densitometry method takes advantage of this to measure tissue densities and in conjunction with your weight, calculate relative amounts of lean and fat tissue. Some visual densitometry devices are becoming commercially available as of this writing, but until this technology is further vetted by exercise scientists, it is not yet recommended. Within the next 5-10 years, due to its ease of use and potential precision, visual densitometry may become one of the prevalent forms of body composition assessment.
Using Body Composition Assessment in Practice

Weighing yourself 2-3x a week to obtain averages is an important part of tracking short term progress over individual diet phases. Monitoring long term body composition requires one or more of the methods discussed in the previous section. Table 12.2 breaks down the timescales and usefulness of some of these methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Method</th>
<th>Assessment Timescale</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Progress Photos / Body Circumference</td>
<td>Every 4 weeks</td>
<td>Progress photos and body circumference measures can help you qualitatively monitor fat loss. Muscle gain is harder to track with these methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep Strength</td>
<td>Every mesocycle</td>
<td>Track every workout and note best efforts at training peaks and see how they compare to previous peaks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skinfold</td>
<td>As often as weekly</td>
<td>Can give you a relative idea of body fat trends in conjunction with other measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIA</td>
<td>Every diet phase</td>
<td>Can give an idea of relative changes from the start to end of a diet phase. Exact number cannot be trusted, but direction of change is usually reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEXA/Bod Pod/Hydrostatic</td>
<td>Every 3-6 months</td>
<td>When done under similar conditions each time, these are the best methods for tracking long term body composition changes accurately</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12.2 Recommended assessment timescales and some notes on each of the methods for assessing body composition. DEXA is the most accurate, accessible, and reliable method for tracking body composition changes, but if you have access to a Bod Pod or Hydrostatic testing, these are quite good options as well. Other methods, such as BIA, skinfold analysis, rep strength assessments, progress photos, and body circumference measures can also be useful, but should be taken with a grain of salt and used in conjunction with each other to determine relative progress.

When Progress is Lacking

If you are gaining too much fat or not gaining muscle on a hypercaloric phase or not losing fat or losing too much muscle on a hypocaloric phase, changes to your diet and training need to be made. You should not conclude that any of these problems are occurring based on one
measurement point or one type of measurement alone. Conclusions should be based on several measures over time using more than one measurement tool.

We can feel more confident that diet adjustments are needed when multiple measurements suggest the same conclusion. For example, if your rep strength has decreased across three mesocycles in a row, it is likely that something needs to change. Even if you are using the most precise and accurate measure, more than one data point should be considered before drawing conclusions. Even a DEXA scan can be off for a single reading, but if two scans in a row show the opposite trend from your goals, you might need to reevaluate your approach.

Even if several measures in a row using one measurement method suggest something is wrong, it is wise to confirm using other measurement techniques as well. For example, if your rep strength is not improving, you do not look any bigger in photo comparisons, and your scale based BIA shows no lean tissue changes, you probably are not gaining much muscle. If only one of your measures suggests movement in the right direction, waiting longer to draw conclusions is a good idea.

If your goals are not being met, your first move should be to review your diet and training programs to ensure that they are being executed correctly and that there are no extenuating circumstances at play. For example, if you are not gaining much muscle on a series of weight gain phases, make sure you are adherent to your diet plan, your stress levels are in check, you are getting good sleep, and your training structure is appropriate for hypertrophy and so on. If all your highest priority diet principles are on point, your training is well designed, and you are very consistent in your adherence, your next move might be to recalibrate your goals. After the first five years of diet and training, progress will begin to slow substantially and your goals should reflect this.
Chapter Summary

- A periodic body composition analysis is the only way to quantify changes in muscle mass and body fat over time

- Sport specificity aside, men and women who strive to be healthy and fit should maintain a body fat percentage between 10-20% or 15-30% respectively

- There are numerous body composition assessments, all of which can vary in their accuracy, reliability, cost, and practicality

- The DEXA scan is currently the most accurate and accessible means of assessing body composition

- Definitive conclusions about body composition cannot be gleaned from any single measurement alone, and often need corroboration from multiple assessments using different methods over time to become clear
Chapter 13 Special Diet Circumstances

The preceding chapters have provided a thorough roadmap to building a basic diet that can be altered for fat loss or muscle gain and encompass many levels of physical activity and different scheduling. However, there are circumstances, schedules, and medical conditions that require additional diet adjustments for best results.

Twice Daily Training

Training twice a day will not make you bigger, faster, stronger, or leaner—unless you recover enough from one training session to have a productive second training session, and recover enough from both sessions and across the week to make best rates of progress over the long term. Without good recovery, training twice per day can be worse for your progress than not training at all. Twice per day training can be very productive for muscle growth when well timed and well fueled. Minimizing this interference between sessions and maximizing recovery from both sessions can accommodate productive twice-daily training.

Training and Meal Timing Strategies

Ideally you will be well fueled before your first training session (have had at least one meal), have a meal or two between training sessions to recover, and have at least two meals after your last training session to replenish nutrients and help with recovery. This assumes five to six meals per day, which is recommended when training more than once per day.

The more intense workout should be programmed in the first session. If you have some heavy lifts to do and then a lighter cardio session or higher volume technique work, program your heavy session first. It is more difficult to do workouts of high intensity when fatigued compared to voluminous or cardio based workouts. The consequences of failing a heavy lift are also worse than failing at push-ups, so this recommendation improves both training quality and safety.

Scheduling in the real world is not always flexible enough for perfection. We recommend that you prioritize keeping your sessions as far from each other as you can if you cannot keep the ideal schedule described above. There are other strategies that can further support the effectiveness of training two times per day.
Intra and Post Workout Shakes

Your first training session will use up your muscle glycogen and these stores must be refilled for recovery and to fuel your next training session. Drinking a workout shake containing quickly digesting carbohydrates (Gatorade, etc.) during and right after training helps with this. Fast digesting carbohydrates spare some of your muscle glycogen by making glucose readily available in the bloodstream to be taken up and stored in your muscles—replacing what is being lost. Further, the most efficient time for glycogen resynthesis occurs during and immediately after training, so there is no more effective time to consume carbs.

High Glycemic Carb Intakes Between Sessions

The time window for efficient glycogen reloading is limited and the need to restore fuel sources is particularly high when training twice per day. High glycemic index carbs have been shown to reload muscle glycogen more efficiently than low glycemic index carbs. Avoiding fat and fiber in the between-training meals also increases digestion speed. This is especially useful when there is limited time between the first and second training session and the need to maximize glycogen reloading is high. Hydration during the inter-workout period is also important for maximal uptake of glucose. About 3g of water are required per gram of glycogen to be synthesized in muscle or liver cells.

Assigning Carbohydrate Amounts for Twice per Day Training

Recall from Chapter 10 that we can assign training day carbohydrates based on the general workload classifications of light, moderate, and hard. Generally speaking, when training twice per day, carbs will be assigned at least according to the hardest workout of the day, if not more. In other words, a day with two light sessions or a moderate and a light session would both be treated as moderate. A hard and a light session would be treated as hard. Very hard training days, when a hard and moderate or two hard workouts are performed require a bit more carbohydrate. In these cases we multiply hard day carbohydrate recommendations by 1.15. See Table 13.1 for a list of these recommendations.
### Table 13.1

This table gives training day classifications for twice a day training according to the two individual workouts performed on that day.

You may wonder why carbohydrate alteration for a second hard training is only a 15% increase from one hard training session. Recall that the carbohydrates being discussed here are for a full day, and most go towards energy needs across the 20+ non-training hours. Further, it has been shown that as workout volumes increase to very high levels, NEAT typically falls drastically for the rest of the day. This reduces baseline expenditure during non-training hours and makes our additional 15% carbohydrate increase sufficient to fuel the second training session.

### Other Special Timing Considerations

#### First-Thing Training

If you wake less than an hour before training, there is not enough time to eat a pre-training meal with the recommended percentage of daily carbs. You can still consume those carbs in liquid form in a workout shake to get a similar effect. Additionally, you can increase the whey protein content of your shake to match pre-training meal amounts. Start sipping your shake when you wake and finish it during your workout. Since this shake will be lacking the small amount of fat you may usually have in your pre-training meal, you can simply move those fats to a later meal.
Late Evening Training

Sometimes life and scheduling leave people with no choice but to train right before bed. While this is not the best option, it is better than not training. The downside is that both the post-workout meal and your bedtime meal need to be squeezed in at essentially the same time. This can leave the earlier meals of the day much more spread out. Not eating, or eating very little after nighttime training will significantly impede muscle growth, retention, and recovery, so it is likely best to trade the downsides of a hungrier day and fuller evening for progress. There are some steps you can take to minimize discomfort. Increasing the protein and carb content of your workout shake (taking protein and carbs from the post-training meal) can make the amount of food you need to consume between training and bedtime less ominous. Moving all fats to earlier meals can help a bit with hunger across what will likely be longer meal intervals. Skipping veggies in the post-workout meal can also help (you will feel less ‘stuffed’ and one meal without veggies on training days is unlikely to result in any vitamin or other deficiency).

Skipped Meal

If you miss a meal on a maintenance or muscle gain diet, just spreading the macros of that meal over the next several meals is a fine solution. On a fat loss diet, you can do the same, or, if you are not overly hungry, you can eat the protein from the missed meal when you remember and skip the fat and carbs. This is not recommended as a regular habit, but if done occasionally it will have limited detrimental effect.

Vegan Diets

Although arguably noble and potentially healthy, switching to a diet free of animal products is not—contrary to popular belief—a nutritional cure-all. For every benefit vegans and vegetarians stand to gain, there is a nutritional inadequacy they will need to address with careful dieting and supplementation. This lifestyle is likely beneficial to the environment, is obligatory if your personal morals oppose harming animals, and if done well can support health and fitness. For lacto-ovo vegetarians, eating for best fitness and health outcomes is a bit easier as dairy and eggs can provide much of the vitamins, minerals, and high quality protein that vegans will need to carefully manage or supplement.

Protein

Most vegan protein is either deficient in some essential amino acids or poorly digested and absorbed by humans. The latter is due to the cellulose content of plant matter. Some exceptions such as mycoprotein, nutritional yeast, and soy exist, but most vegans will want to acquire
protein from multiple sources. To ensure enough protein is absorbed and sufficient amounts of all essential amino acids are consumed throughout the day, increasing protein intake by 20% from the recommended range for your sport and personal goals is a good idea. If you are a competitive vegan athlete or want to achieve maximum body composition changes as a vegan, ensuring complete protein intake at each meal can give you an edge. While making sure all essential aminos are in included in every meal is not mandatory for health, the small difference it may make can accumulate over time for better long term muscle retention or growth.

**Carbs**

Carb source recommendations for vegans are not any different from general recommendations. What may differ is that many vegan protein sources contain ancillary carbs that will go towards total carbohydrate counts when performing macro calculations.

**Fats**

Vegan sources of fat are plant based and therefore tend to be mainly monounsaturated and polyunsaturated, making healthy fat intake easier on a vegan diet. There is currently a popular belief that coconut oil is particularly healthy, but coconut based fats are perhaps the least healthy vegan fat option as they contain saturated fats (which is rare in plants). Coconut oil has even more saturated fat than butter or beef fat. As with non-vegan diets, avocados, vegetable oils, and nuts and nut butters are generally the best options. Even most processed vegan food is free of trans fats and low in saturated fat, making it easier to avoid these less healthy fats.

**Mixed Macro Protein Sources**

Many vegan protein sources also contain a significant amount of carbs. These must be counted towards daily macros and make diet calculations a bit more complex. Particularly on a hypocaloric diet, fat amounts may need to be set lower from baseline to account for these extra carbs within the CCH. Many vegan protein sources, particularly the processed ones like tempeh and mock meats have extra fats in addition to extra carbs. On hypocaloric diets, eating leaner protein options and getting fats from other individual sources helps increase food volume and make meals a bit more appealing. If all of your macros for a single meal come from a single source, dropping that macro-packed veggie burger on your plate with nothing else can be demoralizing. In contrast, when overly full on a hypercaloric diet, vegan protein options packed with carbs and fats can make the extra eating less oppressive.
Supplementation Differences

For best fitness and health outcomes, the vegan diet requires supplementation. Even when sourced primarily from whole food with a good variety of fruits, vegetables and vegan protein sources, the vegan diet will lack important components. The following is a list of micronutrients often missing from a vegan diet that may require supplementation.

Zinc
Vegans need about 40% more zinc than omnivores. The ~50mg per day recommended zinc for vegans can be consumed via careful assessment of values in foods or via supplementation.

Iron
Vegans should consume ~13mg of iron per day—twice the dose of iron recommended for people who consume animal products. This is because vegans get less iron in general and because plant derived iron (non-heme iron) is not as easily absorbed.

Vitamin D
Research on best recommended vitamin D supplementation is ongoing for vegans and athletes. Current data suggest assessing blood levels of vitamin D in individuals and supplementing at higher values (up to 5000 IU per day) when deficiencies are more extreme.

Calcium
Calcium recommendations for vegans are the same as for omnivores (1000mg per day), but vegans have to work a bit harder to reach this amount. Plant-based sources of calcium include beans, pulses/legumes, and green vegetables. Broccoli, bok choy and kale are great choices. Spinach and arugula also contain calcium, but along with oxalate, which impedes calcium absorption. Careful food choices and tracking of calcium intake are recommended.

B-12
B-12 is found primarily in meat and dairy. One vegan protein source that is usually fortified with B-12 is nutritional yeast. (Algae should not be used as a source of B-12, as most of it contains factors that hinder B-12 absorption). Recommended dosage for adults is 2.4-2.8μg per day.

Creatine
Creatine is found in animal products, but the type sold as a powder supplement is created in the lab without the use of animal products and so is 100% vegan. Although vegans can live without this supplement, it may improve fitness and physique results to a greater extent for them compared to meat eaters. Vegans and vegetarians typically have lower muscle creatine levels and increasing creatine load in the muscle can facilitate better resistance training performance resulting in better response and adaptation. Creatine monohydrate should be consumed at the same dosage as recommended for omnivores (3 g per 100 lb body weight per day) as the loading and maintenance process will be the same regardless of starting concentrations.
Creatine must be taken consistently as maintaining constant creatine saturation in the muscles provides the best benefit.

**Female-Specific Nutrition**

**Dieting During Conception**

If the body is changing in weight, especially if it is losing weight, fertility declines. When weight is stable and nutrients are plentiful, the chances for a successful pregnancy increase. Body fat itself is also important for fertility. Body fat levels between 20% and 35% usually best support hormone levels that increase chances of conception.

**Nutrition During Pregnancy**

A medical professional is always your best source of nutrition information during pregnancy. The information provided here is very general and your doctor’s advice should always take precedence over general guidelines from any book. You should not diet for body composition changes, fitness, and especially not for weight loss during pregnancy. The health and growth of your baby should be the only goal of your nutrition during pregnancy. Weight gain during pregnancy is expected and necessary. Typical weight gain across the entire first trimester is around 2-4 lb, but weight gain increases to about 1 lb per week in the second and third trimesters. This means that your average daily calorie surplus at this time is around 500 calories. Eating at your maintenance macro intake with whole, healthy foods and adding 500 calories or so from foods you crave can be an easy, healthy, and enjoyable way to fill the surplus need. Pregnancy weight gain should result in roughly 20-40 lb. (On the higher end of this range if you tended to stay on the lower end of body fat range before pregnancy and visa versa). A rough estimation of where this weight comes from is listed below:

- 8-10 lb from fat tissue
- 6-8 lb from the baby itself
- 1-2 lb from breast volume
- 6-8 lb from blood and body fluids
- 2-3 lb from amniotic fluid
- 2-4 lb from placenta and uterus growth
While pregnant, eat healthy, eat well, and listen to your doctor. Pregnancy is not the time to be concerned with fitness and physique goals.

**Dieting Post-Delivery**

Immediately after delivering, time is needed for healing and recovering before any weight loss dieting is attempted. First, your body needs calories to heal from giving birth, your hormones need time to return to a normal baseline, and you need to be cleared by your doctor to do the hypertrophy training needed to prevent muscle loss on a hypocaloric diet. Even if you could start a fat loss diet right after delivery, assessing weight changes would be nearly impossible thanks to larger than normal water weight shifts in the weeks after childbirth. Your doctor will clear you for full activity at some point after having a baby, at which point you can consider beginning a weight loss diet. This typically happens around 4-6 weeks after the delivery.

**Dieting While Breastfeeding**

Generating breast milk requires about 500-650 extra calories per day in addition to your maintenance calories. This decreases as your baby begins to eat other foods in addition to breast milk for their nutritional needs. It is recommended that you get the extra calories mainly from healthy whole foods during this time.

Protein should be increased by around 25g per day from your recommended daily total to support milk production. Once you are cleared for activity and start a fat loss diet, it is recommended that you lose no more than 1% body weight per week as long as you are breastfeeding in order to maintain an adequate, healthy milk supply. During this time, keep an eye on milk production. Speak with your doctor and reduce weight loss pace or end the fat loss phase if milk production is suffering. Your baby’s health should be your first priority. More information on this topic can be found in *Renaissance Woman*.

**Dieting During and After Menopause**

Resting metabolic rate and hormone levels decrease during menopause—the former is mainly mediated by muscle loss throughout life, so weight training can do a great deal to limit this effect in women. In other words, if women lift weights they tend to preserve more muscle mass, have higher metabolic rates after menopause, and are able to eat more while maintaining weight as they age.

Along with lifting, increases in calcium and vitamin D can support bone health in postmenopausal women. Taking care to get fats from unsaturated sources and to eat plenty of whole grains, fruits, and vegetables is even more important after menopause as declining estrogen production increases cardiovascular disease risk. Increasing soy intake might also
reduce blood pressure and help with hot flashes, as phytoestrogens in soy can simulate the effects of estrogen in the body to some small extent.

The important thing to note is that age has less an impact on fitness related goals for women compared to men and is largely mediated by muscle loss (which can be prevented to a large extent with weight training). Older women may not gain muscle as quickly or recover as well as they did when they were younger, but making body composition and fitness progress is still very much possible and has added health benefits.

Hormone therapy during and post-menopause is also an option. Such therapy is not for everyone, but can make a big difference for some in terms of potential for body composition change and is something to consider discussing with your doctor.

**Youth Nutrition Considerations**

**Diets for Young Athletes**

Nutritional recommendations for young athletes focus primarily on helping kids develop healthy eating habits. When teaching children and young people about nutrition, classifying any food as “good” or “bad” should be avoided. Such extreme ideas can contribute to negative relationships with food where some foods are taboo and guilt-inducing even in moderation. Our best advice is to try to encourage positive, inclusive moderation for less healthy foods rather than negative, exclusive avoidance or elimination.

Calorie intake needs vary drastically for children because of body size differences, activity levels, and growth rates. A pediatrician can tell you how your child’s weight and growth rates compare to averages and give advice on how to modulate your child’s eating habits when needed. If your child is somewhat overweight, lowering calories is not recommended in most cases. Encouraging or increasing physical activity and adjusting their diet toward healthier foods are best recommendations. A growth spurt will often follow weight gain, so it is rare that a child should be put on a calorie restricted diet. Because children are still growing, hypocaloric diets are almost never a good idea. Too much weight monitoring and diet structure are not generally necessary or healthy for children as long as they are eating mainly healthy and staying active; over-monitoring and structuring a child’s diet can encourage unhealthy eating patterns as they develop.

As a child grows, their body weight increases and their protein needs increase accordingly. Between 0.5 and 1.0g of protein per pound of body weight per day is a healthy range for most children. This recommendation is the same for both males and females. Carbohydrates should contribute to at least half of a child’s daily calories, mostly from whole grains, fruits, fruit juices, and vegetables. Carbs should be eaten with nearly every meal, and spread evenly throughout
the day. Whole fruit should be chosen more often than fruit juices, but excess fiber can cause gastrointestinal distress more readily in children than adults. For this reason up to half of a child’s carb intake can come from white breads, pasta, and white rice to allow the consumption of enough carbs without overloading on fiber. Fats are also critical to proper growth and development. Polyunsaturated fats in particular and especially the essential fats are important for brain and nervous system development. It is likely wise to limit saturated fat intakes to 10% or less of total calories while keeping total fats at around one third of total calories.

Work with your pediatrician to make sure your kids are not excessively over or under-weight and are getting their nutritional needs met while being positive about food and discouraging avoidance practices. This will set your children up for higher levels of athletic performance, better health and positive eating habits. For more information on nutrition for young athletes, see Fueling the Adolescent.

**Dieting With Select Health Issues**

**Hypothyroidism**

Hypothyroidism is an autoimmune disease in which the body’s immune system attacks its own thyroid hormones. The thyroid gland initially compensates by ramping up hormone production but eventually becomes overstressed resulting in lower overall thyroid hormone levels. Effects of this disease include impaired glucose control and weight gain. Prescription of synthetic thyroid hormones can be an effective treatment for some. Outside of medical treatment, making healthy diet adjustments can help control symptoms and improve longevity. More evenly distributed carb intake and lower daily carb totals can help with better blood glucose control. Increases in healthy fat consumption can be used to make up for the missing carb calories.

Unfortunately, hypothyroidism increases cardiovascular disease risk as does the often associated weight gain. For these reasons, lower than average recommended body fat percentages can help improve health outcomes in those with hypothyroidism. Between 16% and 25% body fat for females and 6% to 15% body fat for males is recommended. Speaking to your doctor about drug treatment as well as the above diet modification recommendations can help maintain lower body fat percentages.

**Hyperthyroidism**

Hyperthyroidism is a condition in which the thyroid gland over-secretes thyroid hormones. This can greatly increase energy and glucose utilization in the body, leading to constant risk of liver glycogen depletion and hypoglycemia. If the individual is not sufficiently well fed, tissue wasting (rapid fat and muscle loss) may result. The most common recommendation for hyperthyroidism is increased calories. More protein is needed to offset muscle loss risk, more carbs are needed
to provide enough blood glucose and glycogen to maintain activity levels and mental acuity, and more fats can make the calorie increases tolerable. Higher carbs not only spare muscle protein from being used for energy, but they can also be consumed in much higher amounts pre-, intra-, and post-workout to supply enough energy and fuel for recovery and productive training.

Individuals with hyperthyroidism will require more calories compared to peers with similar body size and activity at every stage of the diet process. This is pretty convenient during weight loss, as only a minor calorie restriction (provided protein is kept high) will result in rapid fat loss. On the other hand, simply maintaining weight can be a chore due to the amount of food that must be eaten. Muscle gain can be oppressively difficult with hyperthyroidism as it requires extremely high calories to overcome the body’s rapid metabolic rate. Those with overactive thyroids will often need to use every hunger promotion tactic from Chapter 8 and a great deal of willpower in order to gain.

**Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome (PCOS)**

PCOS is an endocrine disorder that causes ovarian cysts. PCOS causes a host of unpleasant symptoms, some of which are relevant to fitness goals including decreased metabolic rate (up to 20% fewer calories than their non-PCOS counterparts) and insulin resistance. A diet with fewer calories and evenly distributed carbs across meals is recommended. Abstaining from higher glycemic carbs is also a good idea. For weight loss purposes, carb cuts to reduce calories might precede healthy fat cuts in those with PCOS. Staying active also directly improves insulin sensitivity and promotes weight loss, which indirectly further improves insulin sensitivity. Medical treatment can include birth control to regulate the timing of periods, metformin for insulin and blood sugar control, and appetite suppressing medication. A trained dietician and medical doctor should approve any diet plan for those with PCOS.

**Type 1 Diabetes**

Type 1 Diabetes is also commonly called “juvenile onset diabetes” because it affects children in late childhood or early teen years. It is an autoimmune disease whereby the body’s own immune system attacks and destroys the beta cells of the pancreas. This makes the pancreas unable to produce insulin and therefore unable to transport of glucose into most of the body’s cells.

The most relevant and common medical treatment for Type 1 Diabetes is insulin injection to introduce the insulin that is not being produced internally. This means that diet must be coordinated with injections because otherwise a potentially fatal imbalance of insulin and blood sugar may occur. If insulin is injected, but no food is eaten (specifically carbohydrate), blood sugar levels can get dangerously low. This is why those injecting insulin are advised against skipping meals and should eat meals rich in slow-digesting, high-fiber carbs. This includes consuming predominantly whole grains, fruits, and vegetables for carbs and avoiding processed
Type 2 Diabetes

Type 2 Diabetes or "adult onset diabetes" usually develops in individuals in their 30s and older. It is by far the most common form of diabetes, constituting more than 90% of all cases. In Type 2 Diabetes, a chronic, overwhelming amount of nutrients in the bloodstream has caused peripheral insulin resistance. The pancreas produces even more insulin to combat this lack of sensitivity, and after some time, both high circulating levels of insulin and high levels of blood glucose occur at the same time. If the situation gets bad enough, the pancreas eventually becomes overwhelmed and begins to slow and eventually stop insulin production. This leads to hyperglycemia (excessively high blood glucose) which is a very health-taxing condition that can cause limb loss, kidney shutdown, blindness, and death.

Medical treatment for Type 2 Diabetes can include blood sugar medications to improve insulin sensitivity, but can eventually require injectable insulin to supplant the defunct pancreas. Diet recommendations include consumption of evenly distributed slow digesting carbohydrates in order to avoid dangerous spikes in blood glucose. Weight loss and fat loss are two of the best ways to minimize the risks of Type 2 Diabetes. The leaner you are and the smaller you are, the more your insulin sensitivity improves. Losing weight before you are at risk of developing Type 2 Diabetes, is wise. If you already have Type 2 Diabetes, weight loss and an active lifestyle can only slow the progression of pancreatic dysfunction, not stop it. In any case, increased physical activity and reduced body weight and body fat are very powerful weapons against Type 2 Diabetes.

Gestational Diabetes

When Type 2 Diabetes is first diagnosed in a pregnant female, it is termed “gestational diabetes.” Gestational diabetes can result in adverse perinatal outcomes and can be fatal to the fetus. Medical treatment for gestational diabetes usually involves injectable insulin to lower blood sugar levels, but dietary interventions can also be a part of an effective management strategy. Because of the fragile state of the developing fetus, gestational diabetes is a very serious medical condition, and nutritional therapy must be performed under the guidance of a registered dietician. Normalizing blood glucose levels to keep the fetus safe from hyper- (and hypo-) glycemia is the first priority, and this can be done in part by making sure all meals contain a roughly similar amount of carbs through the day. Processed sugar intake should be limited, and the focus should be on consuming vegetables, whole grains, and fruits. Smaller, more frequent meals might also help with normalizing blood glucose levels. Lastly, making sure that weight gain during pregnancy is not excessive can help improve outcomes with this condition.
Chapter Summary

- When training more than once per day, daily calorie and carbohydrate amounts need to be raised proportionally to the increase in overall activity.

- Higher glycemic carbohydrates can be especially useful to ensure adequate glycogen restoration when training multiple times per day, and should be consumed in the intra-workout, post-workout, and other meals between training sessions.

- Vegans may follow the same general intake recommendations as non-vegans, however may benefit from increasing daily protein values by about 20%, and more closely monitoring or supplementing their intake of zinc, calcium, iron, B-12, Vitamin D, and creatine.

- Dieting for weight loss is not recommended for women who are pregnant or trying to conceive, and weight loss rate should be limited during breastfeeding.

- Dieting for young athletes should involve developing fundamental healthy eating habits, rather than the micromanagement of meals or any explicit dieting for body composition.

- Many select health issues can be better managed through diet and exercise, however some may require more extensive pharmacology or medical supervision for the best outcomes.
Chapter 14 Competition Day Nutrition

Nutritional recommendations for the day of competition can vary a great deal both between different sports and within sports compared to non-competition day recommendations. When the time has come to compete, the top dietary priorities are to make energy available and avoid gastrointestinal distress. Different sports require different degrees of hydration and electrolyte balance for best performance; meal timing and food composition are also sport-dependent. For weight-class competition, the process of cutting body water safely is involved and should be carefully planned and executed. Replenishing fluids, electrolytes, and nutrients after a water weight cut in time to compete is equally involved and critical for performance.

Endurance Sport Competition

Carbohydrate loading is one important difference between endurance and other sports, but is often over-emphasized. As long as glycogen stores are full prior to competing, the exact means of filling these stores will make little difference. The more complicated nutritional differences for endurance events lie in intra-workout carbohydrate consumption, hydration, and electrolyte recommendations. Within these recommendations, there is flexibility for personal preference. Individual reactions during competition can meaningfully impact performance, so it is especially important for endurance athletes to practice intra-workout nutritional strategies during training to assess their reactions and calibrate their strategies for future competitions.

Week Before Competition Nutrition

Carbohydrate loading in the week before competition is only necessary for events over three hours. The week of competition ensure adequate calorie consumption for recovery and glycogen replenishment. One should not be hypocaloric at this time. Shifting some caloric focus from fats to carbs is recommended to ensure maximum recovery of glycogen. This is also a good time to practice your intra-competition nutrition strategies. For events over three hours, start consuming 2-3g of carbohydrate per pound of body weight more than normal two to three days out. Choose moderate to high glycemic index foods and avoid excess fiber. Overshooting these carb recommendations by a small amount for cycling events can be beneficial. Cycling is less weight-dependent than running, so the downside of a few added pounds from glycogen, water, and gut contents will be vastly outweighed by the benefits of full glycogen stores.
Day Before Competition

To continue carb loading for events lasting over three hours (or to begin loading for shorter events lasting around two hours), consume 3-5g per pound of body weight above normal the day before the race. Spread the consumption evenly across the entire day, ideally ending by the evening before your race. If your event is under one hour, there is no need for any extensive carbohydrate loading; in this case you can consume 0.5g of carbs per pound of body weight more than you otherwise would the day before the race.

Pre-Race Meal

For events lasting more than two hours, you should consume as much carbohydrate as you can stomach without gastrointestinal distress at your pre-race meal. For some people that might be close to 1.0g carb per pound body weight, and for others, it might be no more than 0.5g carbohydrate per pound body weight. Again, practicing with your pre-race meal before long training runs will allow you to determine where you lie on this spectrum of pre-race carb recommendations. Experiment early and often. Rebound hypoglycemia, or “blood sugar crashing” results in intense hunger, shakiness, sweating, faintness, nausea, and fatigue—none of which are ideal for performance. It is generally a safe bet to consume your pre-race meal 90-120 minutes prior to race start. Getting a final bite or swig of easily digestible carbs within 15 minutes of starting an event or event warm-up is probably a good idea as well.

Race-Day

Carbohydrate Recommendations

When determining intra-workout carbohydrate needs, endurance athletes must consider the potential for gastrointestinal distress along with the absorption rates of the carbohydrate sources they choose. The upper limit of carbohydrate absorption during exercise is approximately 90g per hour. This has been shown to be largely independent of athlete body mass or size, but can vary by up to 20% between individuals. Increasing carbohydrate consumption to beyond 90g per hour is unlikely to improve performance under any circumstances. As exercise duration increases, so too should the rate of carbohydrate consumption. Table 14.1 lists minimum, recommended, and maximum carb intakes for exercise at different durations. Start with the recommended amount, and increase carbohydrate consumption to find where you perform best, up to the maximum. If you begin to have gastrointestinal issues, consider reducing carb content towards the minimum listed. Going below the minimum is not recommended and will likely result in performance decrements.
Table 14.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of Workout</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Recommended</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 30 min</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 min to 1 hr</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1.5 hr</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5-2 hr</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-2.5 hr</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5-3 hr</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+ hr</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intra-Competition Carbohydrate (grams/hour)

Some of these recommendations are slightly higher than research data suggest. The reason for this is that there is a chance of enhancement of glycogen replenishment from slightly overshooting carbohydrate needs, which can be especially useful if your competition involves multiple bouts of endurance activity.

It is inevitable that consumption will not keep up with metabolic carbohydrate demand during long endurance events; because the absorption rate of carbohydrates in the gastrointestinal tract during continuous exercise is limited. It is important to maximize the amount of carbohydrate absorbed per unit time. This can be managed by increasing fructose content in your intra-workout carbohydrate drinks. The more absorption per hour needed, the higher the fructose to glucose ratio should be, up to a maximum of 1:2.

**Hydration Recommendations**

With steady drinking most athletes can consume one liter of fluid per hour of exertion without gastrointestinal distress. This is provided that the concentration of the sugar and electrolytes in the water is not greater than that of the fluid in their body, as this slows gastric emptying. It is sometimes advantageous to increase the concentration of sugar for energy availability, despite the risk this presents for hydration. This is a much more complex topic, but targeting 6-8% sugar in solution is a good place to start. The use of more concentrated beverages should be done with care and practiced before race day to ensure adequate hydration is still possible. Ironically, acute dehydration can also slow gastric emptying rates, making it harder to take in water once dehydration has begun. For the ultra-endurance athlete it is important to stay well ahead of dehydration. The fuller the stomach is (to a point just shy of discomfort) the faster gastric
emptying occurs. Athletes can take advantage of this by consuming fluid regularly enough to maintain stomach volume—every 10 minutes is recommended, with 15 minutes being a likely maximum. Waiting longer than 15 minutes between consumption episodes can result in decreased gastric emptying rate, less-than-optimal hydration maintenance during endurance activity, and potentially hypoglycemia. Some people elect to stop consuming fluids towards the end of an event to maximize performance. This decision should be made only by advanced athletes seeking to squeeze every last second out of their performance, and even then, it is a gamble.

**Strength, Power, and Combat Sport Competition**

Like most sports, strength, power, and combat sports benefit from full glycogen stores. Unless you need to cut in order to make weight for an event, your goal in the 3-4 days before competition should be to consume adequate calories to maintain your weight, and plenty of carbs to maintain full glycogen stores. Competition day stress and excitement can make your stomach more sensitive, so eating foods you are used to is recommended to avoid any additional gastrointestinal distress.

If you participate in a sport like powerlifting, strongwoman, or any sport that has multiple events separated by hours throughout the day, fueling across the entire competition is relatively straightforward. This type of schedule gives you time to replenish fluid, glycogen, and calories between events. Low fat, low fiber food options and eating and drinking as soon as each event is over is recommended. This practice minimizes chances of digestion interfering with the subsequent event. Protein is also slow digesting in most forms, so getting your protein from a shake and your carbs from some high glycemic foods is a good option.

For combat sports that run on a tournament-style schedule with matches or fights separated by much shorter breaks, inter-match nutrient sources must be even more quickly digesting and easy on the stomach. Protein shakes and electrolyte carb beverages are probably your best choice under these circumstances.

**Peaking for Physique Competition**

Eating to peak for physique competition requires a complex dietary strategy because there is so much individual variation in which protocol will yield best performance. There is an entire industry of contest prep coaches that specialize bringing physique athletes to their peak, and many of these prep coaches are in exceptional demand because of their ability to correctly manipulate the dietary variables based on individual needs. A thorough guide to the physique peaking process and various possible strategies would take an entire book to describe. This section will cover the general structure for effective contest peaking; tweaks will likely need to
be made based on individual responses. Plenty of practice and some expert guidance is recommended in addition to the instructions below.

The physique peaking process should start about 1.5 weeks before the show. Once you begin the peaking process, you should be in an isocaloric state. This means that you must be as lean as needed for your contest 1.5 weeks before. Starting your fat loss diet with this earlier deadline in mind is important.

**Macronutrients**

During the 1.5 weeks prior to the contest, protein intake should be between 1-1.5g per pound per day, and fat intakes should be at least 0.3g per pound per day, preferably more in order to begin normalizing hormonal levels. The goal for a physique show is to have your muscles appear as large and defined as possible, with visible vascularization under the skin. When you manipulate glycogen stores by increasing carbohydrate intake, you will fill your stores making your muscles look full, but also risk water retention under the skin which will make you appear less lean. Your goal is to have filled glycogen stores with minimal subcutaneous water. There are three potential ways of going about this:

1. **“Coasting In”**
   Rapid elevations in carbohydrate intake are most likely the cause for subcutaneous bloating. One strategy to mediate this issue is to adjust carbs moderately based on appearance. If your muscles look flat, increase carbs and if you are bloated and seem to be holding water under your skin, reduce carbs. This strategy minimizes risk, but might not maximize glycogen stores. This strategy takes practice or the help of an experienced coach to perfect.

2. **“Slow Ramp”**
   We know that the process of storing glycogen and the process of cell hydration can take hours to days to normalize. Thus, another strategy for increasing muscle glycogen can be to slowly increase (adding 50-100g of carbs per day). While the initial increase in carbs can negatively affect appearance due to water retention, a delay of a day or two can result in improved appearance. A ramp approach should have a top-end target of around 5g per pound per day by 72 hours before the show. If you see signs of subcutaneous water retention in the 72-96 hours before the show, cut carbs by 40% and you should level out by the show. If you see water retention earlier, keep carbs at the current level until 72-96 hours before and then make a new assessment.

3. **“Depletion-Supercompensation”**
   This strategy is probably the most complex and risky, but has the potential to optimize your appearance. In a process called glycogen supercompensation, muscles depleted of glycogen tend to take it up more readily and in slightly larger amounts for a short period of time. Protocols for facilitating this phenomenon begin with high volume full body training in the last week of a
mesocycle, and limited to no carbs for 2-4 days early in the week before the show to deplete glycogen. About 72 hours before the show, a high-carb diet begins (around 3-5g per pound per day), and supercompensation occurs. The risk with this process is added fatigue and little room for in-process tweaking of your appearance. The upside is that, when done well, supercompensation can give you the fullest possible muscles with the least subcutaneous water and therefore an extra competitive edge. This strategy is worthwhile if you have the experience or guidance to choose the right carb values and timing that work for you. Unless you are familiar with the precise physiological mechanisms underlying this strategy, it is probably best to hire a coach with an upper level education in a sport and exercise related field and experience coaching physique athletes.

Water

Increased carbohydrate intake will help pull the water you drink into the muscles. This effect can be enhanced by consuming more water than needed in the 1.5 weeks before the show. A good starting point for this water increase is around 50% more than usual. This increase initiates diuresis (more urination), but the extra water intake will still be enough to fill out your muscles. During the last one to two days before the show, you can reduce water intake back to normal levels. Because this reduction is relatively minor, diuresis will continue, helping to eliminate subcutaneous water. The mild reduction in water consumption is also not drastic enough to drain the water from your muscles or initiate an anti-diuretic response which could cause you to hold water under your skin.

Salt/Electrolytes

While manipulating electrolytes can allow you to fine-tune your appearance, this also has the potential to go terribly wrong and be detrimental to your on stage appearance. We recommend avoiding electrolyte protocols unless you are very well practiced or are assisted by an expert physique coach with a formal education in a sport and exercise related field—risks to optimal appearance typically outweigh rewards.

Water Weight Cuts

While we do not recommend running fat loss diets up to competitions under any circumstances (and in fact recommend getting down to your competition weight 4-8 weeks before the competition), there are some situations in which cutting water can land you in a more beneficial weight class for your sport without sacrificing performance. For safety, health, and ability to recover to full performance capacity, we do not recommend losing more than 5% of your body
weight in water for any reason. The amount of time you have to rehydrate and replenish after weighing in dictates how much water weight can be safely lost (up to 5%). Table 14.2 lists the amount of body weight that can be lost in water and replenished across specific time periods, along with the setup time required for these manipulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time between weigh-in and competition</th>
<th>% body weight that can be lost</th>
<th>Prep Time Needed Before Weigh in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>~7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 hours</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>~4 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>~1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matside</td>
<td>1% or less</td>
<td>&lt; 1 day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14.2 A list of percentages of body weight that can be safely lost as water and replenished during the various time periods between weigh-in and competition as well as the days prior to weigh-in that preparation must begin.

Dehydration can be dangerous, especially when approaching losses of 5% body weight. Pre-existing conditions can increase these risks further. Though you may have heard of MMA fighters undergoing much more drastic water weight cuts, this practice is extremely dangerous and can result in death or permanent damage to organ systems. These fighters (who often have doctors on hand and IV-based recovery options) are taking a serious risk losing more than 5% body weight via a water cut.

Equally important to cutting water is replenishing what was lost. Electrolyte balance must be returned, glycogen stores must be refilled, and the athlete needs be rehydrated following the weigh-in. This can take as much care and consideration as the water weight cut itself and is critical for performance. It is best to consult your physician before attempting any of the below dehydration techniques. Once you have a doctor’s approval, it is still wise to have someone with you and to proceed with caution.

**Matside Weigh-In**

For strength or combat sports, a 1% body weight drop via dehydration is unlikely to negatively affect performance, so even if competition immediately follows the weigh-in, this level of dehydration can be worth the benefits of getting to a lighter weight class. To decrease body weight by 1% through dehydration, water consumption should be minimized starting about 12 hours before weigh-ins. During the 12-24 hours before the weigh-in food volumes (fibrous
options) should be reduced and salt intake should be decreased by 70%+ for the day prior and
day of competition.

For competitions with a higher endurance component such as combat sports like jiu jitsu (which
typically has matside weigh-ins), any level of dehydration can be detrimental to performance. In
this case, prevention of unnecessary bloat (overhydration) is the most you can do without
sacrificing performance. To this end, overly salty foods and high volume foods should be
avoided the day before and morning-of a matside weigh-in.

Using the earlier chapters of this book to lose fat months prior to competing is the best way to
make sure you are on weight and ready to perform in a sport with matside weigh-ins.

2 Hours Between Weigh in and Competition

There is little time to replenish nutrients and water within a two hour period. A 2% loss of body
weight is the maximum for this type of weigh-in. About a day of preparation time is needed.

Starting the day before the weigh-in:
Choose low volume food options
Restrict carbohydrate intake to 0.3g per pound body weight or less (the less the better)
Decrease salt by ~70% from normal
Stop drinking water ~12 hours before weigh-in

Starting immediately after the weigh-in:
Consume a minimum of 1 liter of fluids per 100 lb body weight
Consume ~1.2g per pound body weight in carbs
Consume ~0.3g per pound body weight in protein
Consume ~0.1g per pound body weight in fats

Sandwiches, low fat sushi options, rice, pasta, or any other sources of carbs and lean protein
paired with soft drinks, sports drinks, and options like low fat chips are good choices for post
weigh-in replenishment. Moderate to fast digesting macros low in fiber will help the nutrients get
to where they are needed in time for you to compete.

12 Hours Between Weigh in and Competition

The ~12 hour period between weighing in and competing allows up to 3% body weight loss, but
a bit more preparation time is required to safely initiate this level of dehydration. The additional
time for replenishment allows more extensive water loss via carbohydrate reduction, which
decreases the amount of water held in the body by glycogen. This time frame also allows water
loading early on in order to promote subsequent water loss. Below is a time structure for the
process of losing 3% body weight, starting four days out from your weigh-in, followed by some detailed explanations for these procedures and a strategy for replenishment.

4 days out from weigh-in
- Restrict carbohydrate intake to 0.3g per pound body weight or less
- Drink ~4 liters of fluid per 100 lb body weight per day
- Consume normal amounts of salt

48 hours out from weigh-in
- Reduce salt intake by ~70% or more

24 hours out from weigh-in
- Begin restricting water (drink sips of water to swallow food at most)
- Limit food volume
- Limit fiber

Carbohydrate reduction
Glycogen can store up to 3g of water per gram of carbohydrate. An individual weighing 150 lb can therefore store roughly 500g of glycogen and thus 1.5kg of water. This adds up to 2kg (4.4 lb) total weight in glycogen and water. Thus depleting 75% of glycogen results in a weight reduction of ~1.5kg (~3.3 lb). For a 150 lb person, that is already over 2% body weight. Glycogen is used during all daily tasks and typically will become depleted after around 5 days of minimal to no carbohydrate intake. Fats can be increased during this time to make up for the calories lost when carbs are eliminated.

Water loading
Drinking large amounts of water shifts the body’s water retention systems towards diuresis. In other words, if you drink more water than you need, your body will upregulate its systems for water removal, which will come in handy when you are subsequently dehydrating for water weight loss. Remember during this process that all liquids contain water and you get plenty of water from food, so these foods and any liquids will also contribute to your water loading. As mentioned previously, hyponatremia can also be a concern when consuming high volumes of water. To be safe, drink enough extra fluid so that you are urinating frequently (every few hours) and your urine is pale yellow, but do not drink much more than 4 liters per 100 lb of body weight per day. Watch for symptoms like nausea, headache, confusion, and muscle spasms and stop drinking and consult your doctor if you have these or other symptoms or do not feel well. It is also important to spread your water consumption out across the day. Do not drink large amounts in one sitting—never drinking more than 1 liter at a time as a rule. The more spread out your intake, the safer. During water loading, your weight will rise for the first several days as you hyper-hydrate. As your water regulation pathways adjust to the higher water intakes and induce diuresis, and glycogen depletion from your low carb diet occurs, your weight will fall.
**Salt Restriction**
Salt pulls even more water into your tissues than glycogen. Thus, restricting salt intake is eventually going to be a strategy to drop lots of body water. However, the hormonal regulators of salt concentration in the human body are incredibly sensitive and will create an antidiuretic (water retention) effect within hours of salt restriction. For this reason, salt intake adjustments come later in the dehydration process for 12 hour weigh-ins. Continue to eat normal amounts of salt all week before this manipulation is initiated and drink some carb free electrolyte beverages as a part of your fluid intake.

**Water Restriction**
During this phase consume only enough water to be able to swallow your food and nothing more. The diuretic drive from water loading and the release of water from glycogen stores and lowered salt intakes will initiate heavy urination and water weight loss.

**Food Restriction**
In the final day before the weigh-in, minimize the amount of food in your digestive tract. Eating very low volume foods with minimal fiber (since fiber holds water) will reduce digesting food and fecal weight. Skip the fruits and veggies during this time. Casein protein pudding is a great low volume option that will also make you feel more full despite its low volume.

Once you have weighed in, replenishing lost fluid, carbohydrates, and electrolytes is imperative for good performance. This process should begin as soon as possible after the weigh-in. More quickly-digesting options are better here as there is limited time to complete the replenishment process. Most of your post-weigh-in food should be consumed in the first ~6 hours, especially if the weigh-ins were done the night before a competition and you need to sleep after replenishing. Fluids can be a bit more spread out as you will have quite a bit to drink in order to replenish and taking in large volumes at a time can be dangerous.

**Starting immediately after the weigh-in, 12 hours before competition:**
- Consume ~4.0 liters of fluids per 100 lb body weight*
- Consume ~25 calories per pound of body weight
- Consume ~4.5g carbs per pound body weight
- Consume ~0.7g protein per pound body weight
- Consume ~0.5g fats per pound body weight

*Spread out drinking volume across the hours of replenishment and never drink more than 1 liter of plain water in a single sitting (to decrease risk of hyponatremia). If volumes of more than 1 liter at a time are needed to complete rehydration across the first ~6 hours, electrolyte beverages for larger single intakes are recommended.
24 Hours Between Weigh-in and Competition

The strategy for this type of weigh-in is very similar to the 12 hour weigh-in except that we start dropping carbs and water loading a bit earlier to promote more water loss. There will be more time to replenish between weighing in and competing, allowing this water cut to be a bit more extensive, up to 5% body weight. This time frame also allows for a final manipulation when needed, hyperthermic induction of water loss through sweat. Below is a timeline for the 24-hour weigh-in depletion and replenishment strategy followed by some details on aspects of this process. Table 14.3 depicts the timeline for 24 hour weigh-in depletion procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Begins</th>
<th>Ends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Carb Eating</td>
<td>7 days out</td>
<td>After weigh-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Loading</td>
<td>7 days out</td>
<td>24 hours out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Depletion</td>
<td>48 hours out</td>
<td>After weigh-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Depletion</td>
<td>24 hours out</td>
<td>After weigh-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Volume Reduction</td>
<td>24 hours out</td>
<td>After weigh-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperthermia</td>
<td>12-4 hours out</td>
<td>After weigh-in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14.3 This table is a quick reference for the timeline of water loading, carb depletion, salt depletion, water depletion, and hyperthermia that must occur across the 7 days leading up to a 24 hour weigh-in, in order for the maximum 5% of water weight to be successfully lost.

The justifications for low carb eating, water loading, salt and subsequent water restriction, and low volume food consumption recommendations are the same for the 24-hour weigh-in as for the 12-hour weigh-in. See the above 12-hour weigh-in section for these.

Hyperthermia
This final strategy is used in the last 12 hours or so before the weigh-in itself. By increasing our body temperature, we can initiate sweating and lose even more water weight. The substantial trade-off is that hyperthermia is very fatiguing and is not safe for long periods, so we recommend:

- Using all of the other strategies to the maximal extent before employing hyperthermia
- Overheating (in the sauna, for example) for no longer than 20 minutes without a break
- Being observant of your physical and mental state and cooling down when needed
- Limiting water weight loss from hyperthermia to ~1% body weight
If vision starts to blur, you lose coordination, or muscle weakness presents, cease your weight cut immediately and seek medical attention. Again we recommend getting clearance from a medical doctor before beginning this process. You should also always have someone with you during hyperthermia (someone who is not themself cutting water weight).

Some methods for inducing hyperthermia and water loss through sweat are wearing warmer-than-needed clothing or using a sauna, hot shower, hot bath, or hot tub. Exercising in overly warm clothes is not recommended due to the additional fatigue added by exertion. Hyperthermia is already a stressful and fatiguing strategy, so minimizing its negative impact is best. If you have fully utilized all of the other strategies and are staying within safe weight loss ranges, active hyperthermia will be unnecessary.

Replenishment Following a 24-hour Weigh in
As with any water weight cut, the timely replacement of the lost nutrients and fluids afterwards is critical for best performances. After weighing in 24 hours before a competition, replenishment should begin immediately and should be mostly complete 12-16 hours later, allowing time for sleep—rest is also critical for resolution of accumulated fatigue from the water cut. When all nutrients are replenished and you are fully hydrated again and ready for competition, your weight should reflect this return to baseline. If morning weight on the day of the competition is still lower than usual, aggressive replacement of fluid and nutrients is still needed.

Starting immediately after the weigh-in, 24 hours before competition:
- Consume ~6.0 liters of fluids per 100 lb body weight*
- Consume ~35 calories per pound of body weight
- Consume ~7g carbs per pound body weight
- Consume ~0.7g protein per pound body weight
- Consume ~0.5g fats per pound body weight

*Spread out drinking volume across the hours of replenishment and never drink more than 1 liter of plain water in a single sitting (to decrease risk of hyponatremia). If volumes of more than 1 liter at a time are needed to complete rehydration across the first ~12-16 hours, electrolyte beverages for larger single intakes are recommended.

Carbohydrate Replenishment
Ingesting 7g of carbs per pound of body weight is a relatively large amount of carbs; carb replenishment should be spread out across the first 12-16 hours after weigh-in. There is a limit to the rate at which carbs can be absorbed and resynthesized into glycogen; in general, 1g per pound of body weight every two hours is a good working limit. If you weigh 150 lb, you want to limit your carb intake to around 150g every 2 hours—this means that if you have a meal every four hours you would have 300g of carbs per meal. Carbs should be relatively low in fiber (to enhance absorption and prevent feeling too full to get in all needed food and liquid), moderate-to-high glycemic (to enhance absorption speed, glycogen loading rate, and total
amount loaded), and be from a combination of solid and liquid sources. The “fun” carbst have their day today. Recommended options include low fat cookies, cakes, snack crackers, chips, as well as kids cereal, nonfat or low fat flavored milk, white bread, white rice, and sugary sports drinks, fruit juice, or regular soda (without caffeine).

The Role of Calories in Recovery
Large amounts of calories must be consumed during the first 12 hours after weigh-in for two reasons. First, a hypercaloric diet is one of the best ways to alleviate fatigue, a side effect of the water cut. Second, if recommended carb amounts are eaten but calories are inadequate, much of the carb intake will go to fueling normal body activities and not get incorporated into glycogen reserves. Be careful not to overeat fats and keep fiber low so as not to delay digestion.

Salt Replenishment
There is no need to take salt pills or over-salt your food to replenish electrolytes. Because you are eating fairly large amounts of food, you are likely to get most of the salt you need from this and any electrolyte sports drinks you might be drinking to rehydrate.

Below is a sample meal plan across the 24 hours after a day-before competition weigh-in:

**Right After Weigh-Ins:**
Gatorade and whey protein

**30 Minutes Later:**
A deli meat white bread sandwich with baked low-fat potato chips and a glass of water

**2 Hours Later:**
A low-fat burrito with two glasses of regular caffeine-free soda

**1.5 Hours Later:**
Nonfat frozen yogurt with sugary toppings and a glass of water

**3 Hours Later:**
A deli meat sandwich with baked low-fat potato chips and a glass of water

**1.5 Hours Later:**
Low-fat devil’s food cake with a glass of nonfat chocolate milk

**3 Hours Later:**
Sushi with soy sauce and a glass of Gatorade

**1.5 Hours Later:**
Poptarts with a glass of nonfat strawberry milk

**3 Hours Later:**
Teriyaki bowl with just rice and protein and a glass of water

For breakfast the following day, have a meal similar to one of your post weigh-in meals and continue to hydrate.
Chapter Summary

- Pre-competition carbohydrate loading is an effective tool for saturating glycogen stores before endurance events or any event lasting over 3 hours.

- During endurance events athletes are encouraged to continue consuming water with electrolytes and carbohydrates throughout the competition, however should find dosing strategies that do not cause gastrointestinal distress.

- Most strength, power, and combat sports do not require advanced pre- or competition day specific nutrition outside of staying hydrated and well fed in the days leading into competition.

- Peaking for a physique competition requires careful manipulations in carbohydrate, water, and electrolytes and should be done under the guidance of a reputable professional, as it can be dangerous when done improperly.

- Cutting water for a weight class is largely dependent on how much time there is for replenishment of water, nutrients, and electrolytes between the weigh-in and competition.

- Water cutting potentially comes with some substantial risks, including death, so medical clearance and supervision are a must.
Chapter 15 Gut Health

The study of the digestion and absorption of nutrients has exploded in recent years. There is a lot more going on than you might imagine after you swallow the last bite of your perfectly designed post-training meal. The human intestinal tract is home to over 100 trillion microorganisms comprised of thousands of species expressing millions of genes. There are about 10 times more bacterial cells in the gut than human cells in the body, and together they weigh about 1.5kg. These bacteria, collectively known as the 'gut microbiome', play a role in everything from food digestion and vitamin production to appetite regulation and immunity. They have also been implicated in a variety of other processes in metabolic and cognitive function. Evidence has been mounting that the types and ratios of an individual’s gut bacteria—their ‘enterotype’—can even be correlated with their propensity for obesity. Dysbiosis, or a gut microbiome lacking diversity with an abundance of non-beneficial bacteria, has been linked to inflammatory bowel diseases, insulin resistance, and even obesity.

While there is promising evidence that a healthy gut microbiome may contribute to positive health and fitness outcomes, this should only be taken into consideration after you have perfected all of your other diet priorities. A probiotic shake will not cancel out the effects of a poor nutrition and poor planning. Interestingly, a healthy diet itself might be the biggest factor in promoting better gut health.

Supplementation cannot re-colonize an individual’s gut, but it can enrich certain populations. However, recent research has illustrated potential risks and shortcomings to probiotic supplementation, indicating that this practice should not be recommended wholesale.

Effects of the Microbiome on Appetite and Metabolism

Appetite

While the mechanisms are not completely understood, emerging evidence shows that the microbiome can affect hunger-regulating hormones in the gut and the brain. Gut bacteria ferment some fibers and the byproducts of this fermentation (short-chain fatty acids) stimulate the production of hormones that signal satiety. Some bacteria can produce certain neurotransmitters and neuromodulators which also suppress appetite, and there also appears to be a link between gut bacteria and the signaling system that drives eating for pleasure rather than hunger. Because hunger and appetite are affected by so many factors, this is an area that requires much more research, but the gut microbiome does appear to play a role in eating behaviors and the propensity for obesity or disordered eating habits.
Metabolism

Skeletal muscle is one of the largest metabolically-active tissues in the body and in healthy individuals it responds rapidly to changes in fuel availability. Diabetes, obesity, and high-fat diets are all linked to ‘metabolic inflexibility’, or abnormal skeletal muscle metabolism that leads to more fat storage in the muscle and a reduced ability to use fat for energy. Skeletal muscle cells express immune system receptors that can be activated by lipopolysaccharide (LPS), released from certain strains of gut bacteria. Individuals with obesity or type II diabetes exhibit elevated levels of LPS, the bacteria that release it, and the immune receptor to which it binds. High-fat meals also increase the permeability of the intestines, allowing more LPS to enter the bloodstream. When LPS binds the immune receptors on skeletal muscle, the inflammatory response results in metabolic inflexibility.

While studies in humans are correlational, many studies in mice have shown that colonization with bacteria from an obese mouse to a lean mouse will result in obesity and insulin resistance without a change in food intake. Additionally, feeding studies in humans have illustrated that high-fat meals increase concentrations of LPS in the blood. While the link between obesity and the risk of type II diabetes has long been established, the microbiome is emerging as an important player in this relationship. Further research may give us a clearer picture of how the two are linked.

Effect of Diet on the Microbiome

Many factors influence the profile of the microbiome including age, gender, and drug use, but physical activity and dietary habits seem to have the greatest impact. Exercise and diet are each estimated to account for 20% of the microbial profile. Rapid and long-lasting changes to the microbiome have both been documented, but how profound and sustained any exogenously-induced change to the microbiome can be has yet to be fully determined.

Current evidence also shows that some bacteria can change without alterations to predominant metabolic pathways present in the microbiome (i.e., favoring the metabolism of carbohydrate versus protein), so not all observed changes will have any meaningful effect for the individual. Likewise transient changes in the function of the microbiome can occur without changes to the profile of bacteria present, and this effect may be missed in studies that only examine the organisms rather than their functionality. There are clear correlations between dietary habits and the gut microbiome, but the details and implications are still being studied.
**Carbohydrates**

High-carbohydrate diets are associated with greater numbers of bacteria more common in exercisers compared to sedentary individuals, but the species of bacteria in this group have a wide array of beneficial and pathogenic effects. It is important to note that because fiber plays such an important role in microbial metabolism, whole grains are preferable over refined grains. Replacing refined grains with whole grains has already been shown to improve appetite control and blood glucose regulation, but also appears to increase the population of some varieties beneficial bacteria. While there is still much to be learned, it is clear that a high-fiber diet confers many health benefits and may improve the gut microbiome as an added bonus.

Some individuals experience severe symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome after ingestion of certain fibers (those that can be fermented by gut bacteria), and in this case, a low FODMAP (fermentable oligosaccharide, disaccharide, monosaccharide, and polyol) diet is recommended. Reducing the intake of fructose, lactose, sorbitol, and mannitol may reduce the numbers of beneficial bacteria, but it also reduces the symptoms of IBS. A low-FODMAP diet is not intended for long-term adherence, but it is a helpful tool to strategically remove and re-introduce foods to determine their effect on one’s gastric issues.

**Artificial Sweeteners**

The effects of non-nutritive sweeteners such as saccharin, aspartame, and sucralose on the gut microbiome are just beginning to emerge. Most of the research thus far has been done in rodent models and still needs testing in human subjects. In one small human study, the ingestion of high amounts of saccharin (equal to the FDA’s maximum acceptable daily intake) led to reversible changes in the profile of the microbiome of some participants. When their gut bacteria were transplanted into mice, those mice experienced the same effects. These effects were highly individual and it is likely that one’s susceptibility to these changes is based on their enterotype. Both aspartame and sucralose have been shown to reduce the diversity of the microbiome. While the dose of aspartame in these studies was reasonable (equivalent to 2-3 diet sodas per day), the dose of sucralose was equivalent to an individual drinking one diet soda per 4 pounds of bodyweight per day—a physiologically unreasonable volume.

A great deal of additional research needs to be done in order to conclude whether or not changes in gut microbiome are seen consistently in humans as a result of consumption of normal level non-nutritive sweetener and whether these changes meaningfully impact any fitness or health outcomes.

Calories must be accounted for when replacing artificial sweeteners with a nutritive sweetener, as an excess of energy can cause weight gain. Sugar-sweetened beverages are associated reduced microbial diversity as well as obesity, so the replacement of regular beverages with diet versions is beneficial, irrespective of microbiome effects.
Low-glycemic sweeteners such as agave nectar, isomaltooligosaccharide (IMO) sweetener, or sugar alcohols, are alternatives to table sugar, but they still contain calories and may cause gastric distress if consumed in high amounts. Based on the evidence thus far, regular consumption of sucralose seems to have the most minimal effect on the microbiome, with saccharine following a close second.

**Fats**

A high-fat diet (generally defined as one in which more than 40% of calories come from fat) has been linked to low-grade inflammation termed ‘metabolic endotoxemia’, wherein pieces of bacterial cell walls (endotoxins) escape the gut and activate an immune response. This process has been implicated in insulin resistance and obesity. High-fat diets also appear to reduce microbiome diversity and promote specific strains of bacteria associated with the development of obesity. Even a high-fat but calorie-restricted diet (a ketogenic diet with lowered carbs to produce a caloric deficit) led to a reduction of certain desirable strains of bacteria. High-fat diets have even been shown to prevent the positive gut microbiome effects seen with physical training; the guts of exercising participants consuming a high fat diet resembled that of the sedentary control group. This is something to consider when using the CCH to determine fat and carb intakes—keeping your total fat at a level that contributes to less than 40% of total calories is likely a good idea. An active person assigning carbohydrates according to recommendations in earlier chapters should have no trouble adhering to this as too many calories will be taken up by carbs to allow for a high fat diet in most cases.

Saturated fat, monounsaturated fat, and omega-6 polyunsaturated fats all seem to elicit similar effects on various beneficial bacterial strains, likely due to the fact that these bacteria specialize in metabolizing specific plant-based compounds. Diets high in animal fats appear to preferentially increase numbers of bacteria which degrade the protective mucus layer of the intestines. This could be one mechanism behind the increased permeability of the intestinal wall during a high-fat diet. Omega-3 polyunsaturated fats do not appear to affect the profile of the gut microbiome. Because epidemiological studies can only illustrate associations, and intervention studies do not keep fiber constant between controls, it is unclear whether a diet high in fat and fiber would have the same effects as the high-fat, low-fiber diets studied thus far.

**Protein**

*Animal Protein*

Few studies have examined the effects of high-protein diets on the gut microbiome, and they come with confounding variables since increased protein at the same caloric intake requires a decrease in either fats or carbohydrates. High-protein diets have been linked to improved body composition and reduced appetite. However, epidemiological studies have linked regular consumption of red and processed meats to increased risk of colorectal cancer and inflammatory bowel diseases via products of amino acid fermentation by bacteria. Several
studies have shown that high protein intake is correlated with bacterial profiles associated with leanness, but these bacteria also produce compounds associated with colorectal cancer and atherosclerosis. The production of these compounds appears to be higher with habitual ingestion of red meat compared to poultry. Other studies have shown that the effects depend on the specific type of protein; for example, animal proteins and whey protein have been shown to have differing effects. More research is needed to elucidate the best recommendations and these may differ from person to person.

**Collagen**
Recently, some fitness celebrities have popularized supplementing with collagen or glutamine to support gut health, but there is no evidence that either product ‘heals’ gut permeability. Glutamine is a prime nutrient for intestinal cells, but a dietary deficiency is highly unlikely; likewise, the amino acids found in collagen are readily available in other protein sources with better digestibility, and non-essential amino acids (including glutamine, glycine and proline found in collagen supplements) can be made by the body. Due to the low bioavailability of collagen and its lack of essential amino acids, it is not a suitable replacement for whole food or post-workout protein shakes.

**Gluten**
Gluten is a protein found in wheat, barley, and rye. It can cause severe allergic responses in individuals with Celiac disease (CD). A gluten-free diet (GFD) reduces the prevalence of these attacks for affected individuals. Recently, a GFD has become one of the most popular diets worldwide, though there is no evidence that it is superior to any other diet for reducing or controlling body weight. Because a GFD excludes some sources of carbohydrates and fiber, it can cause changes in the microbiome. Likewise, the microbiome may play a role in the development of CD, as CD patients characteristically demonstrate dysbiosis even after a GFD is adopted. Removal of gluten from the diet has been shown to modestly increase types of bacteria that metabolize resistant starch, which may be due to greater inclusion of gluten-free carbohydrate sources like potatoes. In mice that were colonized with bacteria from CD patients, immune responses to gluten were much more severe compared to mice colonized with anti-inflammatory bacteria. Some people who do not have CD may experience some relief from general gastric distress on a gluten free diet. Long-term consumption of a GFD has been associated with weight gain in both children and adults, so there is little justification for adopting this diet to lose weight if you do not have CD.

**Probiotics**
Probiotic supplementation seems like an obvious intervention to improve the profile of the microbiome and promote gut health. Probiotics—not to be confused with prebiotics—are live bacteria ingested with the intention of enriching the gut. Probiotics may come in the form of capsules or ingested as part of a fermented food product such as yogurt, kefir, kimchi, or sauerkraut. Multiple studies have illustrated a protective effect of probiotic supplementation against high-fat-diet-induced changes in insulin sensitivity and obesity, and many studies have shown that specific probiotic strains improve symptoms of inflammatory bowel disease. All
effects are strain-specific, and given the variability of individual microbiomes, diets, and study
design, it is difficult to make conclusive statements about the effectiveness of over-the-counter
probiotics. However, studies consistently show that probiotic supplementation does improve
general gastrointestinal tract issues, and the consumption of fermented food items is associated
with increased microbial diversity. What the latter means for health and fitness outcomes
remains to be seen.

Recent studies have shed light on some of the risks and shortcomings of probiotic
supplementation. There is no way to control whether, or where in the gastrointestinal tract, the
probiotic bacteria will take up residence. Additionally, a recent study illustrated that
supplementation with a multi-strain probiotic after a week of broad-spectrum antibiotics actually
delayed recovery of the participants’ native microbiome and led to reduced diversity over a
month later. It was better to either ingest their own fecal transplant or simply return to their
normal habits and allow the microbiome to recover on its own. While probiotics are generally
recognized as safe, they are not a necessary addition and may not be effective or beneficial.

It is also important to note that the dosages provided in the studies showing a positive effect are
very high—in the 10’s of billions—and often contain multiple bacterial strains. Consumers
should be aware that dietary supplement labels and contents may not be accurate since they
are not regulated under the same auspices as food and drugs. Look for labels from third-party
purity tests such as the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) which ensure the potency of the
product. Probiotics must contain live bacteria, and the minimum effective dose appears to be
between one million and one billion CFU (colony-forming units). Additionally, it may be prudent
to select probiotics that are highest in Bifidobacteria with little to no Lactobacilli, as the former
may not take up residence in the small intestine where the acidic environment favors the growth
of Lactobacilli.

Prebiotics
Prebiotics are fibers that have been shown to ‘feed’ specific beneficial strains of bacteria. Inulin
and beta-glucan are such fibers available in wheat, barley, rye, bananas, onions, and
asparagus. Resistant starch is another prebiotic and is found in potatoes, rice, and legumes;
cooking and cooling these foods repeatedly will increase the content of resistant starches.
Isomaltooligosaccharide (IMO) syrup is a plant-based sweetener with a low glycemic index and
prebiotic effects, making it a prudent alternative to non-nutritive artificial sweeteners. Other
beneficial compounds include polyphenols found in fruits and berries. In comparison with
potential risks or lack of benefit to probiotic supplementation, it is much simpler to include plenty
of fiber in one’s diet to support the controlled growth of beneficial bacteria.
Exercise and the Microbiome

Effects of the Microbiome on Performance

It is difficult to determine a causal relationship between the gut microbiome and exercise performance, but there appear to be some correlations between fitness and some strains of bacteria. In mice, the presence of a complete microbiome led to much higher endurance compared to those who had no gut bacteria or a single strain. Specific bacterial types also appear to be either enriched in physically active individuals, associated with cardiovascular fitness, or increased after an exercise intervention. However, most athletes consume a diet higher in carbohydrates and proteins compared to sedentary people so it is a challenge to determine the effect of the diet or exercise alone.

There are very few intervention studies that have examined the effect of the microbiome on performance, but in one study, a multi-strain probiotic of 45 billion CFU’s trended toward an improvement in triathlon performance. Some studies in cyclists and runners have shown a decrease in markers of inflammation and muscle damage as well as reduced GI distress and incidences of respiratory infections. Even if the microbiome or probiotic supplementation does not directly impact exercise performance, the ability to train with greater intensity, duration, and frequency due to good health should lead to improvements.
Chapter Summary

• Eat a primarily whole food diet that includes: whole grains, fibrous and starchy vegetables, fruit, fermented products, products containing polyphenols, and foods with omega-3 fatty acids

• Limit dietary fat to <40% total calories, with <10% calories from saturated fats

• Limit consumption of red meat, processed meat, some artificial sweeteners, and refined sugars

• Consider including prebiotic foods in your diet, such as inulin and beta-glucan containing foods, resistant starches, and isomaltooligosaccharide

• Consider a probiotic with a USP label and at least 1 billion colony forming units

• There does appear to be a relationship between the microbiome and exercise, however at the current time the interplay between the two is not well understood
There are often two extreme opinions on the subject of alcohol in fitness: the first being that it should be avoided at all times by anyone serious about their fitness or athletic goals, the second being that alcohol does not impact fitness when used in moderation and within calorie constraints. As with many phenomena, the reality lies somewhere between these extremes.

It is important to remember that alcohol’s effects occur on a spectrum related to level of consumption. The impact of one cocktail per week is going to be different than that of four per night, every week. The more you drink, the larger the effect will be. Body size mediates these effects as well, with larger people being able to drink more than smaller people before experiencing more negative outcomes.

The United States Departments of Health and Agriculture define one alcoholic drink as 12 fluid oz of ~5% alcohol beer, 5 fluid ounces of ~12% alcohol wine, or 1.5 fluid ounces of ~40% (80 proof) distilled liquor. We will use these definitions of a single alcoholic beverage for this chapter. Keep in mind sex differences in the amounts of enzymes that break down alcohol and average body size mean that men can usually drink on the higher end of any given range and women should aim for the lower end.

For most people who are not highly competitive athletes, light drinking (1-3 drinks once or twice per week) will not have significant effects on health, body composition, or performance. As we cross over into moderate drinking (3-10 drinks per week), even in small amounts (1-3 drinks per day), small differences in body composition can start to be observed. At this level of drinking health is not likely to be affected, so the small body composition trade-off is one many people are willing to make in order to be able to have drinks on the weekend or wine with dinner. At 4 or more drinks per day on average, the effects begin to threaten health and fitness goals more seriously.

**Detriments of Alcohol Consumption**

*Blunting of Muscle Growth*
Alcohol reduces the rates of muscle growth. Through a variety of pathways, some related to estrogen and testosterone production, the more you drink, the less muscle you are likely to grow.

*Muscle Loss*
You are not likely to lose muscle on a maintenance or muscle gain diet when drinking moderately, but alcohol increases the chances of muscle loss when you are hypocaloric. So
even if you are fitting your beer calories into your diet, they might be having a more negative effect than other calories would.

*Fat Gain*

When you consume alcohol, most of your cells prefer to burn it as a fuel source before they switch back to burning their usual mixture of carbs and fats. This means that if you are isocaloric or hypercaloric your body is not burning the other food calories you are consuming as efficiently and they are slightly more likely to be stored as fat. When you are hypocaloric this means that rather than burning your body’s fat, cells will preferentially use alcohol calories, pausing your fat loss progress (and as mentioned, increasing muscle loss potential—a double whammy). While alcohol does not directly convert to body fat in any meaningful way, it can indirectly increase fat storage or slow fat burning. Add up those missed burn opportunities over the weeks and you have some significant fat gains on an iso- or hypercaloric diet and some missed fat loss opportunities on a hypocaloric diet.

*Fat Gain Via Ancillary Alcohol Calories*

Although alcohol itself only facilitates added fat storage, the additional sugar in mixed drinks can directly contribute to fat storage, compounding the negative effects of a few drinks. In theory, you can account for calories and still have a few drinks, even on a fat loss plan. In reality, the number of calories you have to cut from your food to offset even a couple of high-sugar drinks becomes problematic for macro and micronutrient needs. Most drinks of this kind (margaritas, piña coladas, etc.) contain a very large number of calories, and having just a few can make calorie cuts necessary in the 500-1000 range. (The National Institutes of Health has an online alcoholic drink calorie calculator that can be eye-opening.) A high calorie drink might be acceptable as a one time occurrence on a fat loss diet, but is not a good habit for fat loss or health and fitness outcomes in general.

*Fat Gain via Lapses in Adherence*

Unfortunately, the sensible, controlled, forward-thinking required for good diet adherence is dialed down the more alcohol you consume. The more you drink the more likely you are to simply reach for things that give you immediate pleasure. If you are on a hypocaloric diet, those things tend to be tasty, calorie-dense comfort foods.

*Recovery Problems via Toxicity*

The number one toxin most people expose themselves to is alcohol. Because it is toxic, alcohol directly reduces the rate and completeness of recovery. This means that the harder you train and the more recovery demand you put on your body, the more notable the negative effects of alcohol will be. So while it might be just fine to have some drinks during lower volume training phases, those same drinks might come at a greater cost during higher volume training phases or hypocaloric diets, when recovery demands are pushed close to threshold levels.
Recovery Problems Via Sleep Disruption
Under-sleeping is powerfully related to impediments in fat loss and muscle gain. Alcohol disrupts the normal sleep cycle in part by preventing the normal descent into deep sleep. This impacts recovery in addition to toxin exposure effects. The effect of alcohol on sleep is caused by going to bed intoxicated and can be minimized to some extent by sobering up before trying to fall asleep.

Hydration problems
Alcohol consumption causes dehydration which can impede recovery and performance when at pronounced levels. You can obviate this process by drinking extra fluids during and after your drinking, but because alcohol is a diuretic, you are going to be making quite a few extra trips to the bathroom.

If you are not opposed to making some trade-offs in body composition and performance for the sake of enjoying alcohol in moderation, you can decrease some of alcohol’s negative effects by following some combination of these approaches:

- Do not consume more than 2-4 drinks at a time, more than a few times a week
- Stick to drinks with less calories and minimal additional sugar and fat
- Keep tempting, easy access comfort food out of reach when drinking
- Drink less when in high-volume, recovery-demanding training phases
- Drink less when in hypocaloric diet phases
- Drink calorie free fluids between drinks and after drinking to stay hydrated
- Stop drinking a couple hours before going to bed

These strategies can be used to minimize alcohol’s negative effects, but there are times when abstinence is a better choice. Time your drinking for phases of your diet and training where it will be least impactful. Tactics like not starting your fat loss diet right before your all-inclusive vacation or a series of bachelor/ette parties and weddings can go a long way towards both your enjoyment of those things and towards your diet success.
Chapter Summary

- The negative effects of alcohol manifest on a dose basis; the more you drink, the worse the effects.

- Alcohol consumption can directly inhibit muscle growth and retention, fat loss, the ability to recover from hard training, the ability to achieve a high quality sleep, and can lead to dehydration.

- Alcohol consumption during a diet requires a trade-off of body composition and performance for lifestyle enjoyment.
Chapter 17 Fads and Fallacies

Unfortunately, fallacious approaches to diet are so rampant that by the time we publish this book, there will likely be a number of new fad diets that we were unable cover here. We intend to be as comprehensive as possible in debunking current popular misconceptions and fads. Hopefully, with the knowledge and tools gained from this book, you will be able to identify and debunk new nutrition fads on your own as they arise.

Recent Trends

Butter / Fats added to Coffee

The trend of adding grass-fed butter or coconut oil to coffee has now circled the world. At the end of the day, there is nothing magic about putting a big slab of saturated fat in your coffee. In the context of an otherwise healthy diet, a little saturated fat in your morning cup of joe is not the end of the world. Our message to you the reader is that there is no substantial health benefit to drinking your fat calories in coffee specifically; you should obtain those calories however you see fit as long as you are sticking to your diet plan and living a healthy lifestyle.

One claim is that this concoction will reduce appetite. Indeed it will, but this is simply the virtue of caffeine and 500 calories worth of fat. Moving those fats to your breakfast meal or adding cream to your coffee would be a tastier alternative with an equally appetite-suppressing effect. Another claim is that by avoiding carbs (and drinking butter coffee instead) when cortisol is higher in the morning, you can prevent fat gain. The problem with this rationale is that carbs reduce cortisol when they are eaten, creating a self-solving problem. In fact, if you are eating 500 calories of fat at a time when cortisol levels are high (such as the morning), they have a higher chance of being stored as fat than carbs do. Putting butter in your coffee because you like the taste is a fine choice if you have calories to spare for a beverage, but do not expect that the outcomes will differ from eating butter with your morning meal.

Intermittent Fasting

This strategy involves blocking off long stretches of time in your diet schedule where no eating is allowed and condensing all eating into a short period, usually in the evening. Unfortunately, as we know from the nutrient timing diet principle, this diet structure is not the best option for body composition (muscle retention) or sport performance. Below are assessments of the purported benefits of fasting:
Adherence
While fasting might make temporary adherence to a hypocaloric diet easier for some people, it also has downsides for a long-term healthy lifestyle. Even for adherence, the direct research on fasting does not show any significant increases in adherence compared to consuming a normal number of daily meals (3-5). Some research even shows reduced adherence to fasting protocols and less dietary continuation months after completing a fasting study compared to a calorie restriction study with normal meal spacing. This means that there are few people who see adherence benefits from fasting. For the few people who do adhere better to their calorie and macro allotments using a fasting strategy, adherence will be much more valuable than optimal meal timing, but will come at a trade-off of best body composition results.

Autophagy
Autophagy is the process by which your body destroys its own cells and tissues. This process is critical to health; without it body structures would wear down and begin to function poorly. Proponents of fasting often tout this as a benefit of the method. Although fasting does increase autophagy, so does any caloric deficit. Your body must catabolize its own components to fuel basic survival needs when not enough food is being taken in. Hard exercise also significantly boosts autophagy. The only evidence for a special boost to autophagy from intermittent fasting has so far come from studies of starving yeast and remains unproven in humans or mammals.

Growth Hormone Increases / Anabolism
When you fast, your growth hormone (GH) levels increase. This is because GH gives the signal for fat and carbs to be used for fuel instead of being stored in the muscle. When you fast, your body releases GH in order to feed on the stored contents of some of its cells. The purported anabolic effect however is not possible under fasted conditions. Growth hormone is only anabolic when there is an abundance of protein and calories. If you fast to raise growth hormone levels, the lack of excess nutrients leaves out the potential muscle growth benefits. If you give this just a bit of thought, it starts to sound absurd—you are supposed to get bigger by not eating for long periods of time. This is contradicted by the physiological need to supply muscles regularly with amino acids (and the machinery that builds muscle with calories to operate). Although GH levels are increased, the fasted state inhibits their muscle building effects and fasting itself creates a catabolic environment, making net muscle loss a more likely outcome.

If you feel you can adhere to your diet program better with fasting, know that you will be trading off maximum muscle retention or growth depending on the diet. Some muscle tissue will inevitably be used for fuel during long periods without eating (especially on a hypocaloric diet). If you would like keep a diet structure similar to fasting while conserving a bit more muscle than traditional fasting allows, just consume meals comprised of only protein periodically during the “fasting” period and eat the rest of your macros in meals after the “fasting” period.

Intermittent fasting is unlikely to kill you or cause you to lose all of your muscle gains, but it is not effective for best performance or body composition changes.
Carb Backloading

Carb backloading refers to eating fewer carbs in the morning and more carbs at night. Carb backloading claims that because cortisol levels are high and insulin sensitivity is low in the morning, it is best to avoid eating carbs because under these conditions they are more likely to be stored as fat. Eating meals of mostly protein, training midday, and then adding carbs to your meals for the last several meals to get the most muscle and least fat gains is what the carb backloading approach recommends. As mentioned in the critique of butter-in-coffee, high morning cortisol levels do not actually cause more carbs to be stored as fat; cortisol is reduced by the consumption of carbs. In addition, insulin sensitivity is higher in the morning (post-night-long-fast) than it is in the evening, so that part is simply incorrect. That being said, if you wake up and do not eat carbs for hours your insulin sensitivity might be higher than normal by the evening due to prolonged time spent without carbs (prolonged time without carbs also increases risk of muscle catabolism due to energy needs and so the purported benefit of this strategy is negated). Regardless of whether you eat your carbs in the AM or PM, the hormone logic does not add up for carb backloading and related diets.

Cleanses and Detoxes

The idea behind a cleanse or a detox is pretty straightforward. You consume only a limited amount of food (or no food at all), and usually drink plenty of a specific kind of low-calorie beverage, whether it be an herbal blend, lemon water, or a mix of certain vegetables or fruits. This hiatus from normal eating is proposed to both stop the influx of foodborne toxins into your body and remove the built-up toxins that are already there. The problem is that there is no practical difference in the amount of toxins that you are consuming during such a cleanse. The most pervasive toxin consumed by humans is probably alcohol and this is generally done by choice. Your liver processes most of the toxins out of your body over time, and cleanses and detoxes do not assist or rush this process. Further, while most of the herbs and blends used in detoxes are healthy, they unfortunately do not have any special toxin-removing capabilities. Direct assessments of detox and cleansing diets show the same effect as lowering calories and eating healthy. The downside to longer periods of “detoxing” or “cleansing” is that protocols often lack protein, resulting in muscle loss. Any studies showing evidence of a benefit to detoxing are usually severely lacking in experimental rigor and seldom appear in a peer-reviewed journal (if at all). Any positive outcomes are related to the cessation of the consumption of unhealthy foods. A better choice for health and fitness would be to eat mostly healthy foods and get in plenty of veggies, fruits, and whole grains all the time.

A huge downside of the detox/cleanse paradigm is that it postulates that you can reverse weeks or months of poor eating habits within days of strict adherence to a special dietary and fluid protocol. In order to restore your health to the condition you had before a stint of poor eating practices, you have to eat well for at least as long as you ate badly. In some cases eating badly can do irreversible damage to your health, so buying into quick fixes can be even more
dangerous if you have been eating badly for a long time. Though it is tempting to want to believe that just couple of days of special dieting can give you a clean slate, it is not so.

Alkaline/Acidic Diets

A certain class of diets proposes to bring your body’s pH into balance. On the face of it, that sounds great, but like cleanses and detoxes, your body is already very good at regulating this. If your blood pH is altered by as little as 0.4 (from its normal range of 7.35-7.45 pH), you will die. For this reason the body maintains its blood acidity very tightly with a host of pH buffers. Certain gut pH levels can affect the microbiome, but the alkalinity of food does not correlate to these changes as they arise from byproducts of digestion. Eating alkaline foods or drinking alkaline water will have zero impact on your gut as stomach acid will neutralize whatever small alterations in pH might come from food pH immediately upon contact. The pH of your urine can be altered with foods, but this is due to metabolites produced during the digestion process and has zero impact on blood or cellular pH levels. Alkaline water and diets are essentially a scam. There is not even a seed of truth to their claims.

Inflammation

Inflammation is often thought to be wholly negative. While it is true that chronic systemic inflammation puts you at higher risk for developing more serious conditions, acute inflammation is also central to the recovery and adaptation process post-workout. If body composition and fitness outcomes are a priority, wiping out all inflammation is a bad idea. Instead, we want adequate acute, local inflammation for recovery and adaptation, injury healing, and infection fighting. We want to avoid chronic, systemic inflammation.

Many people claim that particular foods and diets reduce chronic systemic inflammation, but the best intervention for chronic inflammation is just weight loss. High body fat levels seem to create and reinforce chronic inflammation, so losing fat is the most dependable way to reverse this. Be wary of diets, pills, and specific foods purported to be anti-inflammatory.

Digestive Problems as Causes of Weight Gain

There is no shortage of companies selling digestive enzymes or other pro-digestive supplements with claims that they will help you lose weight. People will often claim that they are not digesting food well and that this is why they are struggling to lose weight. The problem with this logic is that it is backwards. If you were not digesting all of the food you were eating, you ought to be able to eat more food than usual and not gain weight. To be stored as fat, the nutrients you eat must first be digested and absorbed. If they are not, they just pass through. The human body has an incredibly powerful digestive system, and can absorb every
food you eat in the 95%+ range of efficiency. The more efficient your digestion, the more calories you get out of food. It is likely that if you suffer from digestive problems, you will lose weight, and at medically troubling rates. For example, individuals with Celiac and Crohn’s disease are often very underweight prior to the management of their conditions because their digestive systems have trouble absorbing the food they eat, and thus they lose huge fractions of ingested calories. If you need help losing weight, enhancing your digestion is unlikely to help.

**Avoiding Hard to Pronounce Ingredients**

Unfortunately, skipping hard to pronounce ingredients will not make you healthier. There will be more of these kinds of words in the ingredient lists of processed foods, which in many cases are less healthy, so in this sense there is some truth to the idea that simple is better. On the other hand you would be best served not to skip (5R)-[(1S)-1,2-Dihydroxyethyl]-3,4-dihydroxyfuran-2(5H)-one (ascorbic acid or vitamin C), pantothenic acid (vitamin B5), or eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, an omega 3 fatty acid). In fact, these compounds with difficult to pronounce names are often found in whole foods that do not even have an ingredient list to read and are added to other food products to make them (appear at least) healthier. The truth is that nutrition is just not that simple—we cannot simply find health and fitness by ruling things out based on name alone—a bit more discernment is required.

**Hormones as Cause of Weight Gain**

This pervasive myth offers a hugely appealing fantasy that there is nothing wrong with your current diet and exercise routine (or lack thereof) and that all of your weight gain or failure to lose is due to your hormones. While hormones do play a role in metabolic rate, a caloric deficit will still result in weight loss. Ironically, one thing that can shift your hormones in a way that reduces metabolism, is dieting for too long.

Hormones also play a role in body composition at any given weight. With more testosterone and less cortisol, you can gain muscle and lose fat at the same time. If the ratio is the other way around, you can lose muscle and gain fat. Short of huge doses of exogenous hormones, both of these cases are extremely rare. Solutions being sold to “fix hormone problems” tend to include herbs and specific food recommendations, neither of which are powerful enough to shift your hormonal profile. If you are over-dieted, take a long break from reduced calorie intake; this will be the most powerful tool you have to bring your hormones back to baseline. Some herbal supplements and specific food items are extremely unlikely to alter your hormone production such that you can lose weight without altering diet and training. Your diet principles and a well designed training program are a science-tested means of getting you to your goal.
Coconut Oil

Coconut oil has gathered quite the reputation in recent years. It is an excellent lubricant, pretty good for your skin and hair when applied externally, a great conditioner, smells great, and it makes the foods you use it in taste better and have better texture. It definitely has its benefits, but claims that this food item has extensive medical health benefits are largely dubious. Coconut oil is alleged to help with everything from fat loss to cancer. When coconut oil first gained its bump in popularity in the mid-2010s, the volume of research on its health effects was not yet substantial enough to validate these claims. As of this writing, the comprehensive literature on the health effects of coconut oil paints a mixed picture, but its high saturated fat content makes it unhealthy in large amounts. Coconut oil is like other saturated fat; just fine in moderation, but should be eclipsed in daily consumption amounts by monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fat sources like nuts, avocados, and olive oil.

Persistent or Recurring Trends

Natural is Better (The Naturalistic Fallacy)

Also known as the “appeal to nature fallacy,” the naturalistic fallacy makes the claim that because something is natural, it must be good. The claim within the context of diet is that the more something has been altered by humans, the less healthy and performance-enhancing it is to consume. Under this assumption, eating cookies made with cane sugar and grass fed butter ought to be better for you than vitamin fortified sugar free meringue cookies made with egg whites and sucr alose. If you are on a fat loss diet, the rationale is reversed—the sugar free meringue cookies (meringue is made with egg whites) not only have protein, but no added fats or carbohydrates and so will be much lower in calories per unit volume than the “natural” cookies, not to mention they have the added vitamins. For health and fitness the less natural cookies in this example are better for you.

It is not universally the case that unnatural is better than natural either. There is no general way to use naturalness as a measure for goodness. In nutrition, less-processed (more “natural”) foods tend to be healthier than more processed (less “natural”) foods, but some processed food (like protein powder) is very healthy. During and after hard training, when the digestive burden required by unprocessed food is too great, more processed food is often better for athletic performance. Additionally, for vegan protein sources, processing can make protein more digestible, better absorbed, and can also reduce some “natural” factors such as phytoestrogens in soy that you might want to keep within reasonable daily limits. How natural any food is does not necessarily dictate how good it is for you. Many factors must be assessed in choosing foods for your health and fitness goals, and you should always consider the basic diet principles and food composition when making these choices. Ideally, this book has given you the tools to make these decisions rationally and avoid committing this naturalistic fallacy.
Processed Food

There are certain processing methods and certain categories of processed food that are definitely not ideal for your health. The processing of conventional fats into trans-fats is one of the best examples, but the primary reasons that processed foods tend to be less healthy is that they lack micronutrients and are highly palatable (they promote overeating). In many cases it is not the processed food that is bad for you as much as it is failing to consume whole foods. The problem with processed foods is that people consume them in place of and in higher quantities than foods with added nutrients and benefits.

Lack of Nutrients / Overeating Processed Foods

When turning whole grains into white flour, most of the fiber, vitamins, minerals, and phytochemicals are removed. While there is nothing wrong with this in and of itself, if you eat exclusively white bread, you will miss out on the nutrients that whole grains, vegetables, and fruits can provide. Processing also usually increases the calorie density of foods and makes them tastier. If your diet is mainly processed foods, you will likely feel less full while consuming more calories than if you were eating a primarily whole food diet, which has the potential to result in an increase in body weight.

Examples of Processing That Makes Food More Healthy

Not all processing methods make food less healthy. For example, processing allows milk fat and carbs to be separated from whey and casein proteins, which are extremely healthy and have some specific fitness benefits when consumed appropriately. Another example is the processing of soy products which not only makes the complete vegan protein found in soy more readily available for absorption by the body, but also provides the benefit of removing phytoestrogens, some of which, when eaten in large amounts, may have adverse endocrine related effects.

A diet composed of mainly whole foods will provide the fiber and micronutrients for best health and fitness, but some processed food (like protein powders, vegan “meats”, etc.) can be beneficial as well. Even less healthy processed foods (such as those containing trans fats) will not have a significant impact on health or fitness if consumed rarely and in very small amounts.

Non-Genetically Modified Food (Non-GMO)

GMO’s are foods that have been modified genetically via a more advanced technique than cross-breeding. Intentional human-led crossbreeding of plants has been practiced for thousands of years, but advanced GM technology is only about 40 years old. The first GM crop was invented in 1982, and GM crops first came to market in the US and Europe in 1994. The basic premise of GM crops is that they have genes of other organisms inserted into their genomes, such as a gene for pesticide resistance from a bacterium being inserted into a plant to give it a greater resistance against pests. Since their introduction, GM crops have exploded in use because of their distinct advantages over conventional crops. A huge number of individuals
have protested this expansion, fearing health and environmental negatives of GMOs despite a lack of evidence for such things.

You name it, people have accused GMOs of causing it. Cancer, diabetes, neurodegenerative disease, autism; the list goes on. With this much smoke, you would think there must be fire, but the scientific consensus is that GMOs are no more dangerous than unmodified foods. In the published peer-reviewed literature, there is not a single confirmed case of GMOs having any harm to health. This is after more than 30 years of testing, 20 years of use, and more than 10 years of chronic use by hundreds of millions of people worldwide.

For those skeptical despite this massive accumulation of longitudinal data, consider a quick thought experiment. The avocado evolved in Mexico, Central, and South America. If you trace some of your ancestry to that region, you are in the clear. If not, every time you consume an avocado, you are eating a plant that your ancestors did not co-evolve with. If you are really interested in not consuming foods that might be “unnatural” in any scientific basis then coevolution concerns should come before GM concerns. At least GM foods are tested with cells, animals, and humans for years before they get released as products to the open market.

**Organic Foods**

In chemistry, “organic” means “carbon based” so both the carbon dioxide we breathe out and the fuel used in gas engines are technically organic. Organic has come to mean something different in the modern food industry—it typically implies lack of synthetic pesticides or fertilizers in the case of produce, and a lack of antibiotic or hormone use in the case of livestock. You might note that organic farmers can use “natural” pesticides and fertilizers, but as we have learned, natural does not always mean safer or better. Organic farmers are also allowed to use synthetic (“unnatural”) substances if there is no natural source of the substance available, so even if natural were better, organic farming does not necessarily qualify.

The vast majority of studies have shown no difference in in nutritive value between organic foods and conventional foods. Research on long-term health effects using controlled studies in humans is lacking and conclusions about any single variable are difficult to draw from cohort studies. Most people do not eat either completely organic or completely conventional all the time and confounding lifestyle factors such as exercise, smoking, and alcohol habits make drawing conclusions complicated. The fact that research shows no significant nutrient differences between organic and conventional foods thus far strongly suggests that, even if there are differences, they are too small to matter.

Troublingly, there is a very well documented biasing pattern in the research on organic foods, where research by third parties usually finds no differences (sometimes conventional foods are even found to have more nutritive value), but research by organic-advocacy groups and hired scientists find slight advantages for organic foods. Even more troubling, the latter research
tends to suffer from obvious and serious flaws in study design. When doing your own reading, look for articles in peer-reviewed journals by scientists with no conflict of interest clauses in their papers.

Organic food proponents also claim organic food tastes better. Unfortunately even that is not true, aside from locally farmed organic food. Fresh foods do taste better, organic or not, to blind taste testers. When equated for freshness, organic does not score better for taste in a blinded experiment. The only verified difference between organic food and conventional food is price.

**Eating at Night Makes You Fat**

The idea that eating after some time in the evening causes extra fat gains has been around longer than most people have been tabulating the trajectories of diet fads. The direct research on this question comes out almost completely equivocal. Some studies show connections between evening eating and weight gain, most do not show any correlation, and some show the opposite effect, that eating less in the evening causes more fat gain.

Having read this book, you might recall that caloric intake is the biggest determinant of weight change. This probably explains the variety of contradictory results collected when only meal timing is considered. Once calories are equated, eating most of your food at night versus in the morning seems to make little or no difference. This reinforces how much more important calorie totals are compared to nutrient timing. Where differences can be measured is in long-term body composition changes for meals spread throughout the day versus condensed into short periods before or after long fasts, with the former leading to better results.

**Breakfast is the Most Important Meal of the Day**

There is a rationale to having some protein shortly after waking to keep the muscles supplied with amino acids after hours of sleep with no protein intake. There does not appear to be any reason that this first-thing protein intake is any more important than any other meal’s protein. Further, there is no data suggesting that your first meal needs to be anything more complicated than a protein shake (outside of training-specific meal needs).

**Hormones in Food**

Some hormones or hormone-like factors found in food occur naturally. The isoflavones in soy, for example, can mimic estrogen in certain body systems. Other hormones found in food are introduced via farming techniques. Cows, for example, are given anabolic or androgenic steroids to increase the amount of meat a single cow can provide. There are those who would be thrilled to be taking free anabolic steroid doses legally via their steak, but those less thrilled
at such a prospect can rest easy—these drugs are not transferable. First of all, the actual levels of hormone residue found in meat are physiologically irrelevant. For example, the extra estrogens found in 3 oz of meat treated with hormones can be about 0.5 ng (this is half of one billionth of a gram) more than in untreated meat (which has about 0.75 ng itself from just natural production). To give some perspective, the same amount of eggs have almost 100 ng of estrogenic compounds and peanuts have over 15,000 ng (not a typo) of phytoestrogens (an estrogen-like compound found in plants). Second and more importantly, the hormones that are given to cattle are not orally bioavailable. The cow’s liver breaks down such hormones almost completely, so getting them through the meat that you consume is completely ineffective. When humans are prescribed estrogen, testosterone, or anabolic hormones by a doctor, they must be injected unless they are specially modified, which is expensive and complicated and therefore not used for farm animals. So not only are the hormone levels in animal products inconsequentially small, they are not orally bioavailable either. To put this in context, not a single athlete, in the history of doping control, ever tested positive for any hormone because of the animal products they ate. (Though more than a few have tried to blame that process in attempts to hide their performance enhancing drug use).

Tofu has over 15 million ng of phytoestrogens per 3 oz serving. While a moderate intake of soy in your diet is not likely to lead to any issues, consistent, very high soy consumption (daily or multiple daily meals) can in fact lead to more estrogenic activity in both males and females. This is usually harmless, though in extreme cases it can slightly affect body composition. There is some evidence that high intake of soy through the lifespan might have some reproductive effects (especially for females), and the use of soy-based baby formula has not been found to be risky but needs considerably more investigation.

In moderation, soy products are almost certainly not going to reduce health, body composition, or performance outcomes. In fact, soy intake is linked with better bone health, the prevention of some cancers, and better heart health. Studies have shown no downsides to soy consumption at just under 20% of your daily protein intake (25g of protein from soy for an average 150 lb person), but higher consumption has not been well studied. Some clinical and population studies suggest health benefits for adults when soy is consumed at two to four times the above listed amount. If you are a vegan and rely on non-animal proteins for your daily nutrition, varying soy intake with other protein sources like mycoprotein might be a wise move before the weight of the evidence can reveal the proper limits and recommended intakes for soy products, but a couple servings of soy per day are likely more beneficial than not.

**Antibiotics in Food**

Keeping farm animals healthy involves the use of antibiotics. This is especially true in larger, higher-volume farms. So much antibiotic use occurs in farm animals that they are currently the biggest source of antibiotic-resistant bacteria, which is definitely an environmental and health concern in the long term, and steps to address it are underway.
While the development of antibiotic resistance is a serious concern, the presence of antibiotics in meat itself is not a concern. Regulatory agencies do not allow even trace quantities to occur in meat sold in stores. Animals that are being prepared for slaughter have to spend a mandated window of time antibiotic-free to clear all traces from their bodies. Buying animal products from animals not treated with antibiotics makes some sense in the context of global antibiotic effectiveness concerns but this will not reduce your own intake of antibiotics.

If you would like to purchase healthier animal products and stay science-based, current evidence suggests that grass-fed animal products are slightly, but notably healthier than grain-fed animal products, mostly because they contain higher levels of Omega-3 fats.

**Chemicals In Food**

It is impossible to avoid eating chemicals because, by definition, all of the food you eat is composed of mixtures of chemicals—even fruits and vegetables. So the real claim is generally that man-made chemicals are bad.

There are instances in which the claim that artificial chemicals added to food make it less healthy or worse for body composition is true. For example, the trans-fats added to fast foods and baked goods to extend their shelf lives have been shown to be detrimental to health. On the other hand, some natural food ingredients are actually quite harmful. For example, hydrogen cyanide is an extremely toxic chemical found in raw cassava and bamboo as well as the pits of cherries and apricots. With any toxic substance the amount ingested and the sensitivity of the individual will play a role in the response.

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) evaluates substances to determine how carcinogenic they are. The most likely to be carcinogenic to humans are classified as “Group 1”. Of the over 100 substances currently listed as Group 1, more than half are naturally-occurring. In fact, most of the carcinogens we get from diet are natural plant compounds probably made by plants to defend themselves. Not that we should avoid plant consumption, this is just to say that natural compounds are not necessarily safer or healthier than artificial ones. We know more about the health effects of most food additives than we do about specific compounds in natural foods so rejecting man-made chemicals in foods is not a rational rule to live by. Assessing the scientific data regarding the safety of any substance, natural or man-made, makes a great deal more sense.

**Artificial Sweeteners**

Artificial sweeteners are compounds that taste sweet but have either very low or no calories at all. Technically called non-nutritive sweeteners for this reason, their straightforward appeal is
pretty obvious—a sweet taste without all of the calories. Popular media accounts would have you believe that artificial sweeteners are dangerous, but this is not at all the case.

The safety of aspartame (a commonly vilified sweetener) is asserted by the independent medical governing bodies of more than 90 countries. It has a near-unanimous approval for safety by the top medical and drug safety councils in the world. The FDA has pronounced that aspartame is “one of the most thoroughly tested and studied food additives the agency has ever approved.” The story is much the same for all other major artificial sweeteners, including Sucralose, Acesulfame Potassium, and Saccharin. A large amount of calorie free sweetener can be consumed before an even mild health risk. The safe amounts are a bit different for each sweetener, but the FDA’s maximum safe dose for Sucralose (for example) is stated as: “Using the no-observed-effect level of 500 mg/kg/day* and applying a 100-fold safety factor, the agency has determined an ADI (acceptable daily intake) of 5 mg/kg/day for sucralse. This ADI estimate is well above the 90th-percentile EDI (expected dietary intake) for sucralse of 1.6 mg/kg bw/d”.

To be very clear before we translate this into real-world terms: The FDA is taking the amount of Sucralose at which no negative health effects were observed, and then dividing that by 100. So you can likely consume 100 the times recommended maximum intake and still be safe from any negative health effects. For a 150 lb person, the maximum recommended intake is ~338mg of Sucralose (or 56 teaspoons of Splenda brand sweetener) per day—this would be difficult for most to achieve for a single day, much less on a daily basis. Further, this means that no negative health effect should be observed at 33,800mg (over 5600 teaspoons of Splenda), which is probably not even a feat that anyone could accomplish. Aspartame has even higher maximums. If you drink regular diet coke or nearly any other common diet soda, just north of 20 cans per day would be the equivalent level of safety compared to 56 teaspoons of Splenda. In summary, it is just very difficult to consume enough artificial sweetener to risk any kind of health effects. This is based on hundreds of studies on individual cells, animals, and humans.

What about all those cancer studies in rats? The first study that initiated this scare was done in the 1970’s and saccharin at high doses was found to cause bladder cancer in rats. Pretty scary, except that in the early 2000s, it was shown that this reaction to saccharin was unique to rats and mechanistically impossible in humans. To illustrate the point, it has also been shown that Vitamin C increases tumor growth in rats and mice, but does not seem to have tumor growth effects in humans. The second incident of carcinogenicity of artificial sweeteners in rodent studies was from a group of studies published by the European Ramazzini Foundation of Oncology and Environmental Sciences, known collectively as the “Ramazzini studies.” These studies concluded that rats were getting higher rates of cancer from low level aspartame exposure. This was of course alarming, so much of the rest of the toxicology community wanted more information. Upon closer inspection, the Ramazzini studies were rife with the kinds of errors that normally preclude publication altogether. Some of these errors include using older rats for the aspartame group and younger rats for the control group, lack of randomization, and potentially carcinogenic animal living conditions, among many other issues. Upon requests for raw data (the actual study results prior to interpretation), the foundation provided only some of
the data, which in the practice of science is unacceptable. Perhaps the most telling feature of this episode is that no other laboratories have managed to replicate the findings of this lab. So yes, even the oft-vilified aspartame is almost certainly safe at anything approaching reasonable intakes. You can rest easy that your calorie free sweeteners will not give you cancer or do any serious health damage, but there are downsides to these sweeteners. While sweeteners can be a great way to skip calories and enjoy something sweet while dieting, they do not reduce hunger. When you eat a full-sugar dessert, you get the sugar fix and the hunger-suppressing calories that go with it. With artificial sweeteners, you only get the mental sugar fix.

Almost all direct studies of replacing sugar in controlled diets with artificial sweeteners show fat and weight loss for those consuming the sugar-free sweeteners in place of sugar. In contrast, cross-sectional studies of individuals running their own diets show more artificial sweetener consumption is correlated with obesity. Many have interpreted this result to mean that sugar-free sweeteners cause obesity, but this conclusion assumes that correlation means causation. Because a wealth of other, more controlled research has shown weight loss with artificial sweeteners and because they do not contain calories, concluding that they cause weight gain makes little sense. It is much more likely that overweight people are more likely to be dieting to try to lose weight and therefore consuming more diet foods including artificial sweeteners. Obese individuals are also more likely to have bariatric surgery, but we do not conclude that bariatric surgery causes obesity because the two are correlated.

Considering the possible mechanisms by which artificial sweeteners could cause long-term fat gain while causing fat loss in controlled studies further rules out this conclusion. Very limited research has shown some effect on gut bacteria (but the direct link between these changes and weight gain or loss has yet to be established). Because no studies have directly shown weight gain in humans due to alterations in gut bacteria, this does not explain the observation. It might be that sweeteners provide a sweet taste without the filling calories, which spurs people to eat even more. However, higher hunger levels have not been reported in the human studies, so it seems quite unlikely. Insulin secretion caused by the ingestion of artificial sweeteners was a potential factor but has been ruled out in humans through multiple studies.

Since the direct experimental studies show weight loss with no complications from sweeteners, and this is what mechanism based theory would predict, we can recommend their use within safety margins described earlier. They are almost certainly not carcinogenic or dangerous in any notable way. That being said, they are not all-powerful and are only a single, very limited tool in the fat loss arsenal we can potentially employ.

**Turning Fat Into Muscle**

An old, but still startlingly common belief is that if you gain weight quickly and then retain the excess weight for longer, you can “harden up” and a higher percentage of that weight will
become muscle. Unfortunately, this is completely false. The nutritional variable that powers muscle growth is the *hypercaloric condition*. If you are maintaining weight, then logically you must be in an *isocaloric* condition. In this state, there is no process for your body to simply ‘convert’ your extra fat tissue to muscle; the fat must be lost in a *hypocaloric* period or stay where it resides. The presence of fat negatively affects the P-Ratio and thus decreases the likelihood of muscle gain. If it were efficient to put on muscle in this way, going on an all-fast-food binge diet for a couple weeks and then simply maintaining after could get you new muscle. Alas, gaining muscle at the best rates without gaining added fat requires logical calculation, self-control, and quite a bit of patience—behaviors that are good for a lot of beneficial outcomes related to body composition alteration and performance enhancement.

**Juicing**

We do not mean juicing as in slang for the use of anabolic and other performance enhancing substances, but rather the practice of extracting and drinking juice from vegetables or fruits with the expectation of health and fitness benefits. Ironically, many proponents of juicing are also proponents of whole, natural food diets and opposed to sugar—forgetting that juicing is a means of “processing” food that turns fruits especially into higher glycemic sugar drinks. Juicing is so popular in the diet industry that a video or picture of someone blending or squeezing their own juice is almost synonymous with the concepts health and fitness in advertising. While fresh juice does contain plenty of micronutrients, juicing removes all of the fiber from fruits and vegetables. Part of the reason fruits and veggies are good for your health is that they are high in fiber; juicing reduces this and thus removes the health benefits as well as the high volume which would reduce hunger. Adding whole fruits and veggies to your meals is in most cases a healthier, better option than juicing. Once exception might be during hypocaloric diets. Because liquid food makes calorie consumption easier, juicing can help you get more micronutrients and calories without feeling as full as you would after eating the whole food counterparts.

**Mistaking Thirst for Hunger**

The tiny bit of truth to this claim is that drinking a high volume of fluid rapidly does actually stretch the stomach and reduce your hunger levels. In this instance, your body is mistaking being full of fluid with being full of calories, which is not the same thing as mistaking thirst for hunger. Not only is there no evidence to suggest that people mistake thirst for hunger and thus overeat when they could have simply had a glass of water, the evolutionary likelihood of such critical senses being easily confused is low.
Hyperhydration Extremism

Since its peak popularity in the mid 2000s, many individuals are nothing short of obsessed with their hydration. The good news is that your thirst response will make you very clearly aware that you need water long before your health is remotely in danger. In some special situations such as rapid onset of activity and high sweat rates, thirst lags behind dehydration (the kind that meaningfully impacts your performance). Planning ahead for periods of activity in intense heat is advisable, but these are not normal conditions. On a day-to-day basis, drinking to thirst and checking that your urine is pale yellow regularly will keep you as hydrated as you need to be.

Dieting to Come Off of All Prescription Drugs

One of the huge benefits to dieting, especially fat and weight loss dieting for individuals who are overweight, is that health usually improves drastically when weight is lost and body composition improved. Health can often improve so much in some body systems that certain prescription drugs an individual used to take are no longer needed. For example, after losing 40 lb of fat over a year, someone who formerly took medication for high blood pressure might be able to drop the dose or discontinue altogether. This is not always going to be the case and should be done under the supervision of their physician. Some issues requiring medication are not improved with increased leanness or fitness. Others can be improved in some individuals but not in everyone. It is absolutely fine to be dieting with the goal of improving your health, but dieting to come off of all prescription drugs might not be a realistic pursuit. Your doctor can help you determine if and when it is safe to come off any of your medications. The point of dieting for health is to get healthy, not to swear off medications on principle.

Gaining Weight Via Undereating

In the diet world, some people will claim that they are not losing weight because they are undereating. First things first; the First Law of Thermodynamics cannot be violated. There is no way to gain tissue in a caloric deficit, but there are reasons that people might have this misconception that are worth discussing:

Post-Diet Rebound
Sometimes when people say that low calories made them gain weight, they mean that they gained weight after a diet, from a rebound weight gain effect. While the amount of calories they were consuming immediately post-diet may not have been very high compared to their pre-diet norms, at the end of the diet with lower metabolism, lower NEAT, and hormonal changes from the diet, it takes fewer calories to create a surplus. A caloric surplus still caused the weight gain, but the surplus still felt like very few calories at the time. In the literal sense, it is the overeating after the diet that caused the weight gain, but the excessive deficit of the undereating did
potentiate it. Not a mystery of thermodynamics, but definitely supports the need for diets to be moderate in daily deficit and duration and have a maintenance plan in place post-diet.

**Diet Fatigue and Water Weight**
Your diet-fatigue increases across a hypocaloric phase. This fatigue includes the rise of chronically-expressed stress hormones, such as cortisol. Hormones like these and other factors caused by long-term, large deficits can cause the body to retain more water than normal. Sometimes the amount of water can be so large that no apparent weight loss is seen on the scale for weeks. If you eat a salty meal toward the end of a deficit period, your total body weight can even increase, explaining how some would come to suspect that undereating is causing weight gain. In a sense it is causing gain, but it is water weight and not tissue weight gain. At the end of a diet when you transition to maintenance intelligently, you will lose all that water weight in several days or weeks and end up lighter during maintenance than you ever were during the diet. This may cause the misinterpretation that increased calories caused the weight loss, furthering incorrect assumptions about the relationship between calories and tissue change.

**Underreported Calories**
On average, people underreport the number of daily calories they are consuming. Not only do they underreport the size of their meals, they often forget to count some or even most of their bites and snacks between meals. When someone says they have been eating 900 calories per day and are still gaining weight, they have more than likely been miscalculating.

**Overestimated Activity**
Much as with underreporting calories, people often overestimate physical activity. From daily activity to exercise, the average person will think they are doing more than they really are. Cardio machines and other devices that calculate calories burned tend to overstate amounts, so weight change is usually a better measure of actual daily calorie expenditure.

**Changes in Calorie Expenditure**
Decreased NEAT, altered hormones, and lowered metabolism from a hypocaloric diet (especially a harsh or prolonged diet) result in lower daily calorie needs. Even your output on exercise efforts will decrease as you become more fatigued on a diet. A combination of this and underreporting calories, means weight gain is likely the result of being in a calorie surplus, albeit one that feels like a deficit. When a caloric surplus is feeling like a deficit, it is probably time for a long overdue and extended break from fat loss dieting.

**Diet/Binge Cycles**
Diet and binging cycles are all too common. Individuals will diet hard for months, lose weight, but then fail to take maintenance breaks. Instead they push as hard as they can for as long as they can. Diet fatigue builds up, tissue loss slows and water weight drifts up, resulting in weight change stalls on the scale. The constant restriction and hunger without any decreases in scale weight are simply too frustrating and they crack and spend a week or so binge eating. The
calorie surplus, lower metabolism, and lower NEAT result in tissue gain; the salt and carbs from the extra food add substantial water weight, so the scale tips up dramatically. Fueled by regret and renewed fire to get the weight back off, they jump back into a diet. Having failed to alleviate any real diet fatigue due to the short duration of the binge, diet fatigue is as high as ever and scale weight stops declining not long after the diet is re-initiated. Frustrations mount, another binging episode follows, and the cycle continues. Suffering through the hard work of a diet for no net loss in weight over weeks, and possibly a net gain if your binges are big enough is not productive or motivating. This situation also often leads to the false conclusion that “under-eating” is causing weight gain, when really it is the binge eating under conditions of decreased calorie expenditure.

To exit this nasty cycle, the hypocaloric diet needs to come to a temporary end. By focusing on eating at maintenance you can get stronger, become more aerobically fit, and give your body and mind the time they need to heal from all those many months of yo-yo dieting. Those who are particularly burned out on the dieting process (perhaps after years of yo-yo dieting) might consider a full diet-reset. During this period, you might move away from all counting and tracking of macros and calories and eat what sounds good for a period. Then, over months, ease back into formal dieting. You can eventually get back into a hypocaloric diet, but one that is constrained to 12 weeks or less and 0.5-1% or body weight loss per week. If you have a history with yo-yo dieting, it is better to start with a slower loss rate and a shorter duration diet. After this diet, you would move on to an adequately long maintenance phase to recover from the diet, and so on.

**Negative Calorie Foods**

The claim of these foods is that they require more calories to chew and digest than they contain. In other words, if you ate only these foods you should be in a greater calorie deficit the more you ate. Sadly, there are no such foods.

**Empty Calories**

The term “empty calories” is usually meant to describe foods lacking in micronutrients. The fallacy here is the belief that consuming such foods at any time is a bad idea. While consuming foods devoid of micronutrients as your sole source of calories would be very unhealthy, so called “empty calorie” foods have a place in a healthy diet. The Gatorade you drink during your workout could be described as “empty calories,” but it has a benefit to your fitness development that other options cannot provide.
Superfoods

Superfoods are supposed to have so many nutrients in them that they can wildly affect your health by themselves. It is true that some foods really are packed with more nutrients, than others, on average. Brightly colored fruits and deeply colored vegetables likely top the list, and even whole eggs could be classified as nutrient-dense. Nutrient density is not always desirable. Consider fat-soluble vitamins, for example. These can be stored in body fat and if chronically over-eaten can cause health problems. While it is unlikely that you will overeat “superfoods” to the point of danger, their benefits are also greatly overstated. Unless you are deficient in certain nutrients (which is very rare in the Western world, even with a poor diet), nutrient-dense foods are not mandatory. A normal, varied intake of healthy foods will give you the doses of micronutrients needed—beyond this no added benefits exist for ingesting extra nutrients.

Dietary vs. Serum Cholesterol

Despite many claims to the contrary, serum cholesterol (the readings you get at the doctor’s office) does in fact correlate with health outcomes. The lower your LDL (“bad” cholesterol) and the higher your HDL (“good” cholesterol), the less likely you are to suffer from cardiovascular disease down the road. Being leaner, active, and eating healthy are the best ways of altering these measures. But where does dietary cholesterol fit in? After all, most animal products have some amount of cholesterol. In the 1980s, the dogma was (without much evidence) that eating dietary cholesterol would raise your bad cholesterol levels. Subsequently, in study after study, individuals who ate high amounts of dietary cholesterol from seafood sources failed to display higher serum cholesterol profiles. When the data on cholesterol intake were examined more closely, excess calories were definitely associated with poorer cholesterol profiles and excess saturated fats were less impactful, but still reliably correlated with poorer cholesterol results. When saturated fat and calorie data were factored out, dietary cholesterol had a very weak relationship with serum cholesterol values. If your cholesterol is very high, decreasing dietary cholesterol might be necessary. If your serum cholesterol levels are good there is generally no reason to worry about dietary intake.

Dieting Styles and Strategies

Veganism as the Only Way to Health

Veganism is one of many ways to eat healthy and perform at a high level with the added and laudable intention of reducing animal suffering. However, the notion that you must be vegan to be healthy is fallacious. Many vegans and non-vegans assume that animal products are inherently unhealthy. Such people can give up altogether in their attempts at healthy eating because they lack the willpower or circumstances to commit to a vegan lifestyle. Vegan diets
with the proper supplementation and precautions produce some of the healthiest outcomes consistently, but similar results are seen with diets containing animal products that also constrain the eater to mostly whole foods and a high amount of veggies, fruits, grains, and monounsaturated fats. As long as calories, food composition, and macros are in their healthy ranges, a wide variety of plant and animal products are conducive to health. On the performance side, it does seem that vegans will have a slightly harder time putting on muscle and perhaps even performing at the highest levels in some sports. Most of this can be mitigated with proper organization of the diet and proper supplementation. Getting most fats from plants and most protein from lean animal products is likely the easiest way to maximize health and fitness outcomes in the context of well programmed, mainly whole food diets, but abandoning veganism for an easier option is not always necessary. For those concerned with animal suffering, the trade-off of having to more carefully supplement and plan your diet is worthwhile. If you choose to be vegan, do so for environmental and ethical reasons, knowing that it will require more work for best outcomes and will not automatically improve health or fitness. With the growing popularity of veganism, the food industry now produces plenty of junk food options. These days one can easily be vegan and still eat terribly. The upside to this food development are products like Mycoprotein (fungus based complete protein that is digested and absorbed as well as any animal protein) and nutritional yeast (another source of complete vegan protein that is well absorbed). In addition, vegan supplements (such as vitamin D3 from fungus rather than animal products) exist. Although it is easier to be an unhealthy vegan these days, it is also leagues easier to be a healthy, fit one.

In what seems to be a reaction to the growing popularity of veganism, some have adopted the position that in order to be your leanest, fittest, and most muscular, you must eat meat. You can certainly get as lean with veganism as you can with a diet that includes animal products, but the performance and muscle growth side is a bit less clear. As of this writing, it is not definitive whether properly-supplemented veganism can match a diet in animal products in its muscle-building and peak-performance-enhancing potential. The current best-guess from our team is that it is possible but much more difficult to maximize these potentials on a vegan diet. The big take-home point: being vegan for the environment, for animal welfare, and for health are all completely rational and very good ideas. The idea that you cannot be healthy or perform highly without cutting out all animal products is just not true. There is a chance that your top end potential for muscularity might be slightly reduced—though more by practical rather than theoretical limitations because of the increased difficulty of maintaining a nutritionally optimal and consistent vegan diet.

**Excess Protein Concerns**

There are three distinct claims about the supposed dangers of overeating protein that are currently popular. The first notion is that protein intake above the minimum (greater than 0.3g per pound of body weight per day) is bad for the kidneys. As discussed in Chapter 3, the literature on protein consumption in healthy individuals is very clear that even huge amounts of
protein (2g per pound per day) do not have any sort of disruptive effect on the kidneys, even when consumed in this amount for months on end. The epidemiological data is also absent of any indication of negative impacts on the kidneys of otherwise healthy individuals.

The book based in part on the famous “China Study” which shares its name would have you believe that meat causes cancer and a host of other diseases. The China study itself, when the huge bulk of data are analyzed, shows more correlation between plant protein intake and cancer than meat intake and cancer—though correlation does not equal causation and it would not be logical to conclude that plant protein causes cancer based on these data either. The animal studies cited in this book are also troublesome. Though they did observe increased tumor growth in a rat group consuming casein, those rats (along with all rat groups in the study) were being administered a life threatening amount of tumor growth factor. The rats in the non-casein group, although their tumors were smaller, were dying. So the conclusion that casein causes cancer is only true insofar as the rats in the casein group were still alive to have their tumors measured. A follow up study done in monkeys and using a more reasonable dosage of tumor causing toxins showed cancer prevention in animals fed casein protein compared to the low protein group.

There is some evidence that higher protein intake might lead to a very slight decline in longevity, but high levels of exercise do that too. It seems fitness in general shortens life to a very small extent, but arguably sweetens life to a much larger extent. To complicate matters, while lower protein in the middle age has been correlated to slightly longer lifespans, higher protein intake in the elderly has been correlated with increased longevity. All this being said, protein is not unhealthy in any special way when eaten in larger amounts, and you might only bump into a small negative effect when pushing extreme longevity.

Other protein claims include the notion that athletes do not need much more protein than the minimum outlined for health in this book. This view was prevalent even in mainstream clinical nutrition up to the 1990s. Today, the volume of research on protein’s beneficial effects on performance and body composition is enormous, comprehensive, and unambiguous.

**Keto / Anti-carb Diets**

There are three alleged culprits as far as those in support of the anti-carb movement are concerned. The first is carbs themselves, the second is sugar more specifically, and the third is insulin, the hormone that is allegedly responsible for all the negative effects of the aforementioned two.

**Carbs**

Anti-carb diets assert that carbohydrates are especially obesogenic and cause diabetes if over-consumed. In actuality, consumed fats can be stored as body fat very readily without any conversion, and are more obesogenic than carbs. On the diabetes front, carbs do have a very
small role to play but are out-ranked by much more salient risk factors. The number one risk factor for developing Type II Diabetes is genetics. The next most important factor is body fat percentage and to some degree body weight in general. The higher your body fat and weight are, the more likely you are to become diabetic. The third factor is your level of physical activity. The more physically active you are, the less likely you are to become diabetic. Perhaps only after all of these factors are accounted for, leaving something like 5% or less of the chance of getting Type 2 Diabetes unexplained, the percentage of carbs in your diet might play a role. In the majority of animal studies in which the researchers purposefully give animals Type 2 Diabetes, scientists rely on overfeeding the animals with fat, not carbs, to cause the diabetic condition. Cutting carbs without attending to body fat percentage and exercise as a means of reducing your chances of developing diabetes is like just altering creatine intake as a way to gain muscle. Without fine tuning the main diet principles for a hypercaloric diet and getting consistent training, some creatine will not have a significant effect. Likewise, lowering carb intake is unlikely to have a notable effect on your chances of developing diabetes without a decrease in body fat percentage and physical activity. Because we know that reducing carbs on a hypocaloric diet is less muscle sparing than reducing fat, it follows that even low-carb dieting for the sake of improved body fat percentage is not the most efficient way to make such a change.

**Sugars**

Because the data on carbs and poor health does not support the causal nature of carbs, some anti-carb proponents turn the spotlight instead onto sugars. By doing so, anti-carb advocates garner quite a bit more support in the general population—lies with a hint of truth are always more believable. Excess sugar consumption is in fact a risk factor for dental health and can be problematic for individuals with certain gastrointestinal or health conditions. Outside of those effects, it is by no means clear that sugar is unilaterally bad for health. In fact, fruits are packed with sugar, but in nearly every one of the countless studies performed, are also directly associated with better health. Some sources of high amounts of sugar are junk food desserts (think gas station pastry options, candy, and such). These foods—outside of moderate consumption—can lead to an accidental hypercaloric diet and all things considered are not the healthiest. The reason for this has much more to do with lacking fiber, micronutrients, and easily consumed excess calories than with sugar itself.

**Insulin**

The health of fruits and whole grains is too well established to argue with. Nutrients from whole grains release slowly into the bloodstream and do not cause large insulin spikes. Fruits are composed of the very insulinogenic glucose sugar, but also of the very low glycemic index fructose and fiber that turns whole fruits into very low glycemic foods. Higher glycemic sugar sources, especially the fast-digesting kind, cause rapid insulin elevations, and this is supposedly the real culprit. When squaring this view with the evidence, some serious problems emerge. First of all, some foods that have been shown repeatedly to promote health and leanness are very insulinergic (causative of high insulin secretion), such as low fat milk and other dairy products like Greek yogurt. Secondly, higher-fat diets are less insulinergic than higher carb diets.
(because fats do not cause any insulin secretion when consumed), but are more obesogenic. Lastly, though insulin secretion has been hypothesized to increase rebound-appetite after the consumption of a meal, direct research into has produced conflicting results, with some evidence that insulin secretion actually lowers post-eating appetite.

We can also ask whether people who eat more carbs experience all the proposed negative side effects of carbs on average, more than other people. When looking at that data, there is no compelling correlation between carbs and the suggested negative outcomes. A second and rather powerful trend in the data is that vegans and vegetarians consume up to 80% of their daily calories from carbs, often racking up an impressive sugar intake within that carb consumption and are among the healthiest individuals ever studied. They have by far the lowest obesity rates, and no evidence whatsoever of any carb-induced maladies despite their above average carb consumption.

**Athletic Performance**
Various claims that carbs are not needed for athletic performance have been made. These claims hold the most merit in the lowest-intensity, highest-duration sporting events, such as ultra-endurance races (such as 50 mile trail running races), though even in these circumstances, additional carbs tend to increase average performances. In nearly every other setting, carb intake has been undeniably shown to have performance-enhancing effects. To drive the point home, the counter studies show that reducing carb consumption below a certain point unequivocally results in loss of performance.

**Low-Fat Guidelines and The Obesity Epidemic**
In the 1980s and 1990s, the United States government actively promoted a higher-carb, lower-fat diet. It was even reflected in the now-comical food guide pyramid. After decades of advocacy, obesity actually increased. This led many to believe that carbs were playing a role in obesity, but it turns out that what the government advocated and what people actually did were significantly different. In basic terms, the government advocated decreasing fats while keeping carb intakes high, but the vast majority of people who gained weight during these times simply added carbs on top of their already high fat and high carb diets. This of course shot calories through the roof, and probably strongly contributed to the increase in obesity. In essence, the dietary advice of eating carbs was taken, but the part of the advice about cutting fats or cutting calories was not.

The fundamental cause of obesity is the mismatch between activity and diet that results in a chronic hypercaloric condition. Factors contributing to this mismatch during the 80's and 90's might include increased mechanization of the work environment (and thus a decline in physical activity during work hours), the increase in per-capita wealth and decrease in the relative cost of food that makes overeating easier, and very importantly, the development and increasing popularity of foods that are convenient, delicious, and affordable, known to most of us as “junk foods.”
Low fat Diets

For the better part of two decades, dietary fat was demonized. Every single disease was seemingly caused in part by dietary fat, foods were termed “fattening,” which usually meant they had a lot of fat in them, and everyone was sure that the less fat you ate, the better. The very idea of “eating healthy” precluded the consumption of even moderately fatty foods. Yet, even in those dark days for dietary fat fans, there was discord between evidence and popular thought. Even in the beginning of the anti-fat crusade, there was a pretty well-documented aberration: nuts. Nuts were of course understood to have very high levels of fat, but they never could be pinned to obesity or even to unhealthy outcomes. Through the early 1990’s and beyond, the evidence that nuts were in fact quite healthy began to mount rapidly.

The incongruity between nuts and the supposed negatives of dietary fat intake set the stage for the popularity of the Mediterranean Diet in the 1990’s. Here was a diet that advocated relatively lower carb consumption, lots of greens and fish, and most interestingly, a whole lot of nuts, seeds, and olive oil—all of the latter being very high in fat. Not only was the Mediterranean Diet gaining popularity, increasing research validated components of its health-promoting nature. All of a sudden there was a popular and scientifically-supported diet that advocated much higher fat intake. Further, as olive oil was being linked to new health benefits, anti-fat crusaders shifted their messaging from “eat very little fat” to “eat very little saturated fat.” It simply became untenable to argue that all fat was unhealthy.

For the early part of the 2000s, it was tentatively accepted in popular diet culture that unsaturated fats were ok, but that saturated fats were negative for health. Upon a re-analysis of old studies, especially with more advanced statistical techniques, and the integration of new, more savvy studies on the varieties and sources of fat available, an interesting trend emerged. It looked like where you got your fats from mattered, even if they were saturated. For example, the saturated fats in many dairy products like milk and yogurt were being shown to have beneficial properties for health, so many that at least one review found more health benefits from full-fat dairy than from fat free dairy. Egg yolks, the victims of decades of demonization, were at least partially vindicated, and the relationship of grass-fed meats and health risks was shown to be more unclear than previously thought.

As many revolutions do, the saturated fat revolution went a bit too far for a time. People were saying that bacon was healthy, and were putting coconut oil (a saturated fat) into almost everything. It turned out that preserved meats and the saturated fats in them might not be the healthiest things in large quantities, and that coconut oil was in fact unhealthy in large quantities. Today, the best evidence we have gives us the perspective that, first and foremost, calories must be kept within appropriate ranges to support a healthy weight. Once calorie intake is equated, the would-be downsides of almost any kinds of fats fall drastically. Secondly, if enough (minimum for health) protein and carbs are being consumed, the negatives of high fat intake again shrink. Lastly, if most of your fats are monounsaturated and polyunsaturated, and
the minority of your fats (though it can still be up to 1/3) are saturated (with zero or minimal trans fats), the health negatives of fats pretty much disappear.

**Eat Fat to Burn Fat**

When you eat a lot of fat, your body actually starts burning more fat. This is a factual statement. This sets up an exciting prospect, but unfortunately the additional fat you are burning comes from the additional fat you are eating, and *not your body fat*. This leaves you no leaner than you were, and if you eat enough fat in addition to your other macros to be hypercaloric, you just gain fat on the net balance. On a deficit, increasing or decreasing fat calories while keeping total calories constant will not have an impact on body fat loss.

**Gluten Free / Anti-grain Diets**

A noteworthy variation of the anti-carb movement labels grains themselves or gluten (a protein found in wheat) the cause of obesity, inflammation leading to health problems, and of digestive issues.

The truth behind this fallacy is that some individuals are sensitive to the various ingredients in certain grains. Most notably are individuals with Celiac Disease, who are intolerant of wheat gluten. About 1% of the population has Celiac's. This serious disease aside, some people still report digestive discomfort when consuming gluten. At this juncture, scientists are not sure if any gluten sensitivities outside of disease exist. Studies directly examining this have yielded mostly negative results. In one famous study, non-Celiac individuals reported equivalent gastrointestinal distress to foods they were told contained gluten, whether or not any gluten was present in the food, suggesting that non-Celiac sensitivities are often psychosomatic. Discomfort, whether generated by food or imagined, is still discomfort and we do not recommend eating anything that makes you feel unwell, regardless of whether your reaction can be classified. That being said, the fact that some individuals do not tolerate certain grains well neither indicates that grains are bad for everyone or that individuals sensitive to certain grains must avoid *all* grains. There is probably not a single food to which no one has a negative reaction, so individual reactions should be taken into account only in individual cases.

In large collections of studies, whole grains have been shown to promote a huge number of healthy outcomes, such as the reduction of risk factors for heart disease, the lowering of blood pressure, and decreases in chronic systemic inflammation. The body of research on whole grains can in no way be construed to conclude that grains are in any unique way fat-promoting, performance-inhibiting, or negative for health. If you are not sensitive to grains or gluten, there is no good reason to categorically exclude them from your diet and plenty of good reasons to include them.
**Anti-Dairy**

The summary of the anti-dairy fallacy is similar to the anti-grain fallacy. Some individuals have allergies to dairy, lactose intolerance, or digestive trouble with certain dairy products. These issues are not due to any inherent property of dairy products, but rather to individuals’ lack of enzymes needed to digest dairy, or specific immune reactions. The fact that *some people* do not tolerate a certain food group is not a reason to label it patently unhealthy for everyone. The balance of the evidence from scientific research on dairy consumption suggests a net positive for health and fitness in controlled trials and epidemiological studies (where scientists examine massive datasets about peoples’ health and dietary habits and draw correlations). For those not sensitive to dairy, there is no cogent argument against the consumption of dairy products from the perspectives of health, performance, or body composition. If you happen to be lactose intolerant, lactose-free dairy products are available as are Lactaid pills that can make your intolerance a non-issue. There has been some research correlating increased dairy intake to increased outbreaks in those suffering from acne. For those who are acne prone, experimenting with reducing dairy consumption might be prudent.

**Genetic Diets**

The idea behind genetic testing for diet design is perfectly sound. Use information about your genetics to prescribe a type of diet that best fits you individually. Someday in the future, companies will possess the analytical technologies and algorithms to make sound, accurate diet recommendations based on genetics (though even then we predict the overall effect will be minimal compared to the main diet principles).

It is currently impossible to write diets based on genetic testing that will be better in any reliable way than basing intake on size and activity level. Even recent successes in related pursuits have seen mixed results. In one study, it was possible to test individual glycemic responses to foods, but in a later study, researchers used that data to prescribe individual diet recommendations to one group of dieters and gave another group non-individualized diets. The two groups lost the same amount of weight and fat. Ironically, this could have been predicted from the start of the experiment, because we already know that the glycemic index of foods only accounts for a very small percentage of a diet’s effect—Small enough that when both groups eat in a similarly healthy manner, precise glycemic matching is not powerful enough to be statistically detectable.

Everyone must reduce the number of calories in their diet to lose fat, everyone has to eat more to gain muscle. Carbs still act as fuel, protein is still needed for muscle maintenance. If and when genetic diets do inform diet decisions, they will likely be at the margins. Such advice would be “eat just a bit more carbs than a formula would predict” or “diet for longer than 12 weeks because you have genetic diet resiliency.” It is unlikely to lead to magic-pill solutions such “so long as you stay away from XYZ foods, you will not gain weight.”
**Blood Type Dieting**

There are two means of testing blood which claim to provide information pertaining to nutritional recommendations. The first is a legitimate test to gain an understanding of nutrient deficiencies or excesses. This should be done with the help of a registered dietician or medical doctor so that proper interpretation can occur and recommended courses of action be taken. Because most people do not have serious deficiencies or excesses, such a practice is by no means something that the average dieter needs to engage in at all. The second blood based nutritional recommendations come from what is often called “blood type dieting.” The latter is where your blood type (the information you fill out on your blood donor card) is used to prescribe a diet that is supposed to be best suited for your health and performance. This idea is completely unsubstantiated by evidence, contradicted by all available studies, and is very weak on theoretical grounds. In other words, it is a scam. Your blood type has no significant bearing on what or how much you should eat or your potential outcomes based on different diets.

**Elimination Diets**

There are two types of elimination diets. One is a legitimate part of a diagnostic process in the medical field. This type of prescribed diet eliminates whole classes of foods (grains, for example) to try to isolate which foods are causing an allergic response in the patient.

The second type of elimination diet is one that cuts out an entire food group as a strategy for weight loss. While some people might lose some weight by cutting an entire food group out if they had previously relied on it for a significant portion of daily calories, this strategy is arbitrary at best. Most data shows that people will quickly replace the eliminated food group with other calorie sources and regain the weight or simply revert back to eating the forbidden food. Elimination diets of this kind do not work for most people, especially long-term. There are instances where this strategy can be helpful to some individuals. Some people do better with abstaining completely from some junk foods, for example, because they find it difficult to eat them in moderation. If addictive behaviors around certain foods plague you, abstinence can be a good option. This type of diet is not a cure all or logical strategy for weight loss as it does not allow progressive decrease and increase of calories across weight loss and maintenance.

**Single Food Diets**

You may have heard of the “Grapefruit Diet” or the “Cabbage Soup Diet” and other plans where you temporarily eat a massive amount of one particular food. This is effective in the sense that it reduces your calories from other foods by quite a bit and so can work well in the short term for making scale weight move down. The foods recommended on these diets are low calorie, are often low on the FPRH scale, and high on the satiety index, making it hard to overeat them. How much cabbage soup are you really going to eat? How much do you crave cabbage soup?
These diets also give a structure to follow, keeping you from a whole lot of other high calorie food options.

There are many problems with this type of diet. First, it often leads to a severe drop in protein which means you are likely to lose some muscle. Second, when you come off the diet, you will likely replace the specific food with foods from your old habits since this diet has not taught you any sustainable strategies or healthy diet habits. Finally, the combination of these problems means that you will have rebound weight gain and this gain is likely to be fat and not muscle, leaving you with worse body composition than when you started.

**Clean Eating**

The term “clean eating” has waned in popularity, but it is still used enough to warrant some discussion. Clean eating gained a lot of traction in bodybuilding circles and was generally defined as a diet low in fat, salt, glycemic carbs, and processed foods with a tendency towards low palatability. While there are certainly variations of this definition, this is the basic idea. As you can probably see, this diet (provided protein and calories are set intelligently) is a template for an effective fat loss diet. It is probably not a sustainable diet or a good option for a muscle gain diet. Unfortunately, numerous people believe they need to eat as clean as possible during all phases of diet for their best results. Limiting salt and especially limiting fat and tasty foods on a muscle gain diet needlessly limits people from fitting real-world foods into their real-world lives and reduces adherence.

If you ate all processed junk foods but hit your macro and calorie targets, switching to mostly healthy, whole food diet with the same calories and macros would result in at most a 5% difference in fitness outcomes, per the total influence of the food composition principle. If the latter plan is temporary for the gain phase and improves your adherence, it is likely the better choice to achieve your goals. The ideal scenario is probably somewhere in between, where you eat plenty of healthy foods, but achieve some of the more difficult calorie increases with tastier processed foods. The important thing to understand is that muscle gain on a 100% “clean” diet might be unnecessarily difficult and can only improve results by a very small margin.

**Intuitive Eating**

The term intuitive eating has some real value. When you are making the choice between one healthy, balanced option and another, choose the one that “feels” better. You might well be craving a micronutrient your body needs. Further, for those who have been dieting and assessing macros and calories for a long time, the extensive practice might allow them to eyeball and intuit portion sizes, macro, and calorie content in order to stay isocaloric.
The problem with intuitive eating is that it often works completely in reverse of fitness and health goals. Thanks to evolution, most people’s bodies intuit that they should be putting on fat when food is plentiful, preparing via evolutionary design for the inevitable famine to come. Our intuition simply did not evolve in the modern world, and in terms of food consumption behaviors, is largely misaligned with it. It is not an overstatement to say that the vast majority of obese people got that way from following their intuition to some extent. It just feels good to eat lots of tasty food and take it easy. Ideally we should use the vast amount of data and knowledge we have about what foods and strategies that are best for our health, fitness, and physique goals and only within that framework allow intuitive choices to be made.

**Lifestyle Change Versus Formal Dieting**

The seemingly sage advice to “make healthy lifestyle changes rather than dieting”, like most advice, is very well intentioned. Individuals who hop from one fad diet to the next and never develop sound eating habits to support and maintain their goals are certainly missing the lifestyle element (to their own detriment). The reality is that, while lifestyle changes can initiate some progress and are certainly important for sustaining changes, substantial fitness and physique development will require some periods of focused dieting. Lifestyle changes do not have the power to change your physique and performance like formal diets do, but formal diets are not sustainable in the long term. There is no need to choose between healthy lifestyles or formal diets—both can be used at appropriate times to achieve goals and live a balanced, healthy life.

**Fast Weight Loss for the Very Obese**

This is the notion that because obese people have a lot of weight to lose, they should be programmed to lose it at a very fast rate. Up to 2% per week is not an uncommon suggestion. To put this in context, it means that individuals weighing 300 lb might be advised, or themselves decide, to lose up to 6 lb per week. There are advantages and disadvantages to this approach. The advantages are twofold. First, the obese person becomes rapidly less-obese. Excess fat reduces lifespan so the sooner weight is lost, the more time is added to your life and the better your long-term health. The second advantage is that rapid weight loss is visible on the scale, in the mirror, and in how clothes fit, which is highly motivating. Unfortunately, the disadvantages are powerful enough to outweigh all of the advantages combined. Very fast weight loss results in severe daily physical and mental energy deficits and severe hunger. This all adds up to a very high rate of failure due to falling off the wagon and even higher rates of rebound weight gain (often to a heavier weight). Losing weight at paces over 1% body weight per week is such a dependable contributor to rebound gain that the concept of the minicut was designed to take advantage of this for the explicit purpose of facilitating weight gain in those seeking to push the limits of muscle growth. Not exceeding 1% of weight loss per week is perhaps especially important for the obese. Obese populations are precisely the people who have been the most
unsuccessful with dieting over the years. The people who are the most predisposed to the rebound effect. The people who will most benefit from slower, controlled diets that teach them a lifestyle of healthy eating.

**Supplement Fads**

**Testosterone Boosters**

There is only one class of drugs that can reliably boost natural testosterone production in healthy individuals. Aromatase inhibitors boost testosterone production by inhibiting the enzyme that converts testosterone to estrogen; inhibiting this process it leaves more circulating testosterone. These drugs do not increase muscularity on their own because estrogen is also needed at certain levels for muscle growth.

If only aromatase inhibitors can actually boost testosterone levels, you might be wondering what the active ingredients in prohormones and other such supposed testosterone-boosting supplements could be. Typical supplements either contain a blend of herbs and substances that will have no effect on testosterone or muscle whatsoever, anabolic steroids, or both. In short, if your testosterone booster works really well, it contains steroids—steroids boost muscle growth while shutting down your natural testosterone production. You can boost testosterone within normal ranges by getting proper sleep, rest, and nutrition, but to get more than that, your only option is anabolic steroids and all of the health, moral, and legal ramifications they bring.

**Nutrient Partitioning Agents**

The story of “nutrient partitioning agents,” which claim to shuttle more of your eaten food into muscle and less into fat, is similar to testosterone boosters. Outside of very powerful steroids and other hormonal substances such as injectable growth hormone, there is no supplemental way to boost nutrient partitioning. Hard training, proper diet, adequate rest, and sleep are your best bet.

**Selective Androgen Receptor Modulators SARMs**

SARMs are a class of designer drug that turns on the androgen receptor in cells, causing mostly the same effects as anabolic steroids. SARMs are more advanced than steroids and predominantly target the androgen receptors in skeletal muscle tissues while interacting much less with other tissues. This gives SARMs the ability to cause increased muscle growth while minimizing side effects.
Currently SARMs are legal in most countries and can be purchased online. The problem is that real SARMs are complex drugs that are expensive to manufacture. In recent surveys, the vast majority of drugs sold online claiming to be or to contain SARMs simply did not have any actual SARMs in them. Some had trace amounts, others had just regular oral steroids, and still others had seemingly no active ingredients at all. In fact, “SARMs” were being sold online before their proprietary formulas had been published. Your chance of getting SARMs when you purchase something labeled as such is not great at the present moment. If you have the means, getting any supplements labeled as SARMs lab tested is a good idea. Please remember that these are powerful drugs with unique side effects of their own and should not be used without medical supervision and definitely not used in sports federations in which they are banned.

That Hot New Supplement

Testosterone boosters and SARMs are just two currently prominent examples in a seemingly endless line of supplements claiming impressive, but unverified effects. When new supplements come out, they can get enough media attention and anecdotal notoriety (despite not doing what they are advertised to do) that even skeptical people start to wonder if there is anything to the claims. Since less than 10 of the thousands available made our list of effective supplements in Chapter 6, your continued skepticism is encouraged.

Cleverness as Diet Wisdom

In the fitness industry, how clever or unconventional your claim sounds is often very predictive of how much attention it will get in the social sphere and the media, and how many people will actually attempt to heed your advice, no matter how wrong it is. “Burn fat by eating dessert foods!”, “Lose weight by eating more!”, “One quick trick to lose belly fat...”, and so on pop up eternally on social media platforms. This phenomenon occurs because we want to believe that clever, quirky, or counterintuitive approaches will allow fitness to be quickly and easily ours. Fitness can be yours, but it is not going to be yours through hacks, shortcuts, or clever tricks. It will be yours only through the application of sound scientific principles and hard work, commitment, and patience.
Chapter Summary

- New fads, trends, ideologies, and ‘old wives tales’ in nutrition come and go faster than we can keep up with.

- The overwhelming majority of new trends or nutritional ‘bio-hacks’ have little to no support or merit, and often falsely advertise that they somehow circumvent the basic principles discussed in this book.

- Many trends appeal to logical fallacies, which may sound initially intriguing, however fall apart when analyzed through a principled approach.

- There is simply no substitute for a scientifically based diet paired with hard work and consistency.
Diet Templates*

Fully Personalized One-On-One Coaching

Diet App for iphone (android coming soon)

Training Templates

And more!

*Vegan Templates Available
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